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ABSTRACT

This thesis fol lows the development of a cultural ap-
proach to social history begining with Hegel and l4arx and
ending with the work of Thomas Kuhn and Gregory Bateson.
lJhile tracing this development it offers an explanation of
the cultural unconbcious which I ies behind ideal form, a so-
cietyrs styl ized representations of seemingly natural aesth-
etic significances.

The key event in intellectual h¡story which permitted the
development of a cultural approach to social history bras

Structuralism, begun by Ferdinand de Saussure and l'lax Weber
at the beginning of the twentieth century. Their work made
possible the discussion of the social I'f ieldrr which signi-
fies all signs and gestures and gives art its quality of in-
tri nsic emotional relevance.

An overview of structuraì aesthetics since Weber and
Saussure indicates a nev'/ paradigm of cultural reason emerg-
ing from the work of Fredric Jameson, llichel Foucauìt, John
Berger, Jean-Paul Sartre, l'laurice l'lerleau-Ponty' Theodore
Adorno and others. This new paradigm I inks cuiturai and po-
I itical history through a dialectical model which describes
social behavior as a unified emotional and intel lectual
who I e.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUET I ON

Critical consciousness in social and pol iticaì history

has reached a degree of sophistication, incìusiveness and

explanatory power far beyond the critical system which still

appl ies to aesthetic theory and the history of the Fine

Arts. 0n this account a more expanded and inclusive ap-

proach to cultural h¡story is both possible and necessary.

This thesis fol lows the development of an existential ly con-

scious approach to ideal forms, a societyrs styl ized repre-

sentations sf seemingly natural significances. By fol lowing

this development we intend to contribute to the methodology

for reading the social content of the artistic symbol.

Conventional intel lectual history has relegated aesthet-

ics to its own special province where ìt functions according

to its own special laws and enjoys its own, supposedly uni-

guê, existence outside the history of poì itics, economics

and class struggle. Normaì ly, art history, for example, is

not found in the Faculty of arts, but in other jurisdictions

of the university campus. Such physical separation is evi-

dent as weì I in the detachment of academic discussion of the

arts from the teaching and appl ication of professionaì ar-

tistic techniques. The conventionaì approach has thereby
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disintegrated the unity of thought and feeling, detaching

and abstracting the former while silencing the latter. Under

the conventional method, the Fine Arts have, in effect, been

placed on a pedestal where their idealization acts out a

fundamentalìy bad faith which obscures their social impor-

tance. Just as the American slave holder idealized his

bondsmen's freedom from responsibility, so the idealization

of the arts exhaìts in order to manipulate and aÞpreciates

in order to control. Historical studies has been slow to

address th i s cunn i ng of unreason, therefore emot i on and

feel ing have been separated from social and poì itical histo-

ry. The time and opportuni ty to redress this grave over-

sight has not been overlooked in criticaì theory, anthropoì-

ogy, phenomenology and the history of science. An historical

perspective which synthesizes these findings brould be an as-

set to cul tura I stud i es.

Because aìl symbols are social, art is a social text

which stands for an historicaì context. Human existence

would be impossible without the unconscious mediation of

cultural signs irradiated in history. The magical col lec-

tive illusion of primary meaning which anneals body and soul

onto a col ìective I ife-world arises from the historical cor-

respondance between a sign and its symbolic social function.

This relation, simul taneously private and col lective, i s

perhaps the most important social network affi I iation which

any member of a post-scarcity society ever undertakes.
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lf this earth is to be truly our home, then it is not

only the f lesh, but, as Artaud said, r'the equilibrium of the

flesh,ttr that must be understood. There exists an histor¡cal

dialectic within as well as without and the pyramid of time

upon which each of us is an apex requires revolutionary in-

trospection as weì I as revolutionary el an.

The arts do not suffer, primari ly, from the monopoliza-

tion of their ideal forms and the mass suppression of their

supposedly timeless message. The arts suffer, and therefore

human nature suffers, because the I ife cycìe of artistic

change, the mental and emotional ecology between culture and

h i story has been i nterrupted. The commod i ty cuì ture ra i ses

idols out of past exemplary forms and with these idols in-

terdicts the process of cultural evolution. lndustrial iza-

tion and class confl ¡ct have. damaged the emotional ecology

between culture forms and social process. The ideal forms

which could help balance, humanize and sensitize the indus-

tr ial I i f e-wor ld have been thrown awry. As l,li I I iam llorr is

lamented, rrThe well of art has been poisoned at the

spr i ng. r'2

r Antonin Artaud, "Fragments of a Diary from Hel l (1925) r,,
Selected Writinos. Susan Sontag (ed.) trans. Helen l,Jeaver
(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1976) p. !J Artaud
anticipates Lacan: 'rl retort that the Self and the Other
are two distinct terms which should not be confused, and
are precisely the two opposing terms that maintain the
equi I ibrium of the flesh.'l

2 W¡l I iam llor
and Cu I ture

r¡s, rrArt und
r830-r9r4.

er Plutocracy,r' lndustrial i satipn
Chr istopher Harvie, Graham l,lart in

and Aaron Scharf (ed.), (London: Open University Press,
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The Greeks had no word for our idea of culture. The lnu-

vik have no word for artist or the Fine Arts. These highly

individuated peoples could not artificial ly separate the

ways and the means of their life experience as facilely as

we do. The tragedy of Western Culture begins when the work

of art is stoìen out of history and betrayed into the gener-

a I root I essness and techn i ca I abstract i on of Western

thought. Robbed of its social and pol iticaì significance,

the art object is profaned in the very act of its worship.

By studying the structural relation between art and history,

we can invigorate our cultural imagination and permit the

discussion of culture to be once again coterminous with its

real subject. That is the principle challenge with which

our civilization confronts our culture.

Giving a date to specific elements of a phenomenon, cata-

loguing a procession of productions or events upon a calen-

der, certifying the originaìity or authenticity of a work:

these accompl ishments serve the extremely important function

of defining a territory which must still be evaluated. lf,

however, these accomplishments become the be alì and end all

of historicaì investigation they are, Foucault writes,
rrharml ess enough amusements for h i stor i ans who refuse to

grow up.rr3

.1970) p. 331 A lecture deìivered at Oxford with John Rus-
kin in the chair, l4 November, 1883; publ ished in Archi-
tecture, I ndustry and Weal th (1902) .

3 l'lichel Foucault, The Archaeoìogy of Knowledge. trans. by
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The emotional and cuìtural system of a nation should be

just as important as its pol itical system, but the aesthetic

and emotionaì side of social I ife has been considered rrsoftil

by traditional analysis. The feeling-tone or ethos of a cul-

ture has been thought to be unsuitable for the rigors of

rrhardrr documentary scholarship. ln this belief, schoìarship

has been al ienated into its own tools, leaving unsaid a vi-

tal component in al I human ì ife.

lf we broaden artrs historical perspective, in order to

include an understanding of the structure of historical con-

texts, it might be possible to increase our knowledge of our

society and ourselves whi le at the same time bringing about

meaningfuì pol itical change.

It appears that the old models of pol itical and intel lec-

tual history are pretty much mined out. The reduction of

pol itics to individual biography and the rational ization of

individual behavior by a simpl istic psychology suitable for

anecdotal narrative can result in descriptions which lack

effeetive explanatory value.

Classícal ly, symboì ic systems were thought to be ratíonal

impos¡t¡ons upon raw nature. Pure form was considered a pro-

cess of mind over matter and therefore directly amenable to

conscious direction. Twentieth Century structural ism has

14. Sher idan-Smi th (London:Tavi stock Publ ications , l97Z)A

p ì44
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significantly qual ified this view. Social contexts differ

considerably from the positivist ideal of nineteenth century

mechanics. The symbolic forms of any (small c) cultural en-

vironment, including the culture forms of art and leisure,

are beginning to appear to us in the late twentieth century

as language in embryo, the pre-formation system for rational

discourse.

There are at ìeast five special area discourses through

which to approach the theory and method of an existential ly

conscious criticism:

l. The Hermeneutical Tradition (Heidegger, Ricoeur, and

Gadamer)

2. Phenomenoìogicaì Literary Criticism (Sartre, Bache-

lard, Wi I I iams, Eagleton, and Jameson)

3, Phenomenological Phi losophy (Husserl, Adorno, Sohn-

Rethe I , Sar tre, l'1er I eau-Ponty, Foucau I t, and Baudr i I -

I ard)

4. Cuìtural Anthropology (l'lal inowski, l'1eade, Benedict,

Bateson, Levi- Strauss, Sahl ins and Harris)

5. Communications Psychology (Hi I I, Stierl in, Haley,

Bateson, Pal azzol i and Stol ìer)

Synthesizing all f ive is an exercise that leads to a nerÁ/

methodology for reading the art object in social history.

Objective style forms

perspectives in painting,

(poetic meters, symphonic forms,

etc.) are, in themselves, histori-
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cal texts. The critÌcal capacity torrreadtrthe art text

emerges as one of the principle common conclusions of the

special area dialectics that have been developed in the late

twent i eth century. Aesthet i c exper i ence can be returned to

unity from its schizoid life as either technique or ideal.

Our project of reading the art object as an art text in

social history requires blending special area dialectics as

much as possible into a plain prose discourse which is ac-

cessible to the non-speciality reader. This restoration of

the art object to the general grammar of history involves

the use of plain prose language in order to resituate aesth-

etics in social history.

The doubl e object ive of restor i ng both aesthet i c theory

and diaìecticaì analysis to plain prose historical narrative

has in great measure determined the structure of the thesis.

The thes i s structure rotates, for c I ar i ty,s sake, upon i ts

own logical bal ì and socket, pivoting between a discussion

of nineteenth century dialectics and an explanation of twen-

tieth century methodology. This duaì strategy has been cho-

sen out of concern for the general reader who would like to

enter one of the mainstream special area discourses as

quickly as possíble. This desire has become a particularly

strong motive to those who have become deeply concerned over

the social meaning and historical importance of our Western

F i ne Arts Cul ture.
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I.le bel ieve that the reader wi ll find the rotat¡ng struc-

ture of the thesis to be of use in his own reading of con-

temporary dialectical discourses because a plain prose dis-

course for general history has inadvertently been left

behind in the gaps between speciality areas. This thesis

succeeds ¡f it helps to bridge the gap between critical

theory and cul tural h i story, mak i ng twent i eth century struc-

tural analysis more accessible to the general reader.



Chapter I I

THE WESTERN CULTURAL SPLIT

Cultural studies has to begin in agreement with Kroeber

and Kluckhohn that:

Culture in explanatory importance and in general i-
ty of appl ication is comparable to such categories
as gravity in physics, disease in medicine, evoìu-
tion in biology.a

Unfortunately, in specific usage, this general ity of impor-

tance has been achieved by employing a universal ambiguity,

for today the word rrculture'r has two sometimes separate,

sometimes overlapping meanings. ln one sense the word has

extensive anthropological force denoting everything I'extra-

somaticil and interpersonal with¡n the field of human rela-

tions. ln the other, more restricted meaningr¡'Culture,,'us-

ual ìy with this capital 0, refers to a classical canon in

the Fine Arts.5 lf the Fine Arts, capital C Culture is to be

taken serìously, there is no reason why for Homo Sapieng,

4

5

A. L. Kroeber and Clyde Kìuckhohn, Culture, A

view of Concepts and
1952) p.3

Definitions (New York:
Critical Re-

Random House,

'rWe have noted two uses of the term cultur
taken as the extreme poles of its use. ln
the aesthet¡e domain of, in partícular, AL!

e which can be
one, it denotes
and L i terature

and the relations between them. At the other end of the
spectrum are anthropological uses of the term to denote
the rwhole way of I ife' of a society, often construed in
an ideal ist way as founded upon meanings, values and so
on." Tom Bottomore (ed.) A Dictionary of l'larxist Thouqht
(0xford: Basiì Blackwell, lg8t-pp. l09

I
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should exist

10

which evolves cuìtural ly, this distinction

at al I .6

Raymond Wi I ì iams has distinguished three general usages

of the word, culture:

l. a developed state of mind --- as in "a person of cul-

ture, t', t'a cul tured person. t'

the process of this development --- as in "cultural

i nterests, rr , rrcu I tura I act iv i t i es .rl

3. the means of these processes --- as in culture as

"the arts' and I'humane intelìectual works.rr?

ln the above senses, generaì usage muddles a significant

distinction. Wi I I iams has pointedly asked since his earìy

work in 1957 whether capital C, Culture, implies an immacu-

late rrinforming spirit" outside pol itical and economic real-

ity or whether capital !, Cuìture means "the signifying sys-

tem through which necessarily a social order is

rrThe concept of culture can also express an attempt to
break down these distinctions.'r lbid.' p. ll0¡rThere is a

concept of culture that can serve as an important instru-
ment of social research because it expresses the impl ica-
tion of the mind in the historical process of soc¡ety. lt
signifies the total ity of social I ife in a given situ-
ation, insofar as both the areas of ideational reproduc-
tion (culture in the narrower sense, the rrspiritual
world") and of material reproduction ("civi l izationrr) form
a historical ly distinguishabìe and comprehensible unity.r'
Herbert l'larcuse,'rAff irmative Character of Culture," Nggg-
tio¡Ê. trans. Jeremy J. Shapiro (Boston: Beacon Press,
ls6-EI p. eh

Raymond Williams, Culture (Glascow: William Collins E

Sons, l98l) p. ll

2
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communicated, reproduced, experienced and expIored.rr8 l.Ji I-

I iamrs latter meaning is the same as the modern ethnological

sense of cul ture as nthe consenses, the patterns. . . that

arise out of the analysis of human custom.¡tg Ethnologically,

culture comprises al I the relations of social reproduction

and therefore means the concrete and d¡st¡nct way of I ife

for a whole people in a specific historical social order.r0

The capital C, Fine Arts Culture, has been a hal lmark of

the West since the Greeks, but the social history of its

changing styles and forms has fallen between the traditional

discipl ines. Ethnology looks outside the West at the cultur-

aì ly exotic and unfami I iar. Husicoìogy and the History of

the Arts study technical and intel Iectual infìuences. The

broader social value of these artistic forms exists in an

unnamed domain of practical convergence between the ethnolo-

gical definition of culture and the capital !, Fine Arts

ÇU].!UfqL experience. There is no traditional discipl inary

pigeon hole, hence no fami I iar methodology for turning back

to a broader base and reading the social history contained

8 lbid. p. 12

e l,lelville J. Herskovits,
Alfred A. Knopf, 1948) pp.

h i s l,/orks (New York:l'lan
9t'

and
4Bt

1o Williams, Ci.¡lture p. l0

Websterrs Twent i eth Century Unabr i dged d i ct i onary de-
f i nes ethnoloqy as, rrThe branch of anthropoìogy that
deals with the comparative cultures of various peoples,
including their distribution, characteristics, folkways,
etc.rr
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in Western Fine Art forms. Studying the social content of

Cultural form is not history which follows politics, nor

Fine Arts which concentrates on techniques, nor sociology of

knowl edge wh i ch has staked out for i tsel f the h i story of

ideas. We cal I this unnamed interdiscipl inary area, Cultural

Studies. This thesis in Cultural Studies investigates the

practical domain where high C Fine Arts and loì^/ c, ethnolo-

gical C/culture converge.

Cultural studies becomes the area where historical con-

sciousness critiques its own emotional ground of being.

l'larxist economic critique has acquainted us with the dis-

crimination and total ization of pol iticaì contexts. Weber's

work began the same movement for intel lectual history. Cul-

tural studies ì¡/ouìd work at the same leveì of logicaì inclu-

siveness as Harxist pol itics and the appl ication of sociolo-

gy to the history of ideas. The methodoìogicaì premise for

cultural studies synthesizes l'larx and VJeber and applies that

synthesis to formal culture.

Kant was the first to use the word, culture, in its fuìl

modern ambiguity which crosses the husbandry of nature con-

cept with the Fine Arts connotation of social cultivation

and savoir faire. Kantrs straddl ing of the fence between

Kulturè in the Fine Arts sense and Kultivieren still haunts

the discipl ine of History, although Anthropology and Sociol-

ogy opted for ethnological precision early in the twentieth
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thecentury. As we wi I I have occasion to see, Kant began

modern schism between culture and social history.

Klemmrs Allqemeine KulturqeschÌchte

first volume of Klemmrs work appeared in 1843 and declared

that it would foìlow Voltaire's lead who:

Put aside dynasties, king I ists, and battles, and
sought what is essential in history, namely cuì-
ture, as ¡t is manifest in customs, in beliefs,
and in forms of government.lr

Cultural studies centers upon this historical relation be-

tween 'rcustoms, bel iefs and forms of governmentrrr and an

r¡entire process of self -formation,r'r2 of which the individu-

al remains unaware; but to which he owes his social ization

into the general consciousness.

The ethno log i ca I mean i ng of rrcu I turerr was establ ished in

187ì. KroeberEnglish by E.B" Tylor's E_tj_[i_UJg Cu_]-LUte in

and Kluckhohn write;

Tylor, after some hesitation as against I'civi iza-
tionrrr borrowed the word cul ture from German,
where by his time it had become well recognized
wi th the mean ¡ ng here under d i scuss i on, by a
growth out of the older meaning of civi I ization.r3

rr lb¡d. p. l4

Kroeber and Kluckhohn note that

sense of the word culture f irst

the modern ethnograph i c

appeared in Gustav E.

der l'lenschhe i t. The

Knowl edoe and Human I nterests. trans.
ston: Beacon Press, 1970) p. l3 See n.
emological di lemmarr of ideal izing this

r 2 Jurgen
Jer emy
J\ for

bermas,
api ro (eo
he ¡'epist

Ha

Sh
t

relation.
r 3 Kroeber and K I uckhohn, $l!Lg. p. I I
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High culture has been a weapon of revolution, â pâllia-

tive, a placebo and, more recently, even a reactionary.

Over the last century the rrpure'r Arts have played no smaì I

part in everything fromrrbohemianism" to rebellion to help-

¡ng to preserve the status quo. S¡nce the rise of the bour-

geois orchestra and the establ ishment of publ ic gal leries

early in the nineteenth century, the conservative influence

of High, Classical Cuìture has perhaps been predominant.

The partnership between conservative pol i tics and the

Fine Arts has certainly not been an innocent one. I'Pure art,

Kenneth Burke wrote, rrtends to become a social menace in so

far as it assists us in tolerating the intolerable.r'1a This

potentially reactionary influence is not exclusively a twen-

tieth century phenomenon. One of the boldest announcements

of this influence was made over a century ago by l4atthew Ar-

nold:

Culture is the most resoute enemy of anarchy, be-
cause of the great hopes and des i gns for the state
wh i ch cu ì ture teaches us to nour i sh . r s

Though inspired by other sources, anthropology and the soci-

ology of mass culture have turned toward intensive critical

analysis of the ethnological impì ications behind Arnoldrs

bold principle. Historical studies have virtual ly ignored

the Western Classical Cul ture to which Arnold expl ici tly re-

rrThe Nature of Ar t Under
13, 1933, p. 677

Capitalism," þ-

l4atthew Arnold, Cul ture and Ana!'chv (Cambr idge: Cambr idge
Un i vers i ty Press , 1932) p. 204

r4 Kenneth Burke,
t i on. December

t5
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ferred.

ln the history of classical culture, a serious credibi I i-

ty gap has opened between social history and her sister dis-

cipl ines. To preserve our own integrity as weì I as to fur-

ther knowledge, th¡s gap should be addressed formaìly. The

comparative reìuctance of historians to do so signifies a

gratefuì forebearance, but it also indicates a dangerous and

misplaced nostalgia for the absolute which can jeopardize

the i ntegr i ty of knowl edge.

Aesthetic values are important, but not as important as

the social content of aesthetic experience. lf the correct

blend of theoretical and empirical perspectives could be

brought to bear upon this problem, culture--without ceasing

to be culture--could be immunized from some of the negative

and reactionary side-effects which it has fostered in the

years since Arnoldrs boìd deployment of it on the side of

I aw and order.

That art grows out of time and history is not the view

which has dominated aesthetics over the past 200 years. The

I'lagna Charta of aesthetics for this period was written by

lmmanuel Kant. According to the era for which Kant spoke,

there were two incommensurable and forever separate ways of

knowing. For Kant, rrAl I eognition is either rational or

historical.rtre To Kantrs mode of perception, the historicaì

l6 lmmanue I Kant, Cfjlgrre of PuIg Reason . trans . J . t4. D
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is by definition, irrational, and the rational is categor-

icaì ly ahistorical. For this dual istic, ahistorical mode,

knowledge of the artsrris the aesthetic judgment as a facul-

ty to select with universal val idity.t'rz Georges Lefebrve

expl a i ns that Kant:

Rehabilitated the emotions and outlined a metaphy-
sics that endowed emotion with the ability to at-
tain the absolute through intuition whi le denying
reason such access. r 8

By virtue of this dual ism, aesthetics can be shunted off

into rrthe sphere of pure reason'r where "there is, according-

ly, no proper polemic."re We assert, quite simply, that Kan-

tian judgment is in error. There are extremely important po-

lemics proper to the so-cal led sphere of pure reason.

The bourgeois era for which Kant spoke continues to I ive

the split between history and rationaìity which Kant divided

g priori. lt hopes to survive in history, but it pretends

to live its emotional life outside of ¡t. lts fundamentally

escapist attitude toward the material worìd leads it to as-

sume that the positive content of the arts I ies outside of

history, beyond struggle, pol itics and ordinary comprehen-

Heiklejohn (London: George Bel l, 1878) p. 505 First Ger-
man edition, .l781.

l7 lmmanuel Kant, Anthropoloqy from a Pragmatic Viewpoint.
trans. Walter Cerf (New York: Bobbs-l'lerril, ì963) p. 6\

rB Georges Lefebvre, Napoleon: From l8 Brumaire to Ti lsit,
l79q-1807. Vol. l. trans. Henry F. Stockhold (New York:
Colurnbia Unir¡ersity Press, 1969) p.l I

l9 Kant, Cr i t i que p. 460



sion. ln bourgeois aesthetics, history

transcended. For i t, h i story never enters

history confronts art and suppresses the

se I frr to wh i ch ar t supposed I y speaks .

t7

exi sts only to be

into the artwork,

"human end- i n- i t-

either tacit or rooted in tacit know-
. . .Thus the i dea I of pure obj ect i v i ty
nd in science has been shown to be a
. t,

The dual i sm and i ncons i stency of bourgoei s aesthet i c

judgment has led the historian, David Lowe, to conclude that

the act of perception should be discussed as an event in po-

I iticaì history. Lowe proposes "the history of perception

as the intermediate I ink between the content of thought and

the structure of society.rr20 Lowe, and others, argue that

social being penetrates the body senses, otienting them in

ways which correspond to the relations of production and the

intentional context growing out of those relations.

Donald H. Lowe, History of Bourqeois Perception (Ch i cago:zo

University of Chicago Press, 1982) p. 1 "The field of
perception determines the content of knowledge; but that
field is itself determined by society as total i-
ty...Knowledge is the íntentional consciousness within a
perceptual fiela (pp. l4-15)." See

l'1i chae I Po I any i and Har ry Prosch , llggllg (Ch i ca-
go: Universi ty of Chicago Press, 197Ð "Al l
knowl edge
i ng (p.
i n knowi n
myth (p.

ts
6t)
ga
63)

2. Aron Gurwitsch, b. Field of Consciousness (p¡tts-
burgh: Duquesne University Press, 1964) rrWhat is
the ground of aesthetic perception? lf one agrees
with G.H. Head regarding the aesthetic, then the
ground is the social context in which the event
emerges as mean i ng and commun i cat i on (p. 1 I 3) . "

3. David L. ltliller, George Herbert Head: Self , Lan-
gES[9, and the World (Austin, Texas: University of
Texas Press, 197Ð I'The aesthetic experience is
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Historical structural ists since Weber bel ieve that this

correspondance is extremely important and that aesthetics

may be its principle element. Terence Hawkesrview is that

modern structural ism:

reveal.s to us...the conf irming, supportive, prob-
lem-resolving nature of all art. lt thus
strengthens the notion that art acts as a mediat-
ing, moulding force in society rather than as an
agency wh i ch merel y ref I ects or records.2 r

Though the Kantian psychology and

rated the bourgeois rise to world

i n th i s century, the pract i ca I ,

anthropology which consec-

power was set aside early

pol itical and emotional

problems of its divided consciousness and mercenary ethical

system sti I I remain. These also ought to be accepted as

historical problems of a specific era of production.

Anthropologists, following l¿larvin Harris and Kenneth

Pike, argue two ìevels of social interaction: an "emic" or

factual leveì of explicit behaviors and an rreticrr or struc-

tural level which carries the rationale and intentional sys-

one in which a person experiences his own role-
performance as essent i a I to and as an i ntegra I

part of social behavior (p. 218)."

Edmund Husserl, The Crisis of European Science and
Transcendental Phenomenology. trans. David Carr
ffi", Itl"rtr,western university Press, l97o)
"Al I souls are uni ted not external ly but internal -
ly, namely through the intentional interpenetra-
tion which is the communal ization of their ì ives
(p. 255) ."

Semiotics (Ber ke I ey :
56 Hawkesr work i s
A splendid summary of

4

2r Terence Hawkes, Structural ism and
University of Caì ifornia, 1971) p.
a basic introduction to the fieìd.
a most difficult topic.
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tem of the society.22 The social insider normally perceives

only the explicit rremicrr dimension of his behavior and miss-

es therretic,rr structuraì one in which the signif icance of

his behavior is embedded. Lowe, l'lead, Gurwitsch, Polanyi,

and others contend that VJestern history has been written and

understood only in terms of its explicit, factual "emicil

side. Therreticrrdimension of Western behavior is perceived

by the Westerner in the same way any other person sees his

own societyrs col ìective behavior: he sees a domain of "pure

reason'r which is unreachable by mundane speculation. This

self-deception in an advanced industrial society amounts to

an incalculably dangerous act of col lective hubris.

Western perception is f ramed by two severe rreticrr I imits,

both of which were definitively articulated by Kant: a be-

I ief in objective space-time and the postulation of individ-

ual personal ity as objective and ahistorical. rrThese be-

lief sril Lowe writes, "v,/ere ideological because they

deflected the al ienation and estrangement of bourgeois soci-

ety into various compartmental ized activities.rr23 Kantrs

sub-dividing of existential wholeness consummated a pol iti-

cization of the senses.

22 l'larvin Harris, Cultural l'laterialism (New York: Random
House, 197Ð pp. 3ì ff.

23 Lowe, Perçeption. p. t61
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For some, the pol itical impl ications of these aesthetic

questions might seem to be taking Fine Arts Culture too se-

riously. To such an objection, wê can onìy point out that

since cultural behaviors are the descriptive category which

distinguish our species f rom all ot,hers, it is hardly possi-

b I e to be too ser i ous about them. The h i story of cu I tura I

behaviors raises significant qual itative questions which ex-

tend over far broader issues than the private I ife of the

individual mind.

The desire to dodge these questions derives in Iarge part

from a misrepresentation of what is truìy indeterminate

about cul ture. Though personal taste i s i ndetermi nate and

unpredictabìe, historicaì styles are another matter. The

historical parameters within which trarty-factsrr occur are

not arbitrary. Though taste may often disobey consensus, the

art of each age manifests a high degree of styl istic uni-

formity. Common practíce and informed discussion have al-

ways aimed toward defining this historical consensus. No re-

sponsible interpretation refers its judgment to personal

taste al one.

This issue forms one of those proverbial situations where

the obvious trees often obscure the extent of the forest.

Practical judgment often overìooks a crucial aspect of expe-

rÌence and in doing so has by-passed an important area of

historical investigation. l^lhen one judges that the Beetho-
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ven Fifth Symphony, for example, isrrgreat," or that Hanet¡s

De.ieuner sur I'herbe begins a new era in paintingr oF that

the f'lahler Second Symphony ends an era in music, the f irst

crucial question is not whether such specific judgments are

correct, but on what grounds can one debate such proposi-

tie¡g? Even as we acknowledge the debatable nature of such

judgmentsr wê r'appreciaterrthe value of making them. The

historical problem is the interdiscipl inary one concerning

how we can even make such judgments at al I 
"

A narrative problem exists around how we know what we say

that we know about the Fine Arts. As the sociologists of

knowledge say, we need to inspect the legitimacy of this do-

main of knowledge. This basic question underl ies the dis-

cussion of Culture, and in most cases, it has been ignored

or buried under cl iches. lgnoring or whitewashing this

larger question of the historical I'legitimacyrr of Cultural

judgment has become one of the social symptoms of an overall

impaired historical judgment. Culture wi tnesses--just as

patently as pol i tics--the general ized unwi I ingness to con-

front issues and weigh effective long range soìutions.

ln more precise terms, the ambiguity of the wordrrcul-

turerr mobi I izes an í I legitimate total ization of the signifi-

cance of cultural behaviors. A discriminating, total ap-

proach to C/cul ture vi ews Capi tal C Cul ture as a major

representative form of lower case, ethnological'rculture.r'
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ln evaluating Culture, traditionaì interpretation has been

satisfied with instrumental ly ideal judgment, rarely refer-

ring Culture to a Iarger and more inclusive category appro-

priate for pol itical history and the sociology of knowledge.

The insufficiency in question has nothing to do with sen-

sitivity, talent, personal insight or intellectual compre-

hension. Wi thout doubt, personaì sensi tivi ty and cul tivation

remai n a pr imary area of i ndividual accompl i shment. Cul tur-

al studies ought to augment these qualities by reintegrating

them with social history. We want to discuss an impersonal

insufficiency, one which amounts to a psycho-social impair-

ment at the higher leveìs of col lective judgment. The ambi-

gu i ty of I anguage dramat i zes the prob I em wì th great force.

lndeed, the double meaning of the hrordrrcultureril reveals a

coì lective unwisdom, a studied unwi I I ingness to judge Cul-

ture as a social form of historical experience.

I wouìd I ike to suggest that, in general, h,e encounter

five types of impaired judgment which all have a bearing

upon the historical study of C/culture. They are: lncapaci-

!_, I ncompetence, I nsufficiency , lndiscrimig!þ[ and llles-

itimate Total ization. Each type is concentric within the

next, defining hierarchically inclusive domains of practical

judgment which expand upon the previous ones. The catego-

ries of judgment are defined negatively because fai lure of

judgment exhibits its own logical Peter Principìe. The ca-
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pacity for judgment always grows to its highest level of in-

competence.

lncapaq ¡_Ey:

The primary level of impairment is genetic or
pathological. lncapacitated judgment means that a
physical or psychological factor impairs adequate
percept¡on. To be incapable of judgment impl ies
that a neurological or psychologicaì factor indis-
poses judgment. To assert that one is incapable
of judging, categorically denies the possibility
of any short term improvement in performance ca-
pac i ty.

I ncompetence

The second level of impairment is environmental
incapacitation. Like incapacity, incompetent
judgment cannot cope, but in true incompetence,
physical potential has been thwarted by depriva-
tion. The subject lacks appropriate ski I I devel-
opment, physieal nourishment or adequate working
cond i t ¡ ons . The ado I escent wor ker of ten prov i des
typical examples of true incompetency. Practical-
ly, ¡t is very d¡ff¡cult to distinguish incompe-
tence from simple incapacity. lncompetence forms
the domain of pedagogy. With a combination of pro-
fessional insight and cognitive expertise, the
teacher must constantly contextual ly redefine acts
of i ncapac i ty as temporary moments of i ncompe-
tence. Controlling the context of judgment in this
manner, i s a constant and pers i stent pressure
bui lt into the nature of the work.

lnsufficiency:

lnsufficiency makes up the instrumental and eco-
nomic category of incompetence. lnsufficient judg-
ment means a chal lenge is too complex or an exi-
gency too unique for avai labìe resources. Everyone
regularly experiences a low level of impairment
wi th i n th i s category. one f i nds that resources of
experience or tools which are normal ly adequate,
break down in a particular and unforeseeable situ-
ation. Capacity and competence are, by any objec-
tive measure, present; but for some reason they
are not adequate or appropriate for the puzzle at
hand. A poor bus i ness i nvestment or emergency
medical treatment may be examples of insufficient
judgment. lnsufficiency begins the kinds of cris-
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es rel ated to h i gher j udgment. The category of
I nsuff i c i ency marks the sh i ft from mechan i ca I dex'
terity and manipulation to an estimation of mean-
ing and significance. The category remains mechan-
ical, but its appl ication involves the calculation
of consequences. Computers, if properly program-
med, can make sufficient judgments. ln human situ-
ations, a Chess or Bridge Hatch probably offers
the clearest examples of steady-state exercises in
th i s category.

lndiscrimination:

lndiscrimination, the fourth category' assumes
that capac i ty and competence are suff i c i ent ì y ap-
pl ied. lndiscriminate judgment is a pol itical and
i ntel I ectual category where suff i c i ency over lookå
the significance of its subject. A fetish offers
an exampìe of indiscrimination. Pedantry is by
definition indiscriminate. Single issue lobby
groups and trans-national corporations exempl ify
indiscriminate judgment. When egotism or self-in-
terest I imit judgment to simple sufficiency and
ìarger social issues are at stake, then decision
making lacks adequate discrimination. Unl ike ln-
suf f iciency, lndiscrimination impìies an estimate
of historical value: the judger takes responsi-
b i I i ty for the human consequences of hav i ng made
instrumental ly sufficient judgments in the past.
Unì ike the medical patient who is once again on
his own when he heals, discriminate judgment only
begins in the context of a functioning life-world.
Euthanasia and quality of life issues are ques-
tions which require discriminate judgment. Bureau-
cratic judgment is indiscriminate. Replacing the
marketpìace w¡ th a bureaucracy only coì ìectivizes
indiscriminate judgment. Harket and bureaucratic
adjudications remain instrumental and impersonal.
The contradiction of market society lies in the
way it permits the market to make its discriminate
j udgments . No matter how suff i c i ent the capac i ty
of individuals, the capacity to make socially dis-
criminating judgments remains irrationaì under
pure market conditions. lndiscrimination discov-
ers meanings, but they always remain personal
ones. They are rarely broad and inclusive enough
to be social ly rational. Self-interest wi I I al-
ways judge the social interest indiscriminately.
lndiscrimination begins the categories of impaired
judgment wh i ch corresponds to pol i t i cs and Cul tur-
al history. ln contrast to a condition of suffi-
^i^^^., r.¡hapa irr¡laman+ haa lraan affa¡iirra. ln¡{ie-9rgrlw/ wrlsre Jvuvlr¡ulrL ¡rsr veerr elIvvLtvet

crimination makes effective judgment irrelevant.
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I I leqitimate Total ization

I I legi timate Total ization forms the hi storical
and philosophical category of impaired judgment.
!Jith this category, lack of discrimination becomes
an historical problem. Total ization, the Ievel of
judgment Gadamer cal I s I'operant h i stor i cal con-
sciousness,rrze ultimately appeals to conceptual
unification of a total I ife system. Historical or
phi losophical val idity is traced to the paradigm,
episteme or gestalt of meaning upon which ¡t
rests. I I legitimate Total ization accepts inter-
personal significance as a legitimate ground for
meaning, but does not discriminate broadly and in-
c I us ive I y enough . The I'Hora I t'laj or i tyrr and rrRen-

a i ssance" pol i t i al groups offer exampl es of th i s
category of judgment. The political economy of
bourgeois society teaches I I ìegi timate Total iza-
t i on to even i ts most consc i ent i ous members.
Questions of legitimate total ity often raise is-
sues of categorical and absolute paradox. Some
typical questions are: I s a private enterprise le-
gal system not g priori a conflict of interests?
I s not sehool i ng wh i ch emphas i zes conformi ty a vi -
olation of the root meaning of the word, educa-
t i on, mean i ng to rr I ead out,rr f rom the Lat i n, gd!-
care? Practically all human beings learn to skate
graceful ly between the first three categories of
judgment without even bei'ng aþ,,are of the formida-
ble problem of logical typing going on precons-
ciousìy as a prerequisite to discourse. Discrimi-
nat i on and tota ì i zat i on of context present a much
greater chal lenge.

I n cons i der i ng categor i es of judgment, prudence agrees

wi th the great mora l ph i l osopher, D i etr i ch Bonhoeffer, "one

does not hunt sparrows with a shotgun.¡r f,Tost questions of

everyday judgment are instrumental issues of sufficient

judgment, not worth the trouble required to discriminate and

total ize them. A persistent "total izerrr would become a Par-

s if al , a l,Jagner ian f ool who has abjured human contact. We

24 Richard E. Palmer, Hermeneut i cs
Uníversity Press, 1969) p. 193

(Evanston: Northwestern
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may note this theoretical problem in passing, but the empir-

ical evidence indicates I ittle to be feared. Pubì ic dis-

course, even at some very learned levels, demonstrates a

persistent and studied incapacity to accept discussion above

the Ievel of instrumental sufficiency. The clearest examples

of this rrlearned incapacity'r occur in discussions of Cul-

ture.

For the conventional approach to Culture, which stops at

instrumental ly sufficient judgment, cognitive knowledge ex-

ists without social understanding, and this paradox creates

a serious problem. ln Cultural matters, insufficìent judg-

ment relies upon the transcendent power of the Fine Arts. As

a famous ideal i st has wr ¡ tten, "eul ture may be best de-

scribed as rel igion with the critical intel lect superad-

ded."25 This critical ìy narrow attitude bel Ìeves in an imag-

inary cultural radioactivity: the artform radiates a power

which permeates those who are exposed. Joining the art ob-

ject with a pedigree or performance canon presumably invokes

a spi r i t, a Zei tqei st of universal reason upon whose good-

ness the communicants may rely after including another in-

strumental formula into their shamanic stock and store.

There exists a cognitive bind at the center of conventional

judgment. Simple instrumental sufficiency cannot define the

historical relation between individuals whose authentic

25 Lionel
Books,

Tr i I ì i ng, Hatthew Arnold (New York : ller id i an
r955) p. 2\l
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and social, not technical

Declarations like Ernst Gombrichrs that nature is the

lock for which art holds the masterkeys,26 teach an attitude

which scorns the contextual categories of judgment. ldeal-

ism appears to have composed Gombrich's judgment prior to

its vocal ization. lnstrumental sufficiency rules that the

question of the historical epoch is out of order. Judgments

in this category treat questions of interpersonal vaì idity

and historical context as vague issues, not worthy of schol-

arsh i p.

0f course, instrumental ideal ism has been denounced by

l'larx i sts and others. That tough-m i nded Amer i can progres-

sive, John Dewey, complained that it resulted in a Western

individual who, rrHad been revealed to be sceptìcaì, disinte-

grative and mal icious.'r2? Disintegrative individual ism be-

comes characteristic of judgment which fetirfiþ= al I higher

questions ínto the ìogical Ievel of instrumental sufficien-

cy. Dewey indicted the resuìting myth of arrtranscendental

supra-empirical selfrr which was an inevitable conclusion

H. Gombrich, Art and I I lusion (London: Phaidon, 1960)
304

The quotation is, I'The history of art may be described
as the forging of masterkeys for opening the mysterious
locks of our senses to which only nature herself origi-
nal ly heìd the key."

2? John Dewey, Exper i ence and Nature

26 E.
p.

cations,1958) p" 225
(New York: Dover Publ i-
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as rrh istor ic, interme-

cont i nued:diate, and temporal ly

l.lhen this movement terminates with a "community of
selves," the circle has returned to the empirical
fact wi th wh i ch i t mi oht proÞer I y have started
out; toewey's e.mpnãiilEît t¡'u i nt"rven ing inser-
tion of a transcendent ego remains as a plague.
It isolates the community of selves from the¡r
natural existence.2s

Dewey's bri I I iant discursion upon Western intel ìectuaì

history could spawn several dissertations were the histori-

cal problem of which he spoke accepted as a logicaì point of

departure for formal i nvesti gation. The i nstrumentaì ap-

proach to judgment, cul tural ly reproduces that very tran-

scendent ego which Dewey called a "plague.rr With this car-

cinogenic camouflage, it hides its tracks within the jungle

of a total life environment with whîch it is totaìly compat-

ible. This problem has assumed many forms and has affected

us in many different ways. ln aesthetics, lumping quest¡ons

of social discrimination and historical total ity into the

category of instrumental judgment forces the Fine Arts to

perform the dirty business of teaching normal ization and so-

cial control. The instrumental ìevel of judgment col labo-

rates in its own thematization within the transcendence sys-

tem of mal icious rìvalry and disintegrative individual ism.

not conceived

relative.rrHe

28 tbid.
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Aesthetics are only one part of a very large transcen-

dence system which tends toward scepticism, disintegration

and mal ice. Because of the functional simi larity between

many I'purerr aesthetic experiences and other aspects of West-

ern individual ism, it seemed reasonable to Dewey that aesth-

etic experience was I ikely a shared historical experience

rather than anything'rsupra-empirical'r and universal. Fol-

lowing Dewey's observation relocates the significance of

aesthetic experience inrrthe empirical fact with which it

might properly have started out."

Conventional instrumental analysis conceals the knowledge

that social experience enters aesthetic perception. Where

the categories of judgment are I imited only to developing

instrumental ski I ls, a false objectivi ty carries the hidden

curr i cul um of the transcendent ego. The pr ivate marketrs

indiscriminate social and historical total izations' thrive

upon this restriction of judgment. A "supra-empirical,

transcendentrr ego-system has created a dangerous culturaì

bottleneck" Like the sea crab, whose primitive frontal cor-

text, surrounds his esophagus, an expanding "supra-empirical'l

ego threatens to strangl e i tsel f. Pure, i nstrumental aesth-

etic judgment helps provide the private mindsze upon which

many mani festations of col lective i rrational i ty depend.

0n this point
I'tanue I Labor ,

ìan,.l978)

see Aìfred Sohn-Rethel, lntellectual and
(London: l,lacmil-

29

! Critique of Epi stemology
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I nstrumental judgment rema i ns understandabl y loathL to

discuss the indisputable evolution of art forms at the level

of inclusiveness with which l'larx analyzed poì itical economy

and with which l¡ieber wrote intellectual history. Discussing

the col lectively unconscious bonds of this relation would

undermine the myth of the transcendent ego, one of the secu-

rest pi I lars upon which consumer society and bourgeois pol i-

tics have been emotionaì ly based. The immediacy of aesthet-

ic experience has found a new level of judgment when social

history repìaces the rrsupra-empirical selfrras a basis for

relevance. The arts share their existence with all other

areas of our psychological, political and economic lives. lt
does not demean them to be appreciated at these levels as

wel I .

Conventional, instrumentaì ly sufficient judgment, has

been quite correct to locate form as the carrier of signifi-

cant content. Suzanne Langer, the high priestess of instru-

mental judgment in this century, writes that, rrArt, however

simple or imperfect, is made in order to real ize the

form.rr30 The methodological flaw in this approach is that it
privi leges the instrumental form above the social and hi s-

torical relationship which the form signifies. lnstrumental

judgment I ike Langerrs is not brrong, its error is that it

does not take its own precepts seriously enough. The art

Suzanne K. Langer, U¡!: An Essay on Human Feelinq.
I (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1967) p. l4t

30 Vol.
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work ' s form i s i ndeed important because the form i s

structural Iy homologous to its historical context. lnstru-

mental judgment intuits the significance of an art work, but

it has attributed significance to technical and instrumental

capacity. Though vital, the techniques of artistic produc-

tion are not as important as the historical

wh i ch those techn i ques forma I I y embody wi th i n

structure of a work of art.

rel at i onsh i p

the material

Works of art are emotional records of col lective histori-

cal experience. Art contextual ìy baptizes the communicant

back into the process of his own becoming. VJith great art,

gluree, phenomenol og i ca l l y absorbed, recreates the soc i a l

time of man, the only known species who evolves both physi-

cal ìy and conceptual ly. rrArtril Adorno insists, "Says ¡t

I ike it is.rr31 l,Ihen ure recognize ourselves, through the lan-

guages of art, th i s startl i ng d i scovery has been gl eaned

across a broad and i nevi tabl e h i stor i cal detour. Art per-

mits us to participate individual ly in aì I that history has

permi tted us col lectively to be.

Culture mediates between the body and its environment and

therefore performs for human beings the same function as in-

stinct in the lower animaìs. Cultural signs embed the indi-

vidual in the general consciousness and simultaneously

transform general existence into individual terms. Because

31 Theodore Adorno,
Suhrkamp Verlag,

Asthet i sche Theor i e
1970) p. 200

(Frankfurt am l'lain:
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the two-dimensional sign-system functions autonomously in

this binary way, the methodological challenge it poses to

historical analysis is often side-stepped. Classical logic

always leaves one side of the cuìtural context outside its

view. The species and the specific are always a si lence

within one another, meeting each other in opposition, nega-

tion and confl ict. There is onìy one perspective from which

to inspect both axes of existence and that is from a posi-

tion within the cuìtural apparatus itself. The complementary

cycle of person into system and system into person takes

place in the semiotic domain of the Culture.

The symbol ic social environment exhibits, as Foucault de-

clares, "a specifical ly discursive apparatusil which is the

means by wh i ch

Power reiations can materiaiiy penetrate the bociy
in depth, without depending even on the mediation
of the subjectrs own representations. lf power
takes hoìd on the body, this is not through its
having to be interiorized in people's conscious-
ness.32

Human significances are carried and tacitly communicated

through the aesthetic symboìs which comprise a shared social

l* sign-system. ln this way, aesthetic experiences operate

t," dualistical ly as both personal symbols and collective signs.

32 
1,1 ichel Foucault, Power/Knowledqe ed. Colin Gordon. trans.
Col in Gordon, Leo ltlarshal I , John l'lepham, Kate Soper (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1980) p. 186
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The d if f erence in mean ing between "s igntr and rrsymbolrl

which compl icates discussion and contributes to misunder-

standing, defines the frontier of artistic creativi ty. Ar-

tistic expression inhabits the no-manrs land between the

syntactical ly logical sign and the emotional ly emblematic

symbol. Without dual citizenship in two domains of human

experience, âñy arcane, pFivate or neurotic symbol would be

art, and traffic signs would rank as the highest cultural

express i ons.

Viewed subjectively, from the side of experience, a cul-

tural form feels I ike a symbol because it carries an aura of

universal and necessary truth. Viewed objectively, from the

side of sociaì behavior, a cultural form acts I ike a sign

with an unconscious and reflexive power homologous to (but,

of course, not as binding as) genetic coding in the lower

animals. Through structural analysis, culturaì studies at-

tempts to decode3 3 s i gn-symbol s by establ i sh i ng the context

oF, in Umberto Ecors words, the "given state'r to which the

symbol refers. Cultural studies wants to know how this hap-

pens3 How do aesthetïc symboìs operate as social signs and,

conversely, how can sociaì signs by-pass consciousness to

33 Umberto Eco def ines a '¡eoderr as, "a rule coupling some
items...which establishes that a given array of syntactic
signals refers back to a given state"rr The cultural sym-
bol, which is of ten mistaken as a code, in itself , rrcon-

veys many intertwined contents and therefore what is com-
monly called a message ís in fact a text whose content is
a multi level led discourse.rr Umberto Eco, A Theory of Sem-
iotics (Bloomington, lndiana: lndiana University Press,
1976) p. 57
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engrave themselves symbol ical ly upon the emotions?

An emotional infrastructure is indispensabìe to coopera-

tive enterprise and for this reason, the relations of ma-

terial production include a body of social values, inten-

t i ons and affects . Cu l tura l forms organ i ze and denote these

col lective vaìues and therefore are part of the foundation

of al I social relations. Adaptation and survival would be

impossible for human beings without this abi I ity to codify

col lective values into an easi ly ingested symbol ic code. A

cultural form is a symbol to experiencer â sign to behavior,

and through both functions, the means of survival for the

group.

Classical formalism like Langer's and Gombrich,s carries

a del iberate indifference to the social context which pre-

consciously determines col lective values. This determined

indifference to context is, in part, responsible for the ex-

treme social vulnerabi I ity which has, in industrial socie-

ties, superceded physical vuìnerability to a capricious

state of nature. Under conditions where consciousness re-

mains indifferent to context, techniques of mastery and ma-

nipulation harbor a blind spot right at the center of objec-

tive enl ightenment.

Symbolic communication derives its meaning from the',viv-

id present.rrs+ l'letaphysical detours are unnecessary. Ade-

34 Alfred Schutz, Phenomenology and Social Rela tions (ctr i ca-
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quate formal interpretation fol lows the intentional system

tacitly embedded in the sign into the vivid present which

artist and beholder share. This vivid, tacitly shared pres-

ent gives the artwork i ts social content.

rrThere would be no beautyril Theodore Adorno brrote, rrwith-

out thinking oneself into history.'r3s The meaning of art

rests upon the history which has been embodied within it.

l,lhat an artist chooses to depict may represent the chronolo-

gical events of day to day individual associations, but the

art form he employs embodies his societyrs mode of social

adaptat i on and spec i es surv i va I . Whatever i ts representa-

tive content al I art embodies such a relation. The formal

meaning of a work of art glows with a timeful ìy vivid mes-

sage, a communication I ivid with the social context in which

i t was composed

Culture constitutes an'rinforming spirit,rrbut the cru-

ciaì mistake of conventional instrumental judgment has been

to suppose, or act as if it supposes, that its content lies

outside history. l.lhere the concept of an "informing spir¡trl

f inds explanation in Nourngnê, Archetypes, Platonic forms,

moral imperatives or any other variation of absolute ideaì-

go: University of ehicago Press, ,|970)

rrf'lusic and Communicationr¡r Schutz writes,
thus, i s un i ted wi th the composer by a
common to both, whîch is nothing other
form of the vivig! press¡! (p. 2ll)."

I n the Chapter,
rrThe beho I der ,
time dimension

than a der ived

3s Theodore Adorno, Asthetische Theorie (Frankfurt am ltlain:
Suhrkamp Verlag, .l970) p. 102
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ism, then political closure has been worked upon the art ob-

ject, because its social meaning has been limited to the in-

strumental reproduction of an ideal form. ldeal izing a form

closes the sociaì significance of the art object, stopping

its most intimately interpersonal voice. The ideal ization of

form prevents adequate discrimination of val id art. The

idealization of form is a myth of the transcendental, "sup-

ra-empiricalrr personaì ity that Dewey cal led 'tmal icious and

disintegrative.rr The severe pol itical I imitations upon its
judgment rise out of an impì icit code of status and col lec-

tib¡lity. The emotional marrow of the most human of all col-

lective experiences is reamed out by an impl icitly poì itical

oRe. The historical reìation which the artform mobi ì izes is

replaced by a consumer one. The objective content of the art

work and the aesthetic signification of that content lose

the qual ity of a I iving relationship and become instead an

economi c one.

The i nterpretat i on and expl anat i on of symbol i c texts i s

ca I I ed hermeneut i cs. Convent i ona I hermeneut i cs has not ade-

quately explained the social content of Fine Arts forms.rrWe

need,'r Janet Wolff wr i tes, "to supplement hermeneutics wi th

a sociology of knowledge.ttae Hermeneutics alone are not

enough. The hermeneutical insight that artrrdiscloses in a

joyous and fr i ghten i ng shock: Thou must change thy I i fe, rr s r

36 l--..¡ t-l^t¡¡ ?L^ a^-!-l ñ----l---a! --- - l.trailEL wtJI I I, _!Ll! JULtAt rf ouuçLton oI ArL \New lorK¡
l4artinrs Press, l98l) p. ,l03 5I.
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expresses a beautifuì sentiment' but it is an insufficient

principle of judgment. The art work also demands that we

change our social and pol i tical I ife. Arresting aesthetic

judgment at a technicaì and instrumental level of classical

forms I imits aesthetic knowledge to purely personal experi-

ence. Social and historical judgment requires more inclu-

sive categories than individual subjectivity can provide.

Formal instrumental judgment is insufficient to appreci-

ate the ethnologicaì value of the arts asrra distinct way of

I ife for a whole people," because it ideal izes individual ity

and denies the power of a historical context to signify and

confer value. The social significance of art is kept secret.

ln his famous discussion of Art as Experience, Dewey rea-

soned that the conventional approaches to art contain:

A reinforced bias, and one, which, most unfortu-
nately is just the one most fataì to aesthetic un-
derstanding. For the uniquely distinguishing fea-
ture of aesthetic experience is exactly the fact
that no such distinction of self and object exists
in it, since it is aesthetic in the degree in
which organism and environment cooperate to insti-
tute an experience in which the two are so fully
i ntegrated that each d i sappears. 3 I

Dewey's pragmatic approach defines Cuìture as a socio-his-

torical total ity. This concept of judgment transgresses the

institutional f issures which commemorate the fragmentations

Hans-Georg Gadamer, þL]ssoPLLca] HermeDeutics. trans.
and ed. by David E. Linge (Los Angeìes: University of
California Press,1976) p. 104

3?

John Dewey, Art as
Sons, 1934) p. 2\9

38 Experience (New York: G. P. Putnam and
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and special izations of instrumentaì knowledge.

Historical interpretation of cultural signs requires ac-

cess to a broader area of criticism--an area, in fact, of

phenomenological interpretation. To suture the unproductive

dual isms of Kantian ideal ism reunites aesthetics with the

h i stor i cal ground of i ts emergence. Cul ture, thought of i n

this way, adds a psychologicaì dimension to history,.t be-

cause, as David Lowe writes, "lt shifts the locus of the un-

conscious from within the self to beyond ¡t." He adds:

Wi th i n the s i gn [any cul tural symbol , I anguageo
artwork, status need] the signifier [the social
force of therrvivid present'r] dominates over the
signified [social history determines the signifi-
cance of social form]...Hence, instead of the con-
stancy of the sign, there is 'ran incessant sl iding
of the signified under the signifier.rra0

Lowe is using the language of existential psychology to in-

ciicate that symboiic meaning is just as subject to change or

co-optation as any other social relationship. The Culture

is phenomenaìly related to, one might even say it phenome-

nol izes, the social.

3 e 'rThe conc
of consc i
sc i ousnes
state of
ble to c
(ed. ) A
Blackwel I

ept of cu I tu
ousness as
s is seen
af f airs and
hange that

Dictionary

4 o Lowe, Percept I on. p.
ing the French psych
rrThe unconsc ious is t
Lacan, Ei!g. trans
1977) p. 193

re is at the heart of the conception
conse i ous ex i stenee, i n wh i ch con-
both as bound up with an existing
as a condition which makes it possi-
state of affa i rs .rr Tom Bottomore
of Harx i st Thouoht (OxforA: Bas i I

IO

121 ln this passage Lowe is quot-
oanalyst, Jacques Lacan for whom,
he discourse of the 0ther.rr Jaeques
. Alan Sheridan (London: Tavistock,

, 1983) p. I
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penetrates the

emotions. Berger and Luckmann conlude:

What remains sociological ly essential is the rec-
ognition that all symbolic universes and aìl le-
gitimations are human products. ". Primary social-
ization thus accompl ishes what may be seen as the
most important confidence trick that society plays
on the individual.ar

The ideal of the autonomous ego amounts to a sociological

tone poem for the bourgeois system of production. The emo-

tional and cuìtural I ife cannot be evaluated without the ad-

ditions to the personal ity that are derived from continual ly

introjecting historical intentionaì structures.42 Social

significance incessantly rrsl ides under'r social symboìs and

redetermines them. No traditional sign stands immune to the

i ncessant process of recoì orat i on and co-optat i on. Raymond

t/i I I iams suggests that even in l,larx ism¡

It is not "the baserr and "the superstructurerr that
need to be studied, but specific and indisoluble
real processes, within which the decisive rela-
tionship, from a flarxist point of view, is that
expressed by the comp I ex i dea of rrdeterm i na-
t ion.rra 3

4t Peter L. Berger
tion of Realitv
pp. 118 s ì24

and Thomas Luckmann, E Sociaì Construc-
(Garden Ci ty, New York: Doubleday, .l966)

az Bruno Bettleheim noted in his study of the Kibbutz: rrNo-

where more than in the Kibbutz did I real ize the degree
to which private property, in the deep layers of the
mind, relates to private emotions. lf one is absent, the
other tends to be absent as wel l.rr Bruno Bettelheim, The
Children of the Dream (New York: Avon Books, .|969) p. 281

a3 Raymond l./¡lliams, l,larxism and
Universi ty Press, 1977) p. 133

L i terature (London: 0xford
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Shared social intentional ity determines an active pol itical

unconscious,a4 which perpetuates the meaning system which

has been perpetrated upon it. The spl it between aesthetic

experience and critical consciousness brings on the eternal

return of the historically repressed. Where cultural values

lose their social memory, cFitical amnesia thrives upon its

own redundancy.

The circular, recursive and internal ly I inked

between ideaì meaning and the social world poses

methodological chal lenge to critical interpretation.

a 5 Rol and Barthes, S/2,
(New York: Hil I ê l.lang,

relation

a direct

Ro I and

Barthes, with his incomparable talent for simultaneously

the confronta-voicing and dissecting, paints the terms of

tion between the two forms of analytical reason:

Thus with its designating, silent movement, a
pointing finger always accompanies the classic
LexL: Lne LruIn rs I'nerepy rong qe5lreo ano avotq-
êd, kept in a kind of pregnancy for its full term,
a pregnancy whose end, both I iberating and cata-
strophic, wi I ì bring about the utter end of dis-
cour se. 4 s

aa Fredric Jameson, The Pol itical Unconscious ( I thaca, New
York: Cornel I Universi ty Press, ì981) I n a society, such
as ours, rrsaturated wi th messages and wi th raesthet i c'
experiences of al I kinds, the issues of an older phi lo-
sophical aesthetics themselves need to be radical ly his-
toricized, and can be expected to be transformed beyond
recognition in the process (p. ll)...The assertion of a
pol itical unconscious proposes that we undertake just
such a final analysis and explore the multiple paths that
lead to the unmasking of cultural artifacts as social ly
symbol ic acts (p. 20)."

An Essay.
7Ð p.r9 Þ¿

trans. Richard l'1i ller
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The methodological chaìlenge refines down to an unfortunate,

but unavoidable confrontation between a fragmented, di sar-

rayed and ideal istic hypostacization of surface contents and

a unified, in-depth, sociaìly responsibìe one. With no ca-

pacity to handle the sociaì content which signifies cultural

forms, a Kantian-l inear interpretation suppresses historical

consciousness. Phenomenological analysis can intrude upon

this tacit conspiracy of si lence, because I'for phenomenolo-

gy, the i ntentional i ty of consciousness i s the starti ng

po i nt to unrave I the wor I d.rr Lowe cont i nues:

l,larxism is correct, in that there is always more
than consc i ousness; and tota I i ty determ i nes that
consciousness. However, phenomenology is able to
clarify the perceptual connections in the world,
connections which (conventional) l'larxism is unable
to perce i ve. a 6

We require an epistemological change in our approach to

aesthetics, a change conducted in the original sense of the

Greek verb ep i stama i , mean i ng to put onese I f 'roverrr or

'rhigherrr in order to better observe something. A Kenneth

Burke word pun catches the essence of this proposed shift.

Burke points out that the substance of an issue is its sub-

stance,4? the ground upon which its visible structure rises.

4 6 Lowe, Percept i on. p. 173 rrlf
of totality in transformation,
jectivization of that dialectic
rrThe concept of an actrs, or a thing's, rsub-stancerre-
fers immediateìy to the ground on which it stands, to its
context. The nature of a thing is intrinsic and extrin-
sic at the same time. Scientif ic materiaì ism, f ollowing
Locke's epistemological empiricism, avoids this paradox
by studying the extrinsic conditions only. Burke, by

dialectic is the structure
intentionality is the sub-
structure (p. 1 73) " "

47



The sub-s tance of conventional criticism is

individual istic.

an ethnology of

It is epistemologicaì ly

i nstrumental

insufficient

\2

and

for

our oh,n \.Jestern Fine Arts Culture.

To strike an ethnoìogical rrsub-stancerrwhich links Fine

Arts culture to I'a distinct whoìe way of life,r' it is neces-

sary to establ ish a "theory of val id knowledge." Jean Piag-

et¡s work in epistemology indicates that this task requi res

I'a method which attempts to reach knowledge mechanisms at

their source and development.rras lf successful, such a meth-

od accompìishes "the passage of a lesser to a greater val id-

ity." The problem for the method, Piaget continues:

ls not a purely formal one but means determining
how knowl edge reaches real i ty hence wh i ch rel a-
tions exist between subjeet and object.{e

Cultural studies can fulfill Piagetrs description of vaì-

id knowledge by starting wìth the form of appearances and

undoing the identity process it represents. ln Piaget's the-

oretical, but extremely useful view:

I dent i ty ï s then to be cons i dered a product--the
product of the compos i t i on of d i rect or reversed
operations--and not a point of departure.s0

contrast, proposes to face this paradox squarely in its
ful I ambiguity; for in it he discovers ra strategic mo-
ment, an alchemic moment, hlherein momentous miracles of
transformation can take place.'r' Armin Paul Frank, @-
neth Burke (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1969) p. 136

48 Jean P i aget, Psycho I oqy and Epistemoìogy, trans. by Ar-
Penguin Books, l97l) p. 21nold Rosin (l4iddlesex:

ot0lq., P. o

50 lb id. , p. 36
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The theory of knowledge in question, Piaget continues, 'ris

therefore essentiaì ly a theory of adaptation of thoughts to

real ity."tr Val id knowledge of the kind Piaget is describing

can only be reached by tracing a form back to the ground of

its being, and locating its identity in the interpersonal

context which constitutes it. The key revision requires the

use of formal appearance as a point of access back into the

r¡sub-stancerr of the form. ln the case of aesthetics, art-

forms should mark out the beginning of a larger and more in-

clusive context of judgment

Cultural studies can recover the ¡'sub-stance'r of the Fine

Arts by starting with style and form and I'undoing'r the iden-

tity relation which they re-present. Cultural identity can

be reversed back across its operational field to its social

point of departure. This structural reversal reìates an

historicaì form of consciousness, "a communicating vesseì r'r

in Bretonrs words, back to an historical society. I.Jithout

this more inclusive category for aesthetic judgment, the hu-

man world whích should be open to experience, becomes a sat-

el I ite of power. Adorno¡s brooding, Swiftian genius mused

st lbid", p. 2\
cf. Dewey: lt seems wonderful that man should have a

capac i ty of th i nk i ng and knowi ng, so that he i s el evated
far above nature and seated with angels.." The wonder
should be transferred to the whole course of thngs. 0nly
because an arbitrary breach has previously been intro-
duced... does it appear passing strange that after alì
the world whould be just what ¡t is. The world is sub-
ject-matter for knowledge, because mind has developed ac-
cording to the structures of the world in which it ex-
ists. Exper i.ence and Nature, p. 277
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that:

The totem which in the art work is carried into
power...is the potential presence of the collec-
tive in the work....ln each improvement (of form)
to which the composer feeìs compel led, often
enough i n conf ì i ct wi th that wh i ch he cons i ders
his primary impulse, he works as the agent of so-
ciety....Since the late Beethoven, the artist mo-
bi I izes disintegratíon. s2

The historicaì relation which Adorno cal led, I'the potential

presence of the col lective in the work," exerts an undenia-

ble magnetis-m upon the artist. All who have painted, com-

posed or performed have i n one way or another been forced to

labor against the secret social totem mobi ì ized within the

artistic form. For those who have turned from art to aesth-

eticsr proper, this problem becomes the central one for cul-

ture and soc i ety.

By ìinking meaning to form, Adorno intended thertmobiìi-

zation of disintegration'r to mean the agenda, the I'hidden

curriculumrr of the late Romantic to l'lodern style forms them-

selves. The artist is working to unhinge the tightening

noose of impersonal instrumental judgment. Since the Roman-

tics, the technical structure of the art work has carried

this meta-message. The human paradox is that the meta-mes-

sage of the structure and form is emotional ìy a subl iminal

one. Cognitive structures are unconsciousìy internal ized

through the underìying organization of the cognitive form.

This unconscious dialectic between between perception and

52 Ador no, Asthet i sche pp. 7t E 73



the order i ng pr i nc i pl es of a soc i ety

Chapters Five, Six and Seven.
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forms the subject of

Adorno is asking the first legitimate question, the one

which locates I'stylerrand "form" as historical phenomena me-

diated through the creative talents of individuaì artists.

This is the basic question which must be asked about the fo-

reclosure of perspective in painting and the breakdown of

triadic harmony in music. lnstrumental judgment regards mod-

erni sm as an i ntel I ectual response to the sc i ences and i n-

dustriaì ization. This explanation presupposes a didactic

and medieval etiology for art. I t assumes that artists
paintr wFite and compose according to what they consciously

know. lt seems much more ìikely that just the opposite is

the case. Artists paint, write and compose according to what

they unconsciouslv know.53 They act out in imagery that

which is otherwise peculiar and strange. The r¡mobilization"

s3 Herbert Read notes that, rrCul ture can never be whol ly
conscious-- there is aìways more to it than we are con-
scious of; and it cannot be planned becuse it is also the
unconscious background of al l our pìanning." The Te¡rLh
ltluse (London: Rout I edge 6 Kegan Pau I , 1957) p. 93

Compare also, John Cage, who by virtue of his musical
reputation and run-on sentences has to be regarded as the
Casey Stengel of the musical Avant Garde: "One thing I

think that we do that we donrt know that we do as we
think, is we move from one idea to another; but we donrt
go, as it were, straight from the idea to the next idea,
but rather we go back to something which is not idea at
all, but f rom which ideas can be generated.¡' Source, I'lu-
s i c of the Ava[L Þldg, #4, Ju ly, ] 968, p. I I

The roaring debate not indicated by these two very div-
erse tributes concerns whether the aesthetic rruncon-
sciousrr is sociaì, archetypal or some combination of
both. l,Je wish to explore the social rrunconscíous" of
aesthetic behaviors.
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of this content cannot be reduced to a feeble' non-verbal

attempt to comment upon the latest scientific revolution in

knowledge. This 'rmobi I izationrr refers to a structure of

knowledge which includes its own technical content but

which, historical ly, is much greater than individual subjec-

tivity. Through the course of this thesis we will discuss

how a work or art brings to the surface of experience an im-

mediate social content which surpasses the veneer of a tech-

nical or scientific surface content. As we shal I see, sci-

entific revolutions offer us a model for the way perception

(aesthetic or otherwise) mobi I izes experience, but the con-

tent of scientific and technical revolutions is not the con-

tent of a work of art.

The discussion of artistic content should be related to

how the art work speaks of the whole social context sti I I

resonating in it as a living presence. To undertake the

question, one must fol low Piagetrs advice. Undo or reverse

the structure of appearances and foìlow its conceptual path

back to the 'rsub-stance" or epistemological bedrock of ge-

netics or history. Th¡s in-depth epistemological relation is

the first relation and ultimately the central one.

The historical knowledge mobi I ized in an artform repre-

sents a col lectively structured, historical way of knowing.

Adorno thought that he read impl i c i t, formaì , soc i al -struc-

tural decadence in the way artforms had r¡mobi l ized" knowl-
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edge since the industrial revolution. ln his opinion, nine-

teenth and twentieth century art ¡ I lustrated the decay of

civi I ization since the take-over of the relations of social

production by the bourgeoisie.s{ Sometimes, Adornors l'larxism

got the better of his aesthetic sensibility. ln this case,

he has reduced the arti st to an i I lustrator: a tympanic

membrane or camera ìens on the pol itical economy. Aìthough

Adorno overgeneral ized the wrong exampìe he was correct

about the larger i bsue: The formal mobi I ization of a social

content is central to the relation between art and history.

There are two perspectives on this issue and both are in-

trinsical ìy related. The first, primari ly a theoretical one,

is cal led the phenomenoloqv of form: how and in what way

the artist centers the presence of the col ìective in his

work. This theoretical pespective is internal to the artis-

tic event. One might cal ì it the artistic perspective. The

phenomenology of the form mobi I izes the dialectic of raw ma-

teriaì and aesthetic form into one I ìving realm of sociaì

signification.

This structural dialectic within formal appearances acts

out Goethers definition of the art object as'rillustrating

the uníversal in the particular,r¡but does so with a materi-

al resignification" The r¡universalrr becomes a socio-histor-

I'The revolt of art, teleoìogically placed in its robjec-
tive setting,' the historical world, has become a revolt
against art. One prophesies idly whether art will sur-

54

v i ve.rr Adorno, Asthet i sche ' P. 13
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ical reaìity instead of a Kantian noumenal one. The pheno-

meno I ogy of the forma I event conf i rms the tempora I mean i ng

and significance of artistic process. Goethers intuition

proves to have been correct, but in the modern ethnological

sense of cultural signif icance as arrdistinct whole way of

ìife.rl

Jacques Lacan has defined the phenomenology of form in

his radicaì re-reading of Freud. Going back to the famous

dictum, translated, r'\./here ld was, Ego shall be,rr Lacan

wr i tes:

The true meaning of Wo Es war, sol I lch werden
would seem to be the following: I emerge from this
very locus in so far as it is a locus of being. I

emerge from 'ritrr--- I become on the spot of "it,"
not lhe "it," but the generaI pervading ¡ it.rr5s

Lacanrs revision al lows for a phenomenology of thinkinq

exÞer r ence an approach to transcendent ego wi th i n h i sto-

ry.tt lt preserves the creativity of the artist whi le free-

ing that creativity from an ideal istic and egocentric cage.

The total izing I ink between art and the general, pervading

locus of being distinguishes the aesthetic experience from

al I other kinds of communication.

s5 Jacques Lacan,
idan (London:

Ecr i ts, A

Tavistock,
Se I ect i on . trans . by Aìan Sher-
1977) p. 128

56 ln rejecting the solution to his own Hegel ian bl ind-al-
luy, Adorno nonetheless defined the crux of the issue
which had tied Lukacs and himself in knots: 'tThe objec-
t i on aga i nst the phenomenol ogy of art i s I ess that i t
would be anti-empiricaì than the reverse: it establ ishes
athinkingeXperience.,'Adorno,@,PP.ì86-l86
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A vast analytical ì iterature in existential theoryr gêS-

tal t psychology, the treatment of Anorexi a NerVsEÊ, the

study of sexual perversion and the fami ly in schizogenic

transact i on I i nks the phenomenol ogy of form wi th a d i spl ay

of rrth ink ing exper ience. " The f orm "speaks, " ¡ t t¡acts outrl

the ground of its emergence. The therapeutic evidence sup-

porting this expanded category of judgment is, guite simply,

revol ut i onary. s ?

0f course, if art did not differ from a neurotic repeti-

tive compulsion, it could not hold the significance for us

which i t manifestly does. The difference between artistic

"thinking experience" and neurotic "thinking experience,l

paral lels our categories of judgment. The neurotic dÌsplay

remains an asocial and insufficient gesture. Art discrimi-

5? For therapeutic evidence supporting a I'phenomenology of
f ormrr see:

R. D. Laing and A. E,sterson Sanity,
Femi ì v (London: Tavi stock Publ ications, I

Weakland, rrToward a Theory of Schizop
Sciences, Vol. l, #\, October 1956

H i lde Bruch , üg Go I den Cage . The
Nervosa (New York: Random House, 1978)

Gregory Bateson, Don D. Jackson, Jay Haley and John

l'ladness and thee6It-
hreniarr Behavioraì

En ¡ qrng of Anorex i a

llara Palazzoli et. â1., Paradox and Counterparado{.
trans. by El izabeth V. Burt (New York: Jason Aronson,
I 978)

Robert Stol ler, Splittinq, a Case of Female l,lasculini-
!y (New York: Quadrangle Books, 1973)

Perversion, the Erotic
Books, 1975)York: Pantheon

Form of Hatred (New
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nates interpersonal situations and, ãt its best, totalizes

historical contexts. The neurotic gestures soleìy to him-

self, the artist for himself and others.

The other perspective upon the social content of aesthet-

ic form is primari ly an empirical one of pol i tical aesthet-

ics: meaning the narrative strategems employed by the domi-

nant poì ¡ tical perspective to deny, suppress and foreclose

the soc i al meani ng of the symbol i c gesture. The poì i t i cal

and the phenomenological together constitute an historical ly

unified event. lnstrumental judgment denies the social

meaning of the artistic gesture. l t "cìosesrr the arti stic

gesture from history. ldeal izing instrumental sufficiency

can become pol itical suppression in the areas of Native

Studies and the culture of minority nationalities and create

trauma for creat ive ch i ìciren i n the pubi i c schooi s. i nstru-

mental ly sufficient judgment turns culture into a fetish by

denying the larger historical question posed by the temporaì

s i gn i f i cance of the form, i tsel f.

Whether the art event is approached from the standpoint

of its suppression by ideology or its mobilization of a so-

cial content, ñêither standpoint can entirely exclude the

other. The politics of art and artrs phenomenal formal re-

al ity are locked in I ife and death struggle. A denunciation

of the insufficiency of instrumental ideal ism cannot proceed

very far without an illustration of more incìusive catego-
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ries of aesthetic judgment, nor can an extended discussion

of the phenomenology of form take place without justifying

the critical need for such a compìex revisionist approach to

the subject.

No cultural world exists apart from therrrealrrone. Ac-

cepting this fact does not concede a vulgar rrreductionrl

which demeans the I ife of the mind and excludes the possi-

bility of individual will. I'The mind,'r Sartre wrote, rrdoes

not produce its own sensations and hence they remain exteri-

or to it; but on the other hand, it appropriates them to it-

self by I iving them.rrss The wil I to live upon a "locus of

being," as Lacan put it,'ron the spot of the general pervad-

ing lt," is neither a degraded concept of uni lateral self-

assertion nor the reduction of mind to sensation and in-

stinct.

The means and the ends which determine existence have al-

ways been reconci led by an act of wi I l. Hannah Arendt has

suggested that, beginning with Aquinas, the West Iost this

mediating concept by permitting the will, itself, to be de-

termined under either the means or the ends which its task

had once been to reconcile.se Arendt's crisis of the Western

intel lectual wi I I defines the general crisis of which the

58 Jean-Pauì Sartre, Bei nq and
Barnes (London: I'lethuen and

Noth i nqness, trans . Haze I

5e Hannah Arendt, The Life of

Co. , 1957)

the l,1i nd ,

p. 313

Vol.
r 978)

Willino
t 13- 125

2z
pp.(New York: Harcourt, Brace Jovanovitch,
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Western split C/cultural experience is only one

manifestation. The higher capacities for judgment have been

systematical ly undermi ned by the passive assumption that

techniques ultimately determine value. Her study leads to

the conclusion that cultural judgment suffers from a general

degradation of the wi I l, not its loss.

The structural dialectic within a work of art confronts

the work ofsoci ety, because the wi I I wi th i ncontemporary

art remains

ci I iation.

soc i ety has

out i ts own

quest i on of

dialectic of

aesthetic,

body.

undegraded and embodies a willful act of recon-

ln its means (praxis) the diaìectic of art and

been obvious: no society has ever existed with-

aesthet i c forms . The debate c i rc I es about the

ends. We suggest that in its ends (poiesis) the

aesthetic experience is profound: through the

history is incorporated into the senses of the

For art, the ground of emergence, rrthe generaì pervading

it," is a given, not to be dominated, but to be reconci led

to I ife by a mediating act of symbol ic transformation. Judg-

ment which divides ends from means, sundering the dialectic

of body-mind, recapitulates the historical degradation of

the will and remains insufficient to bring aesthetic experi-

ence to the surface of language. This poverty of experience

must be one of I ife's most demoralizing truisms.
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The contemporary fragmentation of experience causes un-

happiness and maladjustment because it is irrational. Erich

Fromm proposes:

We cal I rational any thought, feel ing or act that
promotes the adequate funct i on i ng and growth of
the whole of which it is a part, and irrational
that which tends to weaken or detroy the whole.60

Ernest Becker warns that, without this broad commitment to

rational unity, "we are in danger of overlooking the Protean

forms that any structure of domination can have over the hu-

man spirit.rr6r

The best critical students of culture: Wi I I iams, Fou-

cault, Baudri I lard and Berger, depict major pol itical and

social probìems as also areas of cul tural confl ict. As

Becker advises, 'rliluch human misery, even--or especially--on

the everyday level, is a problem in basic aethetics.r'ó2

Aesthetics is the basic area where the pernicious problem of

consciousness and society comes together in one structural

whoìe.ó3

6 o Er i ch Fromm,
York: Hol t,

The Analsrny of Human Destruct i veness (New
Rinehart and l.linston , 1973) p. 263

(Toronto: Doub I e-61 Ernest Becker
day, l97l) p.

The Los t Sc i ence of l'lant-
62 Ernest Becker, The Structure of

Press, 1968) p. t* 

-

Eví I (New York: Free

Every pol itical revolution and every great social trans-
format i on has accompl i shed i ts own "symbol i c questrr i n
which, "At the point where the irresoìvable confl ict is
brought to i ts most excruc i at i ng tens i on. . . then what Jung
caì ìed the reconci ì ing symbol may present itself.'l
Charles Whitmont, The Symbol ic Ouest (New York: G. P.
Putnam and Sons, .|969) p. 30 The arcana of tJhitmontrs
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Cul tural ly, each human I i fe i s thousands of years old'

and knows this background as a positive tension which can be

symbol icaì ly translated into the present. When' wi th unchar-

acteristic boosterism, Sartre remarked, "l bel ieve that a

man can always make something out of what is made of him,rrer

he had col loquial ly described the dialectic of aesthetic

reconciliation. Fine Art, Folk Art, ¡rpoprr Art, al I art, de-

serving of the name, takes the ground of its being as a giv-

en and appropriates this historical ly dictated relation in

order to dramatize, material ly' a corresponding human one.

Art has always exalted the individual and worked for his

sensory liberation; but the highest priority of art since

the fi rst shamanic i ncantation, has been to make that ì iber-

ation a sociable one. Discriminating the historical total i-

ty of an art work does no disservice to the artist, and re-

stores to art the unity which art restores to us.

Two formidable, but related

h i story of aesthet i cs.

l. To de-Platonize artistic

2, To provide an historical

al relevance of artistic

chal lenges face the social

definition does not inval idate the event. The point is to
find a more logical and historical ly plausable basis for
¡r.

form.

explanation for the emotion-

i magery.

6 4 I stvan l''[eszaros, The Work
F reedom (Br i ghton, Sussex:

of Sartre,
Harves ter

Voì. l
Press,

: Searchts7Ñ
for

73
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These challenges must be met in terms that are specific

enough to be a contribution to the methodology of cultural

studies, but which are also general enough to potential ly

i ncl ude al I the Arts. Chapters Three, Four and F ive d i scuss

the de-Platonization of artistic form. Beginning with the

llarx-Hegel debate in Chapter Three, we look at the strengths

and weaknesses of a material ist theory of culture.



Chapter I I I

THE I DEAL I ST HEGEL I AN HER I TAGE

Part of the historianrs task involves the improvement of

method. Yetr âS Weber observed, rrAmong these problems we

find the relationship between rtheoryr and rhistory,r which

is still problematic in our disc'rpl ine.r'6s The methodologi-

cal probìem of the relation between history and theory rai s-

es some of its most vexing problems in cultural studies.

Cultural questions have been left relatively obscured in

their Hegelian haven, an absolute mythic tension in critical

discourse.

For Hegel, the high priest of therrsupra-empirical self,rl

culture was the triumph of the ldeaì at the expense of its

human agents.66 The individual encounter with an absolute

ldeal caused an rrunhappy conscÍousness.r' Hegel def ined this

sad state of being as:

The al ienated Soul which is the consciousness of
self as a divided nature, a doubled and merely
contrad i ctory be i ng. 6 ?

6 s l,lax Weber ,
trans. and ed,
coe, lllinois:

66

The Hethodoloqy of the Social Sc i ences .

Edward A. Sh i I s and Henry A. F i nch
The Free Press, 1949) p. 87

Glen-

G. W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of l'1ind. trans. l'1. B.
Bai I I ie with a Foreword by George Lichtheim (New York:
Harper and Row, 1967) p. xxi

67 lbid., p,251

56
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ln Hegelrs opinion, human consciousness was condemned to be

unhappy for a very long time. 0n the surface of things, we

can agree with Hegelrs defini tion (if not with his fatal-

ism), because a divided and fragmented nature is not only

depressing, it ultimateìy symptomizes cl inical madness.

The need to revise Hegelrs critical approach grew out of

contact with history. Since we approach the "unhappy con-

sciousness" post-Harx, and even, some say, post-industrial,

it must be dealt with as an historical problem, not an ideal

one" This revision requires rethinking how the absolute

ldeal becomes conscious. l'1arx, of course, began this struc-

tural revÌsion.

l'larx agreed that the ilunhappy consc iousnessil suf f ers

from a divided nature, but he Ìnsisted that its divided con-

dition was not an al ienation of seìf from pure reason, but

an alienation of self from its own being in history and so-

ciety. l,larx achieved a simple, but monumental reversal of

the Hegel ian context which led inescapably to an analysis of

subjectivi ty based upon the real i ty of concrete phys ical ex-

i stence.

The

which

motor of unhappy consciousness lay in a phenomenon

Hegel cal I ed negat ion:

Just because the concrete fact i s sel f-divided,
and turns i nto rea I i ty, i t appears as someth i ng
self-moving, self-active....This is the portentous
power of the negative: that what is bound and held
by something else...should obtain an existence all
its own, gâin freedom and independence on its own
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account. 6 I

The negat i on requ i res mi nd to exper i ence i ts own fragments

as externaì objects, but this fragmentation carries a IglS,
or purposeful roìe. ln the Hegel ian order of things, the

negatíon is not haphazard or accidental, it objectifies for

thought and experience that which consciousness must reinte-

grate in order to overcome unhappiness. Thus, unhappiness

is overcome by mastering the absoìute truth immanent within

all individuals in its externalized, reified forms.

D ivi ded mi nd comes to i ts whol e sel f after f i rst perceiv-

ing its partial consciousness objectively. Hegel reasoned

that:

l'1 ind cons ists in the process of becoming an other
to itseìf....Experience is called this very pro-
cess by which the element...external izes itself,
and then comes back to itself from this state of
estrangement, anci by so cio i ng i s at i ength set
forth in its concrete nature and real truth, and
becomes too a possess i on of consc i ousness. ó e

For Hegel, as wel I as for Harx, conscìousness cannot be

raised without first experiencing this process of negation.

Awareness embarks upon a dialectical adventure rrwhich con-

sciousness executes on itself...in the sense that out of it

a new and true obj ect ar i ses . rr ? 0 Th i s new, but rrtrue-errr ob-

ject always confronts the divided consciousness as something

68 lbid., p

6e lbid., p

7o lbid., p

93

96

t\2



al ien and even threatening. Hence, consciousness begins

an unhappy experience of its own condition and nature.

gel said:

It is only this necessity, this origination of the
new obj ect. . .wh i ch offers i tse I f to consc i ousness
without consciousness knowing how it comes by
it...that to us is to be seen going on, so to say,
beh i nd i ts back.7 r

59

in

He-

These speculations are from Hegel's famous disquisition

upon the l.laster-Slave relationship. l'larx cal led this pas-

sage, rrthe true birthplace and secret of the Hegel ian phi-

losophy.rr?3 l,larx seized this secret center, bringing it down

to earth and redef i n i ng the i ntegrat i on of consc i ousness as

a pol itical and economic moment in social history. f,larx re-

versed the intel ìectual polarity of the Hegeì ian process of

negation, centering the unhappy consciousness wi thin histor-

ical process. W¡th this epochaì achievement, did l.1arx solve

al I questions of social and cultural consciousness? Clear-

ly, he did not. What questions, then, did he not solve and

why?

Consciousness begins in a stage of

tinguish myself from myseìf....1,

thrust myself away from myself.rr?2

negation where, "l dis-

the se I f-same be i ng,

Critical

7L

72

lbid., p. ì44

lbid., p. 211

Paul Connerton (ed.),
guin Books, 1976) p.

73

40
Socioloqy (New York: Pen-
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First of al l, let us understand that Harxist material ism

shares much in common with its Hegel ian forerunner. For one

thing, l'larx was deeply convinced that history would go on.

His faith in the fate of mankind was almost rel igious, cer-

tainly mi I Ieniarian. Eschatological overtones r¡ng strongly

through l'larxrs appeal to the prol etar iat and his prophes ies

regarding the ignoble f ate of the capital ist system. l'larxrs

profound ethical and moral idealism should not obscure the

fact that Hegel rs ghost still haunts I'larxrs critical method.

ln fact, the whole Hegel ian dîalectic in either its phi lo-

sophical ideal or its dialectical materialist form harbors

the same'¡epistemological di ìemma.r'?a

14 Kurt Wolff, Surrender and Catch (Boston: D. Reidel, 1976)
p. 136

Anthony Giddens exclaims bluntly that, "ln many re-
spects f'larx's b/ritings exemplify features of nineteenth
century thought which are plai nly defective when looked
at from the perspective of our century.rr A ContemÞorary
Critique of Historical Haterial ism (Los Angeles: Univer-
sity of Cal ifornia Press, l98l) p. I

Jurgen Habermas carries this critical observation fur-
ther : rrThe l,larx i st ep i stemo logy presumes to take noth i ng
for granted except its pure project of radical doubting.
ln truth it bases itself on a critical consciousness that
is the result of an entire process of self-formation.
Thus it is the beneficiary of a stage of reflection that
it does not admit and therefore also cannot ìegiti-
mate.... Thus positivism could forget that the methodolo-
gy of the sc i ences was i nter tw i ned w i th the obj ect i ve
sel f-formative process (Bi ldunqprozess) of the human
spec i es. I' Knowl edqe and Human I nterests. trans. Jer emy
Shapiro (Boston: Beacon Press , 1971) pp. 13 f, 5

The 'rent i re process of se I f-format i onrr ought to be
placed in relation to pol itics and economics.
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Both the Hegelian and the traditionaì l4arxist way of

knowing contain the same crucial vulnerability. l'larx could

not have anticipated that the dialectic of negation and re-

turn was vulnerable to manipulation and control. ln Harx's

time, fai th in the survival of mankind was perfectly justi-

fied. Who could have anticipated our modern distress where

the very instruments which promised freedom from want and

I iberation from fear have become tools of crisis and anxie-

ty? I'larx could not have anticipated advertising, megadeath,

mass aì ienation, media mi ndlessness and status anxiety; nor

can one reasonably expect his historical critique to protect

contemporary consciousness from these disabi I ities.

The twentieth century world presents a savage dichotomy

along l,larxist class lines, but denouncing the cleavage of

the world system of physical production does not indict the

culture which perpetuates this injustice. ln response to

this critical oversight, Jean Baudri I lard proclaims that

"the dialectic ì ies in ashesrr because it interpreted history

as rrthe sepa rated [Baudrillard's emphasis] order of material

production.r'?s One of the weaknesses of a rigid, oFthodox

dialecticism is that it hides the compl icity of cultural be-

haviors with pol itics. lndustrial ism was developed during a

time when critical theory rigidly separated social process

from cultural form" This prel iminary separation left pol it-

?s Jean Baudrillard, Ior A Critique o'l the Poìitical Economy
of the Siqn. trans. Charles Levin (St. Louis: Telos
Press, ì98.|) p.166
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ical dissent with the untenable assumption that the rela-

tions of production could be changed without altering the

ideal cultural forms which correspond to them.

The l'larxist vision of dialectical process validly chal-

lenges Hegel ian pol itical ideal ism but it has, ât the same

time, tolerated the separation of aesthetics from the labor

of social reproduction. Traditional dialecticism misses the

role the ideal form pìays in confirming the attitudes, tac-

t i cs and i nterpersona I rel at i ons necessary for the cont i nua-

tion of any system of production. The traditional critique

can be used to condone the separation of the processes of

exploitat¡on from the cultural forms which denote, teach and

conf i rm those processes.

l,larshall Sahlins calls this blind spot in the traditional

dialectic¡¡the anthropological cruxil and cites it as a lacu-

na in orthodox l'larx ist theory. He wr i tes:

What is missed by l'larx is that men begin as men,
in distinction to other animals, precisely when
they exper i ence the wor I d as a concept. ? 6

This oversight in traditional llarxist theory has led other

stern critiques like Jean Baudrillard to suggest that the

traditional mode of dialectical critique rthas reaehed a mo-

ment of deadloÇk."?? Baudri I lard announces this harsh deci-

sion because the original negation enacted between base and

?6 I'tarshall Sahlins, Cuìtural and Practical
Universi ty of Chicago Press, 1976) p. 1\2

Critique, p. .l8217 Baudrillard,

Reason (Ch i cago:
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superstructure/ use and exchange/ proletariat and capital/,

are aìl preìiminary separations within what has become a

culturally integrated industrial socio-economic system.

I'larx's early, rigid dialectical separations conform to the

only psychology of the sign upon which he could draw--the

Hegel ian process of unhappiness, negation and return. These

vi tal ly useful descr i ptive separations were accurate at the

early stages of industrial production and sti I ì serve an in-

valuable heuristic purpose. However, unless the enormous

evidence of sociaì anomaly which Harxism has accumulated is

translated into a new cultural experience, l'larx's original

cr i t i que can be emascu I ated and co-opted.

Robert LeVine has explained the rrepistemological di lemma"

of conventional dialectical analysis using an example from

natural sc i ence:

Suppose we were investigating coloration in a pop-
ulation of flatfish on the assumption that an ani-
maìrs color is an innately fixed response to the
illumination in its normal environment. Having
made this assumption we take one snap-shot of each
fish in ¡ts setting and discover a strong correla-
tion between the paìeness or darkness of the fish
and the amount of i I lumination in its setting. We

conclude that we were right: There are pale fish
and dark fish, their differences in coìoring hav-
i ng developed through natural selection i n set-
tings of different i I lumination. Our method of
data coìlection failed to take account of the pos-
sibility of flexible response in coloration, so it
I ed us to a fa I se conc I us i on based on facts . . 

"

Thus our snapshot data reflected the past phylo-
genetic experienee of flatfish as well as their
responses to the conditions of their surrounding
environment at the moment the snapshot was taken'
but in a form in which the tvro infìuences could
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not be distinguished. ?8

LeViners parable of the flatfish is a homi ly on cultural

studies since Kant. To study the cultural habi tat of indus-

trial society, social process and culturaì form need to be

epistemological ly related by a method which comprehends rtthe

epistemological consequence of adaptation."? e Rigid, ortho-

dox dialecticism yields snapshot data in which the truth has

very high descriptive value, but only a I imi ted explanatory

one. The categories of traditional dialectical critique de-

scribe the truth in a way which cannot dist¡nguish social

process from adaptive response. Such dialectics are snap-

shots which take cuìtural experience to be fixed (or',fixa-

ble") as a category of existence instead of a social and

historical relation. Al I such representative snapshots im-

pose closure upon the discussion of historical total ity be-

cause they deny the dialectical relation of the body-mind to

its social system.

lf a flatfish could express itself in the language of the

Westernrrsupra-empirical self,rr it would say that nature has

given i t the freedom to choose i ts adaptive coloration.

cultural studies must take the historical forms of the Fine

Arts more seriously than the musings of an obstreperous

flatfish, but the methodological problem is approximately

78 Robert A. LeVine, Culture, Behavior and personal ity (Cfr¡-
cago: Aidine Pubi ishing Co, 197Ð pp. t79-t80

lbid., p. 17979



the same. Every indicator points to an

consequence of sociaì adaptation operating

as well as the naturaì sphere.

65

epistemological

in the cultural

I n the anthropologi st, Roy Wagnerrs words, "Cul ture i s

invented by experiencing and creating the real ity from which

¡t takes its objective characteristics.¡reo Culture behaviors

are always snap-shots of objective truth. However, social

and pol itical real ity determines their adaptive value.

Symboìs and symbol ic associations are aìways valorized

according to interpersonal historical contexts. Cultural

studies requires a ful ì appreciation of meaning as a func-

tion of the ways in which human beings create and otherwise

experience these contexts. 'rApart from this kind of ideolo-

gical commitmentrrr Wagner asserts, "there is norprimary'

meani ng. . . . Cuì ture, i n the more restr i cted (Opera House)

sense, stands as a historical and normative precedent for

culture as a whole.rrsl Even the l.lestern Fine Arts culture

part¡cipates in the ideological framework of capital ist so-

ciety. l'larshal ì Sahl ins has asserted succinctly that rrCul-

ture is business on the scale of soc¡ety.¡raz His profession-

al foil and ideological antagonist, llarvin Harris, declares

in agreement that rrthe ideal ist expropriation of culture is

to Roy l.Jagner, The lnvention of Culture (Chicago: University
of Chícago Press, 197Ð p. 59

81 lbid., pp. 29 E 23 [Wagnerrs parenthesis]

I 2 Sah I i ns, Pract ica I Reason. p. .].5



not a matter of whim or taste, but a

persi stent ideological condi tion.rr83
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recurrent product of

It is becoming clear that no ìogically linear, separated

formal order can comprehend the meaning of dialectical pro-

cess. Culture exists in any society, at any time, only in

reciprocation with the techniques of social reproduction.

There is no question here of 'refutingr or in some way de-

murr ing f rom the great l'larxist dissent. That would be r i-

diculous. What i s i n question requi res carryi ng that dis-

sent forward in keeping wi th the rest of scientific

knowì edge. The h i story of sc i ence, I og i c and anthropoì ogy

indicate that mechanical reìations of production may have

been un i versa I i zed across the tota I mean i ng system of i ndus-

trial society. There is no rest, sol itude or escape from

its total and potentiaìly alienating processes.

The question is: Do bre not in effect "consume the coderl

of capital ist society and 'rreproduce the systemrr of capital-

i st rel ati ons i n the body and bei ng of our cul tural , emo-

tional and social I ives?8a Regardless of our economic affi l-

iation with it, do we not maintain the system as long as we

protect, justify and pay for the kinds of socio-cultural re-

lations which are the epistemological consequences of adap-

83 l'larvin Harris,
House, 197Ð p. 2

Cultural l,laterialism (New York: RandomBi-
Baudri I lard, Critique. from the lntroduction by Charles
Levin, p. 5

E4



tation to ¡t?

a very concrete

expl a i ns:

toricaì wrinkle.

and controì i ns i de

The prevailing l,Jestern l,larxist view today still
hoìds the incorrect assumption that the Iaborer is
an i ndependent commodi ty producer of I abor power

sell. [smythers emphasis]....1n
fact, the system used labor unionsr Fêl igious or-
gan i zat i ons , and commun i ty ar ts organ i zat i ons to
turn the rrhigh cultureil from Greece on down into a
means of attach i ng workers loyal I y to the sys-
tem....The clear dichotomy between base and super-
structure r^/as no longer possible under monopoly
capital ism, with the Consciousness lndustry buying
audiences comprising virtually the whoìe popula-
tion to aid it in managing demand for its commodi-
ty output. I s

Smythe is describing

which is his to

67

Dal las Smythe has dealt with this problem in

and practical way in Depe,ndency Boad. He

rrfalse consciousness" with a new his-

He ìocates the process of victimization

the culture! That is, inside the emo-

85 Dal las W. Smythe, Dependency Road (Norwood,
Ablex Publishing Co., l98l) pp. 48-50

New Jersey:

The i nformat i on sector wh i ch manages the consc i ousness
i ndustry compr i ses l+72 of the workforce and earns 532 of
total employee compensat i on (p. 6) . Smythe al so wr i tes
that I'cuìturaì hegemony took advantage of the systemic
bl ind spot which the ideology of capital ism had embedded
in the consciousness of bourgeois society....Possessive
individual ism and plural ism thus masked the fact that
what was now to be produced was collective action by au-
dience members in the service of the ideoìogy of corpo-
rate capitaì ism. That bourgeois and Harxist intellectu-
als al ike were victims of this bl ind spot made the task
of monopoly capital ism infinitely easier because its left
and left-l iberal I'progressive" opponents were effectively
disarmed ideological ly (p. .l60) ."

Content analysis which calculates subl iminal chauvi-
nisms, sexisms, consumerisms and the I ike only bring the
Hegel ian paradox ful I ci rcle. llarx began, in anger, ãt
the Biblical exegesis of the Young Hegelians. The con-
tent of culturaì forms are not as important as the forms
themseìves. Cul tural forms reproduce vaìue relationships.
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tional, adaptive 'rfitrr internal ized through leading a I ife

in capital ist society. An rraudience commodityrr perpetrates

hegemony upon itself through the poì itics it absorbs in the

form of cultural attitudes. Smythe leads us to conclude

that a major problem in the Hegel ian dialectic sti I I holds

material ism in thral l. Smythe, who declares his pol itics

unequivocally with the proclamation, I'Unless rredr prevails

over rexpert,¡ bourgeoÌs class relations wi I I be repro-

duced,"tt also reluctantìy laments:

It is not clear now how lilarxists will resoìve the
anomalies in their theory as it appìies to core
area of monopoly capi ta1 ism, especial ìy because
current l'larxist theorists do not recognize that
the audience commodity even exists.s?

No matter which way critique divides culturaì form from

subject's way of knowing takes place in

remains the basis for self-real ization.

orthodox Harxi sm:

social process, the

bondage. Servi tude

For Hegel as wel I as

The truth of the independent consciousness is ac-
cord i ng I y the consc i ousness of the bondsman. . . .
For this reflexion of self into self the two mo-
ments, fear and serv i ce i n genera I are neces-
sary. I 8

This analytical problem is much more urgent than the exe-
getical reduction of art to a rrhidden persuaderrr and
clever salesman for false consciousness.

E6 lbid., p. 299

a7 lbid., p. 5l Smythe was apparently unaware of Stuart
Ewen's Capta i ns of Consc i ousnes s but his emphasis is
correct. Cri tical theory has been reluctant to consider
class confì ict as also a form of self-victimization.

88 Hegel, Phenomeno I oqy pp. 237 F, 239
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As ìong as the historical total ity of social process and

cultural form remains separated in critique, neither materi-

al production nor l4arxist dissent can fi l l the human hol low,

the awful absence enacted in bondage to an absolute ideal.

The tyranny of the ideal, in either its Hegelian or llarx-

ist modes, invites the closure of critical reason and the

silencing of speech. The task, Baudrillard writes, rtis to

I iberate not objects and thei r value, but the reciproci ty of

speech that everywhere today is being eradicated by the ter-

rorism of value"r'Ee f'larxrs application of Hegel's cognitive

categories can Iead to the 'rterrorism of valuert if the com-

munication paradoxes of its rigid dialectical logic are re-

pressed.

l¿larx created a pol itical phenomenology by injecting He-

gelrs cognitive categories into social history. Class soci-

ety corresponds to negation (the external ization of a part

of self), class confl ict replaces unhappiness (the encounter

with self as Other) and the triumph of the proletariat rep-

resents the conscious reassimi lation of the mater¡a ideal.

ln theory, the insufficiency of the bourgeois system forces

the oppressed proletariat to discriminate new and more in-

clusive economic and pol itical relationships. ln practice,

f'larx and Hegel share the same commuRication dilemma. Their

basic terms, the t'substancest¡go of their thought system fal I

89 Baudri ì ìard, Critique p. 212
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outside of their system of knowledge.

l'larx based his analysis upon the existence of a ilrealm of

necess¡ty."er Harxism criticizes the socially determined re-

lations establ ished on the basis of this natural realm of

need. The practical effect of this logical critique produc-

es a paradox. ln an industrial society, the forces which

control the determi nation of need, al so i ndi rectly control

the effect i veness of the nature-based cr i t i que.

Outside of a real, physicaì state of nature, purely in-

strumental values are unreflective and demonstrate I ittle

abi I ity to discriminate between adaptive responses to social

contexts. The honest fundamental ism of the appeal to nature

is out-witted by the multiple value contexts of an industri-

al social mi I ieu. The negative commonal ity of rrnecessityil

defines a hol low, absence and void perpetuaì ly vulnerable to

the politics of desire.e2 Hege'l rs ghost has its revenge in

See n. 4590

9t l,larx wrote, ilThe realm of freedom actually begins only
where labor which is in fact determined by necessity and
mundane considerations ceases; thus in the very nature of
thìnqs (my italics) it lies beyond the sphere of actual
materiaì production....Beyond the realm of necessity be-
gins that development of human energy which is an end in
i tself, the true realm of freedom, which, however, can
blossom forth only with this realm of necessity as its
basis.'r Karl Harx, Capital (New York: lnternational Pub-
ì ishers, 1977) Vol. I I l, p. 8ZO

The critique of industriaì society confronts "significa-
t i on'r not rrnecess i ty. I' Lacan evokes the paradox of cu I -
tural signification in the foì lowing oassage:

92

So runs the signifierrs answer, above and beyond all s¡g-
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this ideological double bind: the perpetually deferable

promise of freedom negated by a morbidly crippled sense of

ethical and emotional reciprocity.

As the primary historical traumas of secular Enl ighten-

ment and lndustrial Revolution recede, the paradoxes con-

front i ng soc i a I consc i ousness grow. fÌarx accepted the Hege-

I ian teìos of unconscious struggle toward the conscious

reintegration of opposites, accepting Kantian nature as ma-

terial ism's existential ground of being as wel I as its Ro-

mantic promise of fulfi I lment. This ground is both the fun-

damenta I strength and the fundamenta I weakness of the

f'larxist critique. Class conf lict may raise consciousness

where physical necessity drives the phenomenological cycle,

but how can the material ideal raise the consciousness of

the affluent? A nature-based critique cannot locate the

point at which class confl ict becomes status rivalry. Nor

the point at which need becomes resentiment. How can an En-

I ightenment critique which appeals to a primary rrnature of

thingsrrescape its own pre-bourgeois origins? How can it

keep from becoming just another bourgeois system of adver-

nifications: rrYou think you act when I stir you at the
mercy of the bonds through which I knot your desires.
Thus do they grow in force and multiply in objects,
bringing you back to the fragmentation of your shattered
chi ldhood" 5o be i t: such wi I I be your feast unti I the
return of the stone guest I shall be for you since you
call me forth.rl

Jacques Lacan "Seminar on rThe Purloined
etics Today. Horris Phi I ipson and Paul
(New York: New American Library, l98O) p.

Letter , I rl

J. Gudel
\07

Aes t h-
TãII
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escape merel y conf i rmi ng

text which it condemns?

these paradoxes. E. P.

prob I em:
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can the validity of the critique

in the ìong run the bourgeois con-

0nly cultural critique can untangle

Thompson has cogently adressed this

Revolutionary

What l'larxism might do, for a change, is sit on its
own head a I ittle in the interests of Social ismrs
heart. lt might close down one counter in its
universal pharmacy and cease dispensing potions of
analysis to cure the maladies of desire.ea

l'larx shares Hegeì rs intel ìectual I ineage. Hegel 's ghost can

only be exorcised from ltlarxrs political phenomenology

through an analysis of the reciprocal relation between Cul-

ture and pol itical history. The emotional relations of the

bourgeois system of social reproduction are just as formida-

ble as the economic ones, perhaps more so, given the paucity

^t ---^---L ?-+^ +L:^ l?-^-^i^^ ^¡ L:^+^-i^^t :^ã^^ 95L,l I EÞEC¡¡ gll lllL9 LlllÞ \¡llllEllJlvll ul lllÐLgI lugl ç^Psl lE¡¡Ls.

These objections to l'larxrs pol itical phenomenology do not

invalidate radical critique. Harx was so systematic that

even his gaps are cìues how to continue. We can follow the

93 See, for instance, Robert L. Heilbroner, l'larxism, For and
Aoainst (New York: W. W. Norton, 1980). Hei lbroner pro-
f esses to bel ieve that the modern f orm of I'larxrs pol i t i-
cal phenomenology is col lective bargaining.

94 E. P. Thompson, Will iam Ig1þ, Romantic to
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1976) p. 807

rrNo one has begun to look into the mechanism through
which cultural ly determined constraints on cognition af-
fect an individual's abi I ity to interact and cooperate
wi th others i n part i cul ar everyday tasks.rr John J. Gum-
perz, D i scourse Strateg i es (Cambr i d

95

s i ty Press, I 982) pp. I 4- I 5

ge: Cambr i dge Un i ver-
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system of l,larx's thought by imagining him working through

Hegel rs Phenomenology of lç1ind chapter by chapter, turning it

upon its head untiì death forced him to cease. lt is even

poss ib le to f i gurat iveì y locate the page where l'larx stopped.

ln the last paragraph of Hegeìrs chapter entitled, "Culture

and its Realm of Actual Real ity,r' Hegeì wrote, rrBut only by

self-consciousness being roused to revolt does ¡t know its

own peculiar torn and shattered condition.rre6 lt is as if

methodologically f,larx stopped here in hi's war with the an-

gels, ìeaving his Jacob's ladder firmìy in place. ln the

opening sentence of the very next chapter Hegel announces

the keynote for an era of post-bourgeois consciousness. He

asser ts 3

The spiritual condition of
self-estrangement exists in
the sphere of culture as a

fact. e ?

0ur cultural history

sciousness" on to us.

has passed th¡s form of rrunhappy con-

lilarx brought ideal ism down to earth, but he did not solve

i ts methodological ly spl i t personal i ty which has become an

emotionaì and cultural spl it in the twentieth century. The

conventional di sc i pl i nary study of the F i ne Arts sti I I con-

ven i ent I y forgets to cons i der that the tr i umph of the I dea I

also inscribes the individual into a network of bourgeois

e6 Hegel,

e7 lbid.,

Phenomenolosv p. 548

p. 5\9
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emotional relationships. The social history of culture must

describe a more sociable process than individual acts of

ì genius and the triumph of pure form. lf social and intel-

lectual forms have a general basis in experience, there must

L be a normative historical process from which they spring.

This existence-based view contrasts sharply with the poverty

of ideal ism. Simpìe instrumentaì judgment backed by the ad

hoc ideal ism of cultural conformity closes off consciousness

from its synchronic web of compl icity with the material and

pol i ti caì wor Id. The poverty of ideal i sm i sol ates a poten-

tial ly sociable self in a mode of reflection which leads

inescapably to total itarian control . es

Jean Baudrillard laments this b I i ndspot as the c I osure of

reason identifies itselfthe dialectic of the sign where

with onìy one of the two terms that aiways compose it. He

comments that ideal ism "moral izes the sign and confers an

ethical and metaphysical status to meaning itself....rrTo-

day, he cont i nues:

this vision amounts to a long sermon denouncing
the aì ienation of the system, which becomes, wi th
the expansion of this very system, â kind of uni-
versal discourse.rree

e 8 Wol ff, Surrender p. I l+2 The idea I i sms of an age are usu-
ally the ideologies of the social totality. By the middle
of the twentieth century these forces have become so
great that ¡rsubjectivi ty, bourgeoi s or otherwi se, i s i n
mortal danger.'r Theodore Adorno cal led this situation,
"the face of totalitarian unity."

99 Baudrillard, Critique p. ì60
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The rrauthentic valuesrr moralistically aff irmed I'are largely

derived from the bourgeois system of individual ist val-

ues""ro0 The prel iminary separation of formal sign from so-

cial process conforms to Hegel ian ideal ism and confirms a

new style of secular fundamental ist oratory which persists

in the transcendental idealization of "use-valuerror "need."

There is no defense for the ideal, without first realizing

that at I "valuen is a satel l ite system in sol idarity with

sociaì process.

The transcendental perspective expels from speech the in-

tegrity of its own analyt¡cal enterprise. Baudrilìard as-

serts that, "Any basís for a crucial interrogation of the

cultural sign must be situated from the perspective of what

it expels and annihilates in its very institution.rr¡ot A

truly crucial interrogation of the cultural sign begins its

work at the emotionaì bed rock which grounds the social sys-

tem of signification"

The trumped up immediacy of things which impl ies the

'rbeauty, " "transcendene err or rrtruthil of a f orm, in itself ,

omíts al ì the vital questions of relation to social history.

ln this way, classicaì knowledge, Foucault writes, "is ar-

ticulated along lines that do not iso'late, in any way' a

specific domain proper to man.r¡toz ln this way also, mater¡-

r00 ibid.

10r lbid.
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al ism has remained a classical Enl ightenment critique, bound

to the mechanics of its rrnaturalrr laws. Extending the Harx-

ist ecrasez into a critique of cultural reciprocity wouìd

win the language of necessity back from the pol itics of de-

sire. Physiocracy of the Kantian mind would give place to a

phys i ognomy of the ex i stent i a ì heart.

lf there is a cultural crisis (and there surely is), it

has infected the side of reason and language not the side of

feeling and art. lt has grown from the side of politics and

economics, not the side of emotion and creativity. lf there

is a crisis, it is perpetuated from the side of dominance

and vested interest, not the side of scarcity and marginal i-

zation. lf there is a crisis in cuìture, the historical and

pol iticaì reason I ies behind the insufficiency of the old

critical language to explain and clarify the relations be-

tween the arts and the rest of the world. Language can

reach such rigidity that it becomes, âS Barthes ímpl ied,

Fascíst. The space for speech can close down as tightly in

art as it has sometimes been closed down in electoral pol i-

tics.

l'larxrs dissent began a new way of seeing and being in the

world. Harxist doubt broke the old web of affi I iation and

began the sequence toward the articulation and internaliza-

tion of a new cultural paradigm. The act of submitting,

¡ 0 2 l'lichel Foucault, b Order of Th inqs (London: Tavistock
Publications, .l970) p. 3O9
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rrsurrendering torrthe radical Harxist system of analysis

yielded a new mode of practical knowledge, The issue from

the crucible of radical doubt: thisrrcatch," as Kurt l,lolff

cal ls it, expresses a new feel ing tone for humankind and

their cultures. One may not see eye to eye with f'larx, but

af ter a serious encounter with him, one always rrseesrr dif -

ferent I y.

ln Hegelian terms, l'larx stands to classical enì ightenment

as its rational negation. f'larxrs original work and the

forms of dissent which it has spawned serve judicial injunc-

tion upon the ideaì, definitively indicting the value para-

digm of bourgeois culture and society. l'larx initiated the

rebel I ion wi thin Enl ightenment discourse against the social-

ized siìence of the cultural ideal.ro3

Louis Althusserrs contribution to cultural studies re-

mains a contentious issue, but Althusser has turned a phrase

wh i ch appears very appropr i ate or, at I east, eas i I y adapta-

ble to our present discussion. Althusser has observed that,

r03 Even 1"1 ichel Foucault acknowledges:

It is impossible at the present time to write history
w¡thout using a whole range of concepts d¡rectly or in-
directly linked to lilarxrs thought and situating oneself
wi th i n a hor i zon of thought wh i ch has been def i ned and
descr ibed by l'tarx. One m i ght even wonder what d i f f er-
ence there could ultimateìy be between being a historian
and be i ng a l'larx i st .

l'lichel Foucaul t, Power/Knowìedge , Êd. Col i n Gordon,
trans. Col in Gordon, Leo l,larsha I I , John I'1epham, Kate
Soper (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980) p. 53

''(

-l
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rrThe knowledge of history is not more historical, than the

knowl edge of sugar i s sbreet. ¡r r o a As E. P. Thompson has

urged, "Let us tease this brave epigram a little.rr Through

it we may be able to penetrate the symbol ic pol itics of

ideal ist culture. Althusser's epigram clearìy, even if neg-

atively, associates a question of taste wi th an understand-

i ng of h i story.

The epigram is deceptively complex. Althusser subdivides

knowledge into two elements: scientific and subjective.

Hanifestly, with this division Althusser proclaims the ne-

cessity of subsuming the latter under the former. 0nly when

subjective impressions are related to an objective structure

can they be discussed as a field of knowledge.

Àrranninn l¿nnutlar{no inrrnlrrac c^mâ ¡amnlav ¿{a¡icianc

Each different arrangement wiìl culminate in a different ef-

fect. Althusser seeks social knowledge of history, hence

his epigram impl ies that there is an analytical arrangement

of subjective experience which wi I I yield objective histori-

cal knowledge of human society.

Having attempted to comprehend Althusserrs intention thus

far, we are entitled to ask with E. P. Thompson, whether the

epigram does not constitute a strange and inappropriately

m i xed metaphor? For a I though we can agree that h i stor i ca I

E. P. Thompson, The Poverty of
(New York: l'lonthly Review Press,

and other Essays
p. 3l

Theory
I 978)

104
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knowledge of social subjectivity is important' what kind of

structure completes Aìthusser's metaphor and yields objec-

tive knowledge of (or I ike) the objective knowìedge of sug-

ar? lf such a structure exists, has not Althusser abstract-

ed and objectified his own admirable chal ìenge by implying

that social history is as simple and determinable as a chem-

ical formuìa for one of nature's simplest compounds?

This kind of objection, often level led against Aìthusser'

may be unfa i r, because the structure wh i ch compl etes the

metaphor is economic. Althusser means that historical

knowl edge i s to the persona I exper i ence of h i story as the

production of sugar under monopol istic control is to its

taste. Consumpt i on def i nes a structura I parameter wh i ch

gives coherence to Althusser's epigram. How sugar is col-

lectively produced and consumed yields social knowìedge

which has only indirect bearing upon the subjective experi-

ence of sweetness. The same rel at i on appl i es to h i story.

How hi story i s produced, made palatable and eoì lectively

consumed is more important than oners subjective experience

of history in the making.

Althusser appears to have coined a most evocative meta-

phor for cultural studies, because the arts comprise a major

social form of historical memory" Cultural forms are satu-

rated with historical continuity. They serve up, make pala-

table and consumable a society's significant past. Cultural
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rrtasterr is emotional shorthand for 'rHow people organize

their experience conceptually so that it can be transmitted

as knowledge from person to persorì."r05 To reduce ttaster to

individual subjectivity takes the social history out of

aesthetic experience and turns eultural studies into a harm-

I ess status game f6¡ s¡9þs. r o e

Aì thusser's epi gram leads to a hard I i ne, but one that

f i ts. Normal ly, personal subjectivi ty reciprocates between

an individual and his societyrs col lective signs. cultural

studies is historical to the extent that its analysis encom-

passes individual taste within a larger and more inclusive

f ield of social behavior. I,lhen a method which is adequate

penetrates the reciprocity between history and its cultural

signs, ít finds a new underworld of sociaì meaning. By

rrhistorical knowledge'r Aìthusser means knowredge of this in-

ner structure between objective events and thei r subjective

experience. At this depth, I'Structural ism,r Sahl ins ob-

SerVeS, "OfferS a Statement of CultUre in praXis.rrro? The

pol i tical phenomenoìogy through which Harx divulged the

t05

¡06

l,lichael Cole, John Gay, Joseph Gìick, Donald Sharp,
CVltural Context of Learning and Thinkino (New york:
sic Books, 197ì) p.9

The
Ba-

Cf. A classic subjective reduction: r'We have, not,
pl easures, but exper i ences wh i ch are pì easant. . . The ob-
tuse person has not learned to interpret his general
bodi ly consciousness in any systematic fashion." l. A.
R ichards, Pr i!.c ipl es of L i terary Cr i t ic ism (London: Ke-
^âh õ^.,1 tô.o\vqrr rout, t>La) Pp. t¿ o tuv

IO? Sahl ins, Practical Reason p. 3
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structure of bourgeois economics can be broadened into a

cul tural phenomenology through which to divulge the struc-

ture of bourgeois values. This structural knowledge of the

historical reciprocity of the sign uncovers what Baudrilìard

cal ls rrthe consumption of the code," arì unconscious emotion-

al thematization within the natural attitude of the epoch.

lf a social contract is impl icit and unarticulated, if a

normative paradigm signifies in mute, hidden and reified

form, many norms and mores may carry a silent covenant with

poìitical reality. lrrhen the social context is mystif ied,

the cultural repertoire may carry a hidden agenda which all

the participants can reflexively recognize through histori-

cal condi tioning, even though they are unable to articulate

the subl iminal message.

Such a problem exists for usr and Horkheimer and Adorno

described it as the problem of alienation into our o\^rn en-

ìightenment.r0s Tackling this problem in its brute concrete-

ness means locating r^rays in which the wel l-socialized self

is cuìturally reinvested in bourgeois society. lnquiry into

such a question means asking whether the intel lectual as-

sumptions of bourgeois society also have an emotional pha-

lanx which p romotes their uncon scious internal ization. Web-

er observed:

¡o8,tiax Horkheimer and Theodore Adorno, D ia lect ic of En-

Press, 1972)
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The conscious discovery of uniquely aesthetic
values is reserved for an intel lectual ist civi I i-
zation. This development causes, the disappear-
ance of those elements in art which are conducive
to community formation... [The cìimax of this con-
fl ict is thatl The rejection of responsibi I ity for
ethical judgment shifts judgments whose intention
was original ly ethical into an aesthetic key.r0e

The cultural code transcribes an originalìy conscious and

community-affirming relation into an emotional sign. The

learni ng process i s thus vastìy acceìerated, but a negative

dialectic unfolds at the same time. The originaì qual ity of

radical, I ife-affirming adjustment becomes frozen in stone.

eonsc i ousness I eaches away and w i th i t, the capac i ty for

further adjustment and change. Aesthetics provides the ful-

crum for this human dialectic of unconscious social ization

and conscious change. Paradoxical ly, intel lectual ism privi-

leges the symbols of its unconscious social ization over con-

scious critique and change. The rrintel ìectualist civil iza-

tionrr which, in Weber's words, has shifted originally

ethical judgments into an I'aesthetic k"y," has mistaken the

menu for the meal. lt honors the ancient cryptogram and for-

gets the historical message. An intel lectual ist civi l iza-

t i on escapes i nto the Handar i n management of symbol s from

which al I ethical and community content has been drained.

Unwittingly, classical ly canonized art thereby supports in-

ertia and the status quo.

i'iax Weber, fu Socioloqy of Religion, trans. Ephraim
F ischoff wi th an I ntroduction by Talcott Parsons (Bos-
ton: Beacon Press) p. 2\3

¡9 9
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ldeal ized art forms teach the organizational synthesis of

high capital ism. ln industrial societies, the formal power

of Fine Arts culture is onìy a shadow of the former self

which it never really was. This, an unconscious act of so-

cial anthropology, forms part of the context which the Cana-

dian critic, John Fekete cal ls ilthe ideology of perpetual

domination.rrrro

North America has become the sacerdotal center of classi-

cal closure within permanent cultural negation. North Amer-

ican idealismrs take charge aesthetic moves managerially

across the aesthetic domain, invoking a fundamental ly Kan-

tian historicism in order to uni lateral ly define styles and

interpretations. Traditional cultural history becomes Tal-

mud and Gospel for the new industrial I iteral mind.

Reopening the relation between cultural form and social

process demands a ì iberating investigation which foì lows the

historical path of the negation, rather than one which longs

nostalgical ly for an ideal ized vision of inner truth. Not

surprisingly, the phenomenology of cultural closure struc-

tural ly resembles industrial economic al ienation. ln spite

of its I ife promise, cultural production and reproduction,

I ike the industrial cornucopia, has rarely belonged to the

material ìife of those who produce it, nor has it primarily

benefited the I ives of those whose work sustains it.

t r o John Fekete, The
and Kegan Paul, I

Critical Twil iqht (London:
977) p. xxi i

Rout I edge
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Formal idealism has capitalized upon the same recessed

ideology as the Hegelian l'laster-Slave relation. North Amer-

ica suffers its most vulgar and expl icit symptoms. ln Ken-

neth Burkers formuìa, rrreal ism plus money equals ideal-

ism:"rrr the most efficient example of al ienation into

enl ightenment to date. Fekete has described the pol i tics of

this dialectic of dominance. He argues clearly that a mod-

ern intel lectual ist tradition has continued to evolve in a

perpetual ly reified negation, with no reaì capacity for in-

ternal critique or abi ì ity to effect social change. Because

contemporary theoretical aesthetics have lost a vigorous,

conscious working concept of their own qual itative roìe,
I'They have developed," Fekete wrítes, "to an ideological po-

s i t i on as the counter-revol ut i onary form appropr i ate to the

governing technocratic design of neo-capital ist society."rrz

Contemporary aesthetic subjectivity reifies an ideological

context.

A system wh i ch h i des the deep emot i ona I rel at i on between

cultural forms and social process permits ideology, domi-

nance and class bias to remain undetected. Without a work-

ing concept of historical totality, emotions are reified in

the dominant ideological structure. rrVlhatever the epoch or

topíc of special study,rrLukacs wrote, "the question of a

111 Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Hotives (Berkeley: Universi -
ty of Cal ifornia Press, 1945) p. 175

rr2 Fekete, Twïliqht. p. 193
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unified approach to the process of history is inescapabìe...

This is why only the dialectical conception of to-
ta I i ty can enab I e us to understand rea I i ty as so-
cial process.rrrrg

Consciousness is a task, not a given. Lukacs appl ies that

task to cultural studies with this maxim:

The essence of praxis consists in annulling
the i nd i fference of form towards

content. r 1 4

Lukacsr observation appears wel l-nigh universal ly true.

lleaning "means" the practical reunion of cultural form with -r

social content. From banal office pol itics to high cul ture

and aesthetics, this task is, for us, an inescapable respon-

sibility.

Adorno lamented that the rrperfect immaculate performance

in the latest styìe preserves the work at the price of its

definitive reification.rrrts The signature of the lbarbarism

of perfectionrr was for Horkheimer and Adorno, "the I iquida-

tion of the rindividual. rrrrl6 With the cudgel of an ideal

form, a-historical ideal ism flattens human relations into a

pure mirror of the economic relations of production. ln the

tr3 Georg Lukacs, History and Cìass Consciousness, trans.
Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, I'lassachusetts: l,llT Press,
r97ì) pp. t2-13

tl4 lbid., p. 126

I r s Theodore Adorno, rr0n the Fet ish-Character in l'lus ic and
the Regression of Listening,rr The Essential Frankfurt
Sç_bgol Reader Andrew Arato and Eike Gebhardt (ed.) , (New

York: Urizen Books, 1978) p. 28\

rr6 lbid., p. 276
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resulting two-dimensional world, "the empirical whole is

untrue.rrrlz Adorno argued that a perspective on the histori-

cal total ity of the aesthetic crisis of our time required

that rrcultural criticism become social physiognomy.rrl¡ a

Adorno and Lukacs procìaimed these chal lenges because the

economic relations of production now make up only one-half

of the social relations within a larger culturaì paradigm of

instrumental signification. The formal half of the paradig-

matic relation is cultural idealism, therrdeep playrrrrr

which induces and reinforces the naked economic individual-

ism of Western industrial relations of production. Cultur-

ally, the industrial l.Jest has been rrin-formedil within this

I arger system of deepl y structured symbol i c rel at i ons.

Without an expanded analysis, where art criticism becomes

!rsociai physiognomy,rtthe instrumentai critique of t,he rela-

tions of production material izes only one-half of hegemony

and remains subject to subversion by the reciprocal context

which it has not grasped nor offered up into speech. His-

1r? Attributed to Adorno by Eike Gebhardt, rrAlternatives in
Aesthetic Theory" re Essential Frankfurt School Reader
p.220

r r 8 Theod
ical

r19

ore Adorno,
Sociolosy.

rrCultural Criticism and Society,
Paul Connerton (ed.), (New York

" gL¡-!-
: Pen-

guin Books, 1976) p. 271

Geertz credits Bentham's b Theory of Leqislation with
the concept of I'deep play." lt means "a kind of senti-
mental education.r' The subject learns his culturers et-
hos through the subject¡s own private sensibility. So-
cialization is spelled out aestheticaìly in an external,
col lective text. Cl ifford Geertz, E lnterpretation of
Culture (New York: Basic Books, 197Ð pp. \32 E \\9
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tor ical knowledge must lead through pol i tical economy into

therrpolitical economy of the sign.r'That is the path we

wi sh to trace i n the next chapter.



Chapter I V

THE I4ATER IAL IST I4ARX I ST D ISSENT

Harx's statement, I'the more civiìized his object, the

more barbarous becomes the worker,tt!2 0 is usual ly interpret-

ed in a passive historicist way: The more civi I ized his ob-

ject the more barbarized becomes the worker. This reading

emphasizes that the relations of production al ienate the

worker from the fruits of his labor and the goìden labor

time of potential ly productive leisure. The passive inter-

pretat¡on is surely eorrect, but a phenomenological inter-

pretation is appl icable, as wel l. That is, the conscious-

ness and cuìture of the worker are neqated in the Hegel ian

sense: the worker projects his own brutal ization back onto

the world and discovers it again in this externalized and

brutally reified form. The barbaric contrast between the

Arts ldeal of a better world and the ethos of its actual

content, r,Jhich often incarnates the existing system of free

enterprise and bourgeois individual ism confirms the vicious

paradox which Harx described and extends the eontradietion

to the whole of society.

Karl l'larx, Economic and Philosophic l'lanuscripts of 1844
(luloscow: Progress Pub I i shers, .|959) p. 7O

-88-
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When llarx brought Hegelrs phenomenology of mind into so-

cial history, he took a first and extremely important step

toward a general theory of cul ture. I t does not detract

from his accompl ishment if there were aspects of a material-

ist phenomenology of the mind which he did not have time to

explore. Truism though it may be, it is easy to forget that

even l'larx was an historical f igure. rrHarxism,'r Foucault

writes, rrexists in nineteenth century thought I ike a fish in

water: it is unable to breath anywhere else.rrr2r Foucault's

mischievous remark reminds us that ¡larx was a nineteenth

century classical thinker, and some of the problems of clas-

sical nineteenth century thought inhere in hís work. l,lar-

shall Sahlins observes the same problem:

Language, f or ltiarx, was a process of nam i ng, the
concordance of a social and a materiaì text. The
first classification men make is the distinction
between things that are pleasurable and painful,
edible and inedible. ln language, it is nature
itself that speaks, in the beginninq without meta-
phor....Itn the beginning] the human power of be-
stowing a value on natural differences is reduced
to an echo of practical-intrinsic significance.r22

The first purpose of the name establ ishes a relationship be-

tween man and nature. Archaic man realized that speech ex-

tended his individual capacities and gave him a practically

magical power over the world. Sahlins points out that lrlarx

begins this archaic naming process al I over again in rela-

r 2 r ¡1i che ì Foucau I t, The Order: of Thj¡gs , An Archaeo ì oqy of
the !uman ScjSnce.:. (London:Tavistock Press , 1970) p. 262

122 Harshall Sahlins, Culture and Prac tical Reason (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1976) p. 142
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tion to soc¡ al nature. The power of the name i s almost

totemistic.r23 From Sahl inrs anthropological perspective on

the history of ideas, l'larx is half shaman, half cultural an-

thropologist and he begins a new order of survival in a new

(industr ial) rrstate of nature.r'

Thus Sahl i ns (the Anthropologi st) and Foucauì t (the Hi s-

tor ian) locate a tens ion in l'larx's thought wh ich is a lso a

tension of his age--a problem in the'rsub-stancerrr24 of

n ineteenth century thought. The Victor ian f orm of l'larxrs

economic Phi I ippics should not distract attention from this

tension nor from llarxrs incipient quarrel with the whole ep-

i stemol og i ca I structure i n wh i ch he was constra i ned to ex-

press himself. l'larx¡s work mirrors a division in the whole

classical system of knowledge.

Sahl ins locates this schism in two historical rmomentsl

of mater i a I i st theory wh i ch appear to contrad i ct each other .

ln the first moment, Sahl ins writes:

123 lb¡d., rrHarx's genealogy of conceptual thought is l'lal i-
nowsk i rs totemi sm. " Sah I i ns i ntends the compar i son to be
a favorable one. ¡rThe savage totalizes...r" Levi-
Strauss writes, "lt is in the intransigent refusal on
the part of the savage mind to al low anything human to
remain al ien to it, that the reaì principle of diaìecti-
cal reason is to be found.r' Claude Levi-Strauss, The
Savaqe l,lind (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1962) p.
2\5

Strauss pl ays in th is passage wi th l'larxrs and l'lozartrs
favor i te say i ng, a l i ne from the Roman pl aywr i te, Ter-
ence: rrl hold nothing human to be alien to me.rr All ac-
ademics must be, in the Straussian sense, some kind of
savage.

r2a See n. \7, for Kenneth Burke's concept of I'sub-stance.rr
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The ethnologist of the twentieth century finds
himself on fami I iar ground... He recognizes in
l'larx I s concept ion, a consc iousness born of the
structure of societyr ârì historical given under
which the material interaction proceeds.r25

Sahl ins i I lustrates the first material ist moment with a pas-

sage from the German ldeology:

The mode of production must not be considered sim-
ply as being the reproduction of the physical ex-
istence of the individual. Rather it is a defi-
nite form of activity of these individuaìs, a
definite form of expressing their life, a definite

on their part. As individuals ex-
press thei r I i fe, so they are. r 2 6

ln this quotation, it wouìd appear that an individuaìrs at-

titude determines to a great extent the ability of the forc-

es of production to exploit him. An historical, cultural ìy

created consciousness exi sts along-side the relations of

production, even modifying them to an extent. However,

there is a second moment, oF aspect to material ist theory.

Sahlins writes:

mode of life

Now the orga
the I anguage
exper i ence.
consequence
addedl of pro
exper i ence of
they construc

nization grows out of behavior, and
of men is the voice of their concrete
The cul tural concept appears as a

rather thae the structure [emphasis
ductive activity.......The practical
men is untranscendable, and from ¡t

t a world. Their thought and social

L26

125 Sahl ins, Practical Reason p. 133

lbid., p. l!l l'larx also writes in the German ldeology:
rrThus two facts are here revealed, First the produc-

tive forces appear as a world for themselves, quite in-
dependent of and divorced from the individuals, along-
side the individuals: the reason for this is that the
individuals, whose forces they are, êxist spl it up and
i n oppos i t i on to one another, wh i I st, on the other hand,
these forces are only real forces in the intercourse and
association of these individuals [Tucker, (ed.) p.
t54l."
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reìat¡ons in general fol low from "the behavioral
system of instrumental action.rrtz'r

The twin currents of behavior and culture are thus theoreti-

cal ìy distinct, self-contradictory moments. The question

Itlarx poses to cultural studies is whether materialism must

chose one to the exclusion of the other? The answer reached

in this chapter is, No. This seeming contradiction reflects

the confrontation between mechanical and dialectical reason-

ing, rather than a division within the world itself .

llarx was the first secuIar thinker who consciousIy ex-

plored the structuraÌ I imi tation of Enl ightenment discourse,

and his thinking vibrates, indeed, literally oscillates,

with its counterforce. The famous passage from the Thesis

on Feurbach provides an example. l'larx describes a I ife-world

which is simultaneousìy external ìy determined and a subjec-

tive activi ty:

The chief defect of all hitherto existing materi-
alism is that the thing, reality' sensuousness' is
conceived only in the form of the object of con-
templation, but not as human sensuous activity,
practice, not subjectively,rza

ì l'larx avows a "thinking experiencerrrl2s a coming to con-

sciousness through the material--not just intel lectual ly,

,. but pol itically, emotionally and ethically. 'rTo be sensu-

ous,rrflarx wrote, "is to suffer.rrl¡o For llarx, sensuality

Pract i ca I Reason p. Li.!¡2? Sahl ins,

r28 Robert C

r2e See nn.

. Tucker

55-57

(ed.) p. ì07



I i tera I I y makes sense. The I og i ca I

l'larxes--the l4arx of sense and the l'larx

touched off over a century of debate.
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paradox of these two

of sens¡bility--has

idera r ons on Western
rson vi ewstions, 197 Ande

The inner duality in Harxrs thinking links f'larxrs struc-

tural analysis of the bourgeois reìations of production with

phenomenology. The paradoxes in l'larx's thought (tensions

hardìy anyone denies, though few have called them paradoxes)

point to the phenomenoìogy of a deep structural relation be-

th,een the h i story of pol i t i cs and Cul ture.

Louis Althusser dismisses these paradoxes astrHegelian-

evolut ion istrr res idues in f,larx's thought and j udges l,larxrs

growth as a th i nker by the degree to wh i ch he expunges them

in his later, more rrscientificrr work.r3r Aìthusser advocates

that:

llarx's whole intellectual history can and must be
understood in this way: as a long, difficult and
painful rupture by which he moved from his petty-
bourgeois class instinct to proletarian cìass po-
sitions.r32

lbid., p. 94130

t3l Lou i s A I thusser, -leL l'larx trans. Ben Brewster (Harmonds-
wor th , l'1i dd I esex: Pengu i n Books , .l969)

Louis Althusser, Lenïn and
Review Press, l97l) p. l0l

Ph i I osophy (New York: Honthly

See al so, Perry Anderson,
Harxism (London: NLB Publ ica

I32

al I phi losophy as the corruption of praxis by reflec-
t ion.
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Al thusser and his f ol lowers mistake l,larx's development as a

poìemic ist f or growth as a th inker . Flarxrs j ust if iable po-

ì itical indignation compromised his system of knowledge and,

Anthony Giddens adds, I'tarxrs materialism can only be regard-

ed as an indispensable contribution to social theory if the

'rsnippets embodying a more abstract [and incìusive] theory

of human praxis are gìeaned from the diversity of flarxrs

writings."l33 The Althusserites who accentuate the concrete

have dangerously over-simpl if ied l'larx and the world. The

atmosphere of intellectual and emotional crisis which they

churn up around them is, in the ìong run, counterproduc-

tive. r34 A more constructive attitude regards f'larx less as a

seer and more as an historical figure whose work represents

a turning point in the development of contemporary critical

consc i ousness .

l4arx's contemporary relevance remains incontestable, and

his historical contribution to the crìtique of bourgeois

culture is pervasive. l'larx began the conceptual shift in

pol i tics and society that i s sti I I being I ived through to-

133 Anthony Giddens, !
l,laterialism (Los

Contemporary Critique of Historical

134

Angeles: University of Cal ifornia
Press,198ì) p.2

Stanley Aronowitz, The Crisis in Historical l'laterialism
(New York: Praeger, l98l) Aronowitz declares that
'tHarxism has no theory of consciousness (p. 228)" and
rris rooted in old, surpassed assumptions (126).r' Aronow-
itz considers Althusser "the most advanced point histor-
icai materialism has been abie to arive at (p. i20),'l
but he has dec i ded A I thusserrs work embod i es "a funda-
mental will to dominate (p. 105)."
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day.

l'larx opened the d i scuss ion of soc i a I adaptat ion under the

industrial system of production, and his work points toward

the contemporary moment of criticaì structural insight which

Baudri I lard christens the rrreciprocity of speech,r' a moment

when oners in-dweìling within the poìitical economy of the

sign becomes al ive to him. At this moment of seìf-revela-

tion, a kind of socio-cultural cataract faìls from the eye

of judgment, a new and enlarged spectrum of vision opens up

and judgment executes a critical about-face from its old

point of view.

To adequately represent l'larxrs historical contribution to

cul tural studies, i t seems advi sable to re-emphasize two of

l'larxr s bas i c concepts wh i ch have not rece ived together the

scrutiny they deserve:

l. exchange relations

2" divided consciousness

We shift our emphasis because acculturation to an industriaì

politicaì economy depends more upon immersion in a system of

rrexchange relations'r than membership in a sociological

"class" or the capacity to dispose of liquid or reified cap-

itaì. ln the same manner, I'tarx's concept of I'divided con-

sciousnessrr resonates with contemporary experience far bet-

ter than the conspiratorial images of an al ienated,

myst¡fied or false consciousness.



These suggested sh i f ts based on Harx' s

paral lel a simi ìar methodoìogical movement

and permit a more accurate description

pol itical system of ideal ist knowledge

cal closure of cultural critique.
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ohrn term i no I ogy

i n the sc i ences

of the way a tacitìy

invokes the ideologi-

A concrete discrepancy between cuìtural experience and

critical understanding sits at the center of conventional

j udgment. The chasm between cu I ture consc i ousness and so-

cial consciousness betrays a methodological di lemma of

snap-shot, low context rationalism.r3s A society without

culture consciousness suffers a crisis in the qual ity of its

judgment. lnstrumentaì judgment mistakes the reciprocal na-

ture of discourse and ìoses the existential content of dra-

matic gesture. The point is that mutual isoìation I inks the

tragedy of cul ture wi th the pol i t i cs of i ndustr i aì soc i ety.

Riesman's famous "Lonely Crowdrrl36 has no social voice be-

cause its knowledge of history omits the aesthetic values of

its own culture.

The contradiction of social ized si lence began to implode

wi th Harx. Cul tural studies needs to cl arify those elements

of iïarxrs thought which are relevant to it. ln one of the

most widely quoted passages from German ldeology, l'larx

r35 See LeViners example of the methodological diìemma of
low context analysis, n.78.

r36 David R¡esman, The Lonely
Un i vers i ty Press, 1 950)

Crowd (New Haven, Conn.: Yaìe
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wrote, 'rLi fe is not determi ned by consciousness, but

consciousness by life.rtrs't This statement illustrates Sah-

I insr second material ist rrmomentr¡r where rrThe language of

men i s the voi ce of thei r concrete exper i ence.rr To take

this statement literally would close down l'larxrs intellectu-

al system. lntel lectual ity and culture would immediately be

reduced to epiphenomenon. l'larx certainly did not intend for

h i s readers to reach that conc I us i on. Let us approach

l,larxr s mean i ng through the context of a s im i I ar statement

f rom another work. I n the Pref ace to A ContrjÞlljt þn to the

Critique of Political Economy I'tarx wrote:

It is not the consciousness of men that determines
their being, butr orì the contrary, their social
being that determines their consciousness.¡38

I n the same paragraph l,larx a I so observes:

Therefore mankind always sets itself only such
tasks as it can solve; since, looking at the mat-
ter more closeìy, it will always be found that the
task itself arises only when the material condi-
tions for its solution already exist or at least
are i n the process of format i on. I e e

ln the context of the whole paragraph, l'larx is saying that

social being is not I ifers prison, but the specific histori-

cal opportunity to understand a specific human condit¡on.

Social being provides critical consciousness with the ma-

terial evidence by which it can be comprehended. This kind

ed.) , The l'larx-Ensel s Reader (New

1972) p. ì19
13? Robert C

Yor k : l,J.

138 lbid., p

r3e lbid., p

Tuc ke r
Nor ton,w

4

5



of consciousness is the only "real" consciousness

cal ìs it rrconsciousness of species.¡rr4o

The Hege I i an concept of negat i on gave l.larx conf i dence

that the material order always embodies a specific histori-

cal social relation. I t was possible, Harx bel ieved, for

critical thought to penetrate the negation embodied in a

specific material order. This specìfic historical material-

izalion would never be a static category. Were being an

eternal and static sign, inverting the Hegeì ian negation

would have made no difference to llarxism or any other theo-

ry. Perhaps the most signif icant corollary of the l'larxist

phenomenology is that an historicaì event always constitutes

a spccific opportunity to comprehend social processes as

they externalize and reify themselves in a material form.

Had l'larx written no more than this, his contribution to his-

torical method would have been substantial.

Critical consciousness means a vision of the species as a

group. rrlt is only because he is a species-being,r'l,larx

wrote, "that he [mankind] is a conscious being."r4r Physi-

caìly, humanity lives in nature just as literally and basi-

caì ly as any other organic form. However, consciousness of

his generic condition appears to be a unique human attri-

bute. Species consciousness distinquishes mankind from al ì

r40

98

and l'ìarx

l.larx, l'lanuscr ipts " ln h i s consc iousness of spec ies
^^-t:--- L:^ -^^1 ^^^:-r I ?¡^ ll - ñ^lgilr lrilrù ilrÞ rEdr JUL¡ol lrrE. P. J>

t4r tb¡d p. 73

man
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other animals. The negative moment of economic dominance

which suffocates species consciousness can also be viewed as

the tragedy of culture: the al ienated consciousness is num-

bed to the truth which cannot penetrate the deprived and

emaciated spirit. lf this one-sided and ideaì ist view is

not absoluteìy in error, ¡t is certainly subject to internal

contradiction. For, from whence do the original categories

of truth derive, if not from society? lf aesthetic rrtruthsrl

are Pìatonic and timeless, material ism fal ìs, if they are

social, how can the question of 'runtruthrr arise. 0n what

grounds can the rrtruth" see beyond its determination by the

mater i al reaì i ty of everyday ì i fe?

l'larx perceived this logical dilemma in

scripts and attempted to deal with it:

the 1844 l4anu'

Estranged I abor reverses the rel at i onsh i p [between
consciousness and activityl, so that ¡t is just
because man is a conscious being that he makes his
ì ife activity, his essential being, a mere means
to hís existence.r42

I'larx reasoned that life activity caR colonize consciousness,

or at least the capacity for it, by changing the intrinsic

relation between essential being and its everyday life ac-

tivity. l,larx judged that bourgeois experience has made I if e

flow backwards against the order of essential being and

spec i es survival .

t42 lbid.
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ln this speculation l'larx anticipates the existentialists,

but l4arx remains an Enl ightenment thinker who must mold his

thoughts into a cìassical, I inear rat¡o. He cannot generate

a discourse across what Saussure will caìl "the inner dual i-

ty of the sign," so he will deaì with one problem at a time.

He returns to this thoughiu puzzle again in the l'lanuscripts.

The second time he undertakes a longer definition of the

probl em:

ln this consciousness of species, man confirms his
real social ìife... frepeating] his real exis-
tence in thought... [0n the other hand] my general
consciousness is only the theoreticaì shape of
that of which the I iving shape is the real commu-
nity, the social fabric... At the present day,
general consciousness is abstracted from real I ife
[species I ife] and as such confronts it with hos-
tility.143

The paradoxes in I'tarxrs classical language account for much

of the difficulty in applying his ideas. The above passage

is a powerful reduction of a phenomenological event into

I inear language. Because l4arx strains at the I imit of clas-

sical logic, he can always be read with the expectation that

there exi sts a pivot word, a node of ambi gui ty across whi ch

the living inner duality of the dialectical sign functions.

ln the above passage, the wordrrrealrrfunctions ambiguously

as a dialetical pivot for meaning. The eonceptrrrealrrcar-

ries the semantic node of necessary ambivalence which opens

l'larxrs thought onto the existential dilemma of bourgeois

cul ture. Consciousness rris abstracted from real I ifeil be-

r43 lb id. , p. 99
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cause ¡t is embedded in specific economic operations that

conf ront "!ggl I ife'r with hostility. The rrrealrr denotes the

living shape of universal responsibility for the community

which has only a def initive form in thought. l'larx has

wrought a paradox into the passage. Species consciousness

is "real social liferr which the '¡real community'r conf ronts

I'with hostility." Species consciousness is a reality which

the economic order makes ilabstract."

Everyday activity determines the common social fabric.

This fabric constitutes ther¡reaì communityrr (now meaning a

specific social order) which gives theoretical shape to the

bourgeois ego and puts bourgeois man at odds with his "EI
I ife.rr rrRealrr I ife conf ronts the mere expedient because the

sociaì character of the "real communityrris at odds with the

only I'real¡r values which could give social I if e any histori-

cal purpose.

ln spite of its paradoxes, the ethical charge in this

passage and many others I ike it, explodes at the base of

normative bourgeois consciousness. The theoretical shape of

bourgeois consciousness, its symbol ic organizational system,

has ceased to mediate between the general consciousness and

the higher species consciousness. The rrì iving shape'r of the

r¡real community, the social fabric" has colonized and

achieved theoretical suzerainty over the living reality of

species consciousness. The actual community of industrial

society has destroyed the possibi I ity for 'rreal I ife.rl
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Harx¡s determination to polarize being between natural

and social, species and general, confesses his Hegel ian her-

itage of cìassical Enl ightenment. However, these historical

limitations in the rrsub-stancerr of his Ianguage should not

obscure the content of his thought. ltlarx def ined in ideal-

ist ìanguage a modern problem which has excruciating signif-

icance in its newer and even more overpowering forms.

Bourgeois society suffers under the hegemony of an indus-

trial order which has fragmented cognitive unity. Not only

physical bodies, but col lective consciousness has been the-

matized within an industrial-instrumental role. 0nly the

appearance of a'rreal life" (species life) has been left to

individuals whose consciousness has been put at odds with

the real basis for existence. The dialectic of a I iving so-

cial being has been sundered and frozen against itself.

Horkheimer and Adorno continued this discussion in Dia-

lectic of Enliqhtenment, a book whose title could just as

easily have been rrDialectic of Dominance." Their rein-

terpretation of the Odysseus argosy holds out the mythic

s i gn i f i cance of the saga for cl ass i ca ì Western thought,

They write that with 0dysseus, as well as his later incarna-

tion, Crusoe, "their impotence in regard to nature already

acts as an ideology to advance their social hegemon/.rrrrr

r44 l4ax Horkheimer
I i qhtenment

and Theodore VJ. Adorno,
trans. John Cumming (New

. 6r

Dialetic of En-
York: Seabury

Press, 1972) p
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The Homeric image of 0dysseus emotionally yielding to the

Sirens whiìe instrumentally bound to the mast of his closed

society is I'the prototype of bourgeois thinking.... Western

music as a whole suffers from the contradiction of song in

civi I ization.rrr4s For the divided consciousness, song, I ike

the capital-intensive processes which support ¡t, can ful-

fill its purpose whiìe simultaneously denying it. These

conclusions seem self-contradictory, but are quite in keep-

ing with the warring consciousness which I'larx attríbuted to

the bourgeo is ie in the 1844 l'lanuscr ipts.

I t is id ìe to d ispute that l'larx is the h istor ian par ex-

cel lence of early bourgeois economic relationships and that

his is the definitive analysis of the early period of capi-

ta I accumu I at i on. l'lany contemporary debates about liarx I s

analysis miss the major issue to which it points: How has

the representative shape of capi tal relations changed?

Though capital still dominates industrial societies, capital

is now accumulated in forms which differ in content and ap-

pearance from the old accumulation forms of the nineteenth

century. Capital relations have been transformed into cuì-

tural relations" The diaìectical method which l,larx brought

down to earth now has to comprehend hegemony in its newer,

cultural form.146 As I'larx wrote:

r45 lbid", p. 60

r46 The cultural nificance [Weberrs emphas i s] of the mon-
ey economy is not derivable f rom any ',lawÌr...We are con-
cerned with the analysis of the cultural significance of
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The real point, is that private interest is itself
already a social ly determined interest, which can
be achieved only within the conditions laid down
by society and with the means provided by society;
hence it is bound to the reproduction of these
condi tions and means.la?

The contemporary crisis of 'rthese conditions and meansrrbe-

comes the cultural crisis of a capital ized cultural con-

sciousness. A mercenary and divided consciousness chooses

in the manner of LeViners garrulous flatfish described in

Chapter Three.r48 The bourgeois individuaì has ì ittle choice

other than a camouflage dictated by his life-world. Like

Odysseus before the panopt i c eye of Pol yphemus, sheep- I i ke

he chooses to be bureaucratic "Noman.r' Like Odysseus before

the mast, he instrumentally rrbindsr¡ himself to avoid the

dire consequences of his dangerous intentional context.

Hany social and emotional probìems in bourgeois society are

a consequence of its highly capitalized cultural context.

the concrete h i stor i ca ì fact that today exchange ex i sts
on a mass scale. f,lax þJeber, b l'lethodology of the So-
cial Sciences. trans. and ed. Edward A. Shi ls and Henry
n. r iñffi]ìãncoe, lLl inois: The Free Press, .|949) p. 77
The cultural dimensions of the exchange relation have
been one of the major questions in criticaì theory in
this century. Adorno bel ieved that rrThe universaì domi-
nation of mankind by exchange value makes an untruth of
the general principle that claims to establ ish the sub-
jectrs predominance.'r Theodore Adorno, Neqative Dialec-
tics, trans. E. B. Ashton (New York Seabury Press, 1973)
p. 178

Karl Harx, Grundrisse, trans. llartin Nicolaus (New York:
Vintaoe Books- lq7?) n- I66

L47

148 See n. 78
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l'larxrs accumulation of evidence for these anomalies in

bourgeois society lays the groundwork for modern phenomenol-

ogy. ln the fol lowìng passage l'larx hints at the nature of

the dialectic between social processes and culturaì forms

under the bourgeois instrumental rrbind:rl

From the side of its formal specificity, this pro-
cess [bourgeois history] is a process of self-re-
alization [by, of and for capital].... Self-real-
ization includes preservation of the prior vaìue,
as wel I as its multipl icat¡on.r4e

I'larx describes capital in Hegelian language, predicating a

nature to it as if the object had inherent qual ities, but

this I imitation does not disqual ify the historical signifi-

cance of his argument. t4arx argues that capital forms real-

ize themselves through a social relation, a primary process

and the cause of great misery and injustice.

For advanced industrial societies, capital-intensive pro-

cesses have become a cycle of social reproduction where

"need" merely codifies the individual into the reìations of

production. I'tarx had l¡ttle opportunity to witness individ-

ual rrneedsrrbecoming a social f iction, but lilarx emphasized a

process which undergirded social dominance in its represen-

tative nineteenth century capital form. The basic social

relation is simple exchange: Horkheimer and Adornors famous

lbid., pp. 310-3ll See also, p. 308, I'Thus all the
progress of civi I ization enriches not the worker, but
capital,r' and p. 33\, "Capital is the endless and limit-
less drive to go beyond its I imiting barrier. Every
boundary is and has to be a barrier for ¡t. Else it
would cease to be capital--money as self-reproductive.rl

L49
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rrbarga i n i ng context.rr I'larx wrote:

Production is determined by general natural laws.
Distribution by social accident.... Exchange
stands between the tu,o as formal social move-
ment. r 5 o

This simple statement suggests some far-reaching considera-

tions. Each of its three terms is quite significant. First,

I'larx on product ion revea I s the I im i tat ions of En I i ghtenment

ideal ism. Production, itselfr gFows from a reciprocal sig-

nification within the social system. Production is no more

naturaì than the second term, distribution. l'larx on distri-

bution declares the shocking anomaly within bourgeois socie-

ty, where al I tal k of justi ce, fai r-play and hard work

stands contradicted by the pure social lottery with which it

a I I ocates resources . l'larx on the th i rd, term, exchange '

opens onto existential ism and phenomenology. Capital colo-

nizes consciousness through a social process which is also

an emotional relationship. l4arx states quite clearly that

although industrial society rests formally on reified capi-

tal, it rests existential ly on an interpersonal process:

Nobody can bel ieve that a reform of the money mar-
ket can abolish the foundation of internal and ex-
ternal pr ivate trade. . . . Exchange val ue i s the
general commodity alongside all particular commod-
itiesr so does exchange value as money therefore
at the same time take its place as a particular
commodity alongside al I other commodities.rsr

rso lbid., p. 8g

rsl lb¡d., pp. 159 E 150 Also, 'rl'loney then exists as the
exchange value of commodities aìongside and outside
them. lt is the universal materíal into which they must
be dipped, and in which they become gilded and silver-
plated, in order to win their independent existence as
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Here again, llarx strains Hegel ian discourse to the

uttermost. The semantic pivot point of ambivalence in his

I inear language is commodity, which serves a double function

as a particular object and aìso as a general context along-

side al I particular objects. This mode of expression is

open to criticism because it predicates or attributes (hy-

postacizes) quaì ities to specific objects. ln addition, the

dua I i ty of the I anguage renders the syntax unnecessar i I y

dense. G¡ven these objectíons (which amount to no more than

stipulating that ltlarx was a nineteenth century intellectu-

al), the modern impl ications of Harx¡s conclusions would ap-

pear to be unm¡ stakable. The rationale and basi s of i ndus-

trial society is exchange and no physical revolution of

representat ive forms wi I I , i n and of i tsel f, al ter the nor-

mative paradigm of self-interest, nor prevent it from rising

up, as if from nothingness, and destroying again and again

the promise which has been written in blood and tears.

A close reading of the Grundr i sse I eads to the conc I us i on

that Harx knew that exchange need not always take the form

of capital accumulation. The social tragedy historical ly

nicknamed "capital al ienationrr finds its locus in the pro-

cess and i ntent i ona I i ty of pure exchange. Harx wr i tes:

VJhere exchange value is the basis, reciprocaì ne-
cessity is mediated through exchange... This pull-
ing-away of the natural ground from the founda-
tions of every industry and this transfer of its
conditions of production outside itself, into a

exchange values (p. 188)."
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general context--is the transformation of what was
previously superfìuous into what is necessary, as
a historical ly created necessity.tt"

Harxrs emphasis falls upon the reciprocal nature of necessi-

ty. l/here need is mediated by a social relation, it becomes

a potentially inf inite category. l4arxrs concept of I'histor-

i ca I I y created necess i tyrr i nd i cates that need may come to

mean virtual ly anything which reproduces the basic social

relationship.

The kernel of the above passage invites an authoritarian

reading of therrnaturaì ground" of production. Pressing

lç1arx's phraseology to its logical I imits of ten hides the

revolution in discourse to which it points. For l,larxr eX-

el-ìange permanently sub-divides the consciousness of the

whole which is the 'rreal life," and the r¡natural'r I if e of

man. l'larx is suggesting, more or less evoking, in a dense

texture of wel l-rounded classicism and incipient phenomenol-

ogy, that labor as a reciprocal subject and object I iteral ly

confronts itself in a potentially endless escalation of

need. The social totality has been hidden by forms which

appear to existrrindependently of their opposite real mo-

ments.rr ln this social reality of a bourgeois political

economy, l'larx wr i tes:

The reciprocal and al I-sided dependence of indi-
viduals who are indifferent to one another forms
their social connection. This social bond is ex-
pressed in exchange value.r53

L52 lbid., pp. 527-528
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ln bourgeois society, negation exists only within its

thematization by exchange. The cultural context of exchange

permits no complementary reintegration of the fragments of

consciousness. lt acts as an acid, a universal dissolvent

of interpersonal relations which precludes consciousness of

the whole. The phenomenon of reciprocal necessity cannot be

grasped in its totality because exchange relations fragment

actual, existential moments from their significance as

rrreal'r historical moments in the life of a people.

Capital accumulation remains the analytical key to geo-

pol itics and Euro-America's continuing exploîtation of the

third world, but the assertion of capital accumuìation as

the key to þJestern social and pol i tical reìations obscures

llarx¡s relevance for cultural studies. Capital is an his-

torical fact, but it is not a talisman, the totem of all

historical evi l. A society is a relation, not a thing.

l.larxrs concept of exchange relat ions and the cr is i s of

consciousness they cause is illustrated graphically by the

diagram, Figure l.l" The X axis represents the development

of a system of material production and the Y axis represents

the level of species consciousness operating in the identi-

f i ed soc i ety. The i ntersect ion of the tr^ro axes i s the po i nt

defined in the German ldeoloqv where humanity enters histo-

ry . The means of product i on and i nterpersona I consc i ousness

rs3 lb¡d., pp" 156-157
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have at this point dialectical ly developed into the

generation of a self-repl icating domestic system of produc-

tion. ln this schematic, quadrant two corresponds to I ife

situations resembì ing a war economy. Production is high,

but human values are negative. Quadrant four corresponds to

deep recess i on or natural d i saster, where product i on breaks

down but interpersonal feel ing is temporarily stimulated.

Quadrant three is pre-history, a time in which both produc-

tivity and species consciousness are negative values. Ex-

pressed as graphical ly as possible, the paradox of increas-

ing brutal ization ("the more civi l ized his object, the more

barbarous the worker") under cond i t i ons of i ncreas i ng pro-

duction, translates into the question: !¡J. does speeies

consc r ousness fai I to rocket gp asymtotical Iy in guadrant

one? Why is the dialectic suggested by quadrant I apparent-

ly so elusive even to the worldrs most affluent industrial

societies? Harx's indictment of bourgeois consciousness

permits a graphic answer. A society based on exchange al-

ways experiences itself at the threshold of its own history.

The existential effect of exchange on the cycle of produc-

tion-consumption is represented by the lower half of Figure

2) The Y axis shifts infinitely to the right with each

historical increase in real affluence. Even an industrial

society which is infinitely distant along the X axis from

its physical discovery of organized productíon still exis-

tentially experiences itself as a subsistance economy danc-
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i ng a macabre h i stor i ca I rondo to the phantom prom i se of

'rthe American way of Life.'r The emotional effect of ex-

change value recreates the industrial take-off of a society

for each incrementaì increase of physical production. Par-

aphras i ng l,larx, the exchange pr inc ipl e expropr iates the

I'golden labor t imerr of increased product ivity on behaì f of

its own self-real ization.

Itlarx expl icitly states that the political economy con-

ceíved as a specific form of capital accumulation is not the

essential phi Iosophical problem. Capital is the historical

problem for a specif ic society, but, l,larx writes:

It is not, as the economists bel ieve, the absolute
form for the development of the forces of produc-
tion. " ". I t i tsel f, however, correctly understood,
appears as the condition of the development of the
forces of production as long as they require an
external spur"... Hence the great civilizing in-
fluence of capital"... The contradiction between
production and real ization has to be grasped more
intrinsically than merely as the indifferent seem-
ingly reciprocal ly independent appearance of the
individual moments of the process.rsa

l'larxrs writing always teases together a blend of classical

ideal ism and existent¡al insight. Here he cal ls the inten-

t i onal organ i zat i on of consc i ousness the I'i ntr i ns i c" rel a-

tion between capital and production in order to claim that

the sociological armature of industrial society is not the

of con-pure existence of capítal, but the fragmentation

sc i ousness by pure i nstrumenta l exchange. l'larx expresses

this social and emotional premise as plainly as anyone

154 lb¡d., pp.4l5" 409 ê 415
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cou I d:

The power which each individual exercises over the
activity of others or over social wealth exists in
him as the owner of exchange values.rss

Harx clearìy conceives this context to be both a pol itical

and an emotional relation:

Where exchange value and use-value relate to one
another independently, positively, âS in the case
of the commodity which becomes an object of con-
sumption, it ceases to be a moment of the economic
process; where negatively, as in the case of money
it becomes madness: madness, however, as a moment
of economics and as a determinant of the practical
life of peoples.ls6

Baudri I ìard critieizes eontemporary l{arx i sm for na i ve I y

use-value to social objects. Brack-

limítations of l'larxrs Enl ightenment

pred i cat i ng an i nherent

eting the sociological

logic, conside¡' the poignant implications of his statement.

What pain, need and deprivation did a society present where

consumption could appear torrcease to be a moment of the ec-

onomic process." A revolution in I ife-style since ltlarx has

traded the anc¡ent physicaì problem, to which l4arx refers,

for a modern existential one.

Again we encounter the structural ambivalence, the seman-

tic pivot in an important passage, this time centering upon

two forms of madness: economic madness (capital accumulation

outside the cycle of consumption) and a practical madness--a

madness which Harx saw creeping into the everyday existence

IçF IL:J . IF'rrJr(¡.r P. t)l

156 lbid., pp. 268-269
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of peoples. l'larx saw two aspects of I ife being merged into

one form of madness. We now see only one--a ¡¡practicaìr'

madness which has joined accumulation to the cycle of con-

sumpt i on.

Bui lding upon his own empirical research and the field

work of l4al inowski and Benedict, Gregory Bateson came to the

conclusion that '¡a cuì ture may standardize the affective

make-up of individuals."rsT Bateson's suggestion, impl icit

in I'tarxrs dissent, has been amplif ied by Jules Henry:

Psychosis is the final outcome of all that is
wrong with a culture,... A culture is a unified
whol e, even unto psychos i s and death. r s I

l'larx's dissent still stands an open invitation to consider

Batesonrs and Henryrs admon¡tions in deadly pol itical ear-

nest.

The economic process of exchange and its corresponding

culture are vectors from the same angle of dominance. Undo-

ing the direction of either one alone does not undo the

force which it stores and maintains in the I iving shape of

its isomorphic analogue on the other side.

Gregory Bateson, Naven (Cambr idge: Cambr idge Univers i ty
Press, 1936) p" ll4 Bateson is discussing the term,
Zei tqei IL, espec i al ì y as Ruth Benedi ct appl i es i t. Th i s
o I d word, another of those Hege I i an concepts r^rh i ch tran-
scends itself has, regrettably, faì len into disrepute.

L57

158 Jules Henry, ql]lsrs aqainst Han (New York: Vintage
Books, 196Ð p. 323
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Gregory Batesonrs post-war work wi th Jurgen Ruesch i n

communication therapy emphasized the sociaì phenomenology

which Jay Haley, l'lara Palazzoli, Jon Schiller and others

have appl i ed wi th notabl e success. I n those ear I y days

Bateson wrote:

We are, in fact, coining the beginnings of a set
of forma ì categor i es for descr i b i ng character
structure.... der ived not from what the subject
has ìearned in the old simple sense of the word
'learning,r but from the context in which the sim-
ple ìearning occurred. rse

To give Harx's point a twentieth century therapeutic trans-

lation, hrê would say that the learning context of capital

and i ts cu I ture have become the same. Exchange reì at i ons

are the context in which culture "ìearningrr occurs. The

real lesson "learned,rt (tfre soeial learning) inscribes the

subject within the capitaì-intensive exchange process. The

cu ì ture teaches the barga i n i ng context.

By themselves, instrumental ski I ls serve only to expand

the sum total of trigger situations in which the individual

recognizes his own social and pol itical advantage. Subjec-

tivity may learn to I'interpret its general bodily conscious-

t59 Jurgen Ruesch and Gregory Bateson, Communication, &
Soc ia I llatr ix of
D5il-p. 2ì7 -

Psych i atry (New Yor k : t^J. W. Nor ton ,

See also, f'lichael Cole, John Gay, Joseph Glick, Donald
Sharp, The Cultural Context of Learning and Thinkinq
(New York: Basic Books, 1971)
rrSuch learning is an extralinquistic process.... be-

.ârreê en mrr¡h af fha lma:nînal af urhat iq hainn la¡rna¡{
"'--"' l|J

is intrinsic in the context in which the learning occurs
(p. 40) . "
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ness,rrró0 with infinitely greater acumen, without altering

the qual itative premises upon which consciousness is based.

The famous study of the Kpelle by Cole and company, The Cul-

lgral Context of Learning and Thinking, to which we have al-

ready referred, documents the ineffectiveness of instrumen-

taì ski I ls I ike farming, carpentry--even medicine--to alter

the ef f ects of collective accul turation. CoULe2<:1, a splen-

did CUS0/Peace Corps primer in the pedagogy of practical

reason, concludes that to teach instrumental ski I ls to third

world peopìes, the teacher must communicate in modes compat-

ible with the indigenous cultural organization of experi-

ence. Since rrthe underlying organization of experience is

reflected in communicative behavior,'r ski I I operations have

to be defined in native cultural norms.r6r

Linear Enl ightenment finds no diff¡culties in its own so-

cio-cultural context. ln a manner anaìogous to the proleta-

rianization of third world labor, Enl ightenment external izes

its own cultural problems" lt discovers itself in negation,

always real izing i ts other self on carefuly selected

grounds. Studies I ike Cultural Context serve thei r expl ici t

uti I ítarian function, but they also mask a simi lar ideologi-

cal catechism at home in the industrial West. lndustrial-

ized societies have anrrunderlying organization of experi-

r6o l. A. Richards,
don: Kegan Pauì,
the reduction of

of !- i terarv Cr i t ic îsm (Lon-
. '106, for a discussion of

Principles.l928) See n

taste to individual subjectivity.
161 Cole et al., Cultural Contex! p. I
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ence," too.

The context of bourgeois society is instrumental and ul-

terior. l,larx originalìy discovered this I'underlying organi-

zation of experience" in the reified form of capitaì, but

any other abstraction can become a vested form for negation

and unhapp i ness. The onl y prerequ i s i te demands that the

form serve the rel at î ons of product i on and not the con-

sc i ousness of the producers. Under these cond i t i ons, I i ber-

al plural ism (equal ity under the law and free access to the

marketplace) becomes merely the freedom to chose oners very

own social incarnation as a thing.

l'larx¡s description of the social behavior of capitaì per-

fectl y descr i bes i ts correspond i ng cuì ture:

It is the inherent property of money to fulfill
Íts purposes by simultaneously negating them.r62

The ulterior and instrumental context in which exchange cul-

ture performs, cannibal izes the social drama of al I existen-

tial gesture. Little reaì issue exists between ilpop" and

rrclassical,rr drugs or alchohol , Bohemian or bourgeois, etc.

Wíthin a context of instrumental exchange, the freedom to

choose is only a ìever by which the individual is compel led

into the general consciousness.

r 6 2 Harx, Grundr i sse, p. ì5.l cf. Adorno and Horkheimer, sup-
16, n. 21ra p
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The exchange context perverts self-actual ization. Au-

thentic hedonism is unknown under this skewed social logic.

The tacit integration of social being by the logic of ex-

change leads to museums, cults, and doubìe binds. lts cul*

tural ethos is sadistical ly flawed. Uìysses, that stereo-

typical modern, knew it wel l:

Al I experience is an arch wherethrough

Gleams that untraveled world whose margin fades

Forever and forever when I move.

The eternal torment of an institutional ized epoch of Tantu-

I us marks the economi c end of the Neol i th i c. r 6 3

The instrumental context of exchange generates an ideolo-

gical field which neutralizes critique the instant it verges

upon action. Exchange forces articulation into capital-in-

tensive contexts where ski I ls become the pol itical al ly of

bourgeois individual ism. By al lying itself with exchange,

instrumental knowledge devalues all naive gesture, no matter

how original and powerfuì.

The h i stor i ca I content of the i nstrumenta I message poses

a central question for historicaì analysis, but it is not

possible, as conventional interpretation assumes, to address

this question first" The ideological context fi lters aì I

content through the very se I ect i ve pr i sm of exchange. Let

r53 Lines 20-21
evocation of

f rom Tennysonr s U I ysses are a successfu I

rec i proc i ty wi th the s i gn.
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the content of a gesture be love, hope, beauty, brotherhood,

murder, râpine--anything you I ike. As f,larx said:

Let the pope remain, but make everybody pope.
Abol ish money by making every commodity money.
The question here arises whether this problem does
not al ready pronounce i ts own nonsens i cal i ty and
whether the impossibility of the solution is not
already contained in the premises of the ques-
tion.16¿

The real content, the social content of exchange relations

communicates a mystifying social context: an epistemological

Gestapo of universal ly reified relations pol icing the pre-

c i ncts of pure reason, i tsel f.

The centra I concept of exchange brought l,larx square I y to

the question of social intentional ity and intersubjectivity.

At this point he suffered the laek of a phenomenology with

which to discuss the positive reciprocity between the ele-

ments in those relations. l,larxrs approach to art and aesth-

etics betrays this I imitation. Lacking access to an exis-

tential discourse, Harx resorted to hammering i inear logic

into paradox: chisel ing into bold and angry rel ief the neg-

ated, the omitted, the lost and denied.

We have already encountered discursive ambiguity in Marx

and have attempted to allow for it. Now, through f4arx's

concept of exchange we have reached a semantic pivot in

l4arxrs whole world picture, the dialectical heart of a cul-

turalist reading of the l'larxist dissent. ln the epoch of

t64 lçlarx, Grundr isse, pp. 126-127
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decisively dissented:

lt9

percept ion aga inst wh ich f'larx

The complete working-out of the human content ap-
pears as a complete emptying-out. This universal
objectification is total al ienation.r65

ln the above passage ilarx describes a process of al ienation

wh ich appears to correspond to a s imi lar process in the l'lan-

uscripts. We recall l'larx lamentÌng in the Hanuscripts that,

Irat the present day, general consciousness is abstracted

f rom real lif e.rr An'other of those suggestive ambiguities

wh i ch we have not i ced before ar i ses between these two quota-

tions. What is the relation between the earl ier phrase

'rconsciousness abstracted f rom reaì ì if e'r and l'larx's later

concept of rruniversal objectif icationrr in the Grundr i sse?

Taken together, these two explanations of al ienation en-

ta¡l a signif icant paradox. l'larxrs later statement is ei-

ther a major quaì ification of his discussion of conscious-

ness in 1844, or he is speculating that universal objective

al ienation proceeds ín conjunction with a process of mental

abstraction. Bracketing l'larxrs idealism again (the predi-

catedrrhuman contentr¡) which renders his work so vulnerable

to an authoritarian reading, this paradox seems important,

i ndeed. Read i n the tota I context of l'larx¡ s cons i stent ì y

radicaì dissent, it is difficult to dismiss this paradox as

an inadvertancy or an error.

t65 lbid., p. 488
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It seems likely that in the decade between the l'lanu-

scr ipts and the Grundr isse, that l'larx had been wrestl ing

with two aspects of the same phenomenon. The reversed,

f ragmented state of consc iousness d iscussed in the l'lanu-

scripts comprises the same process discovered external ly as

universal objectif ication. l'larx's own historical experience

led him back from his personal marginaì ization within bour-

geois society to the forms of argumentation which held the

most pertinence for the divided consciousnesses in his ano-

maly ridden world. l,larxrs own part¡cipation in discourse

led him autobiographical ìy from the problem of fragmented

consciousness to the problem of universal objectification.

I t seems probab le that the Hanuscr i pts and the I ater ltlarx

may not confl ict at al l. The el I iptical reìation between

rrabstracted f rom real life'r and rruniversal objectif icationtl

represents the stag i ng of a rea I cu I tura I process wh i ch I'larx

observed at f¡rst hand.

The seem i ng amb i gu i ty between the Itlanuscr ipts and the

later f'larx takes on great significance in the history of

culture. l,larx built a defensíve posture into his critical

system, the value of which he could hardly have known. He

I ived a discursive di lemma and protected his own work from

that di lemma with al I the means avai lable to him. The

traces of this narrative bind are sedimented into the dif-

ference of emp has is between the l'lanuscr ipts and the Iater

i{ai=x. This curious difference between ihe emphasis upon
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consciousness in the Hanuscripts and the later emphasis on

objectification in Grundr i sse and Capi tal sketches the be-

ginning of a critical phenomenology of bourgeois culture.

Jtlarx could not unite this difference in one discourse, but

he Ieft the separate threads woven in his own cri tique.

Formal, classical ideal ism has forced the pattern of this

paradoxical relation upon the work of the early and the lat-

er l'larx. l.larx cou I d not have known i t, but the i ntegr i ty of

his intellectual life leaves its record to us. Bourgeois

cul ture has 'tabstractedil al ì dramati c gesture (from neurosi s

to art) from its social origin. lts signs have been I'emp-

tied outrr and rruniversal ly objectif iedil in f ixed formulas

which close off their social meaning.

The truth of al I dramatic gesture rests upon its r¡recip-

rocal necessityrrwith its actual community, the social fab-

ric. Bourgeois society mediates "the reciprocity of speechrl

outside itself into the generaì cycle of production and ex-

change. lts ideal ized style forms become commodity forms:

both objectified and abstracted.

l. The objectified forms can be institutional ized,

taught and rat i ona I I y reproduced. The cu I tura I con-

text of bourgeois society teaches the i nstrumental

value system of industry and exact design. lt is a

valuable lesson in many ways and not to be scorned.

However,
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2. ln its abstracted form, the r¡truthrr of art appears

metaphysical, its dramatic utterance an irrelevant

soì i loguy, sealed off from social history. Bourgeois

society has limited its high culture to one and only

one lesson to the practícal excìusion of the many

others which a social context must reinforce in order

to survive.

The secret wh i ch the rrtwo l.larxesrr act out i n I i eu of an ade-

quate critical discourse is that through cuìtural al iena-

tion, bourgeois emotions (both objectified and abstracted)

become as al ien and external as the physical relations of

bourgeoi s social reproduction.

The phenomenology of l'larx's critique acts out the force

of an al ienatíon more horrible in scope than the expropria-

tion of economic surplus vaìue. Bourgeois consciousness has

been divided against itself and language, art and pol itics

have been expropr i ated by the under I y i ng organ i zat i on of ex-

perience. È1arx experienced this cultural crisis, but he was

only able to write about one side of it at a time. The dis-

ciplinary tools for a unified critîque had to await the

twentieth century.

The divided consciousness col lectively learned from the

social context of exchange, created a ìogical contradiction

in the Hegel ian phenomenology. The (teleo) logical contra-

diction between the bourgeois intentional system and its
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cultural ideals awoke in l'larx a pen which was dipped in mol-

ten hate, but this most powerful of all social critiques

still leaves the bourgeois split C C/cultural experience un-

resolved. Knowing the internal contradictions of the bour-

geois value system does not by definition grant a space for

aesthetic experience. To argue that aesthetic experience is

impossible in bourgeois society sounds absurd, but without

recourse to Platonic categories, a material ist phenomenology

reduces art to either al legory or propaganda. Art must ei-

ther compromi se mater i al i smrs wsr ld pi cture or be rel egated

to the conscious tasks of cartooning the contradiction and

sel I ing a vision of the post-bourgeois order. The epistemo-

logical 'rsub-stance" of the material ist critique is caught

between the Scyl la and Charybdis of Platonic self-compromise

and the fish eye of utilitarian reason. Neither alternative

satisfies the characteristics of an authentic aesthetic.

A l'larxist theory

paradox of the rrhuman

of culture finds

end-in-itself.r'

tal al ienatioRrrr0¿ occurs within the

cuss r on:

itself snared in

The reference to

following larger

the

" to-

d is-

Thus the old view, in which the human being ap-
pears as the aim of production... seems to be
very lofty when contrasted to the modern world,
where production appears as the aim of mankind and
wealth as the aim of production. ln fact, however,
when the limited bourgeois form is stripped al^ray,
what i s weal th other than the universal i ty of i n-
dividual needs, capaci ties, pìeasures, productive
f orces, .. .the development of al I human po\^Jers as

r66 lbid.
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the end i n i tsel f. . .where man does not reproduce
himself in one specificity, but produces his to-
tal ity? Strives not to remain something he has
become, but is in the absolute movement of becom-
ing? ln bourgeois economics-- and in the epoch of
product i on to wh i ch i t corresponds--th i s compl ete
working-out of the human content appears as a com-
plete emptying-out, this universaì objectif ication
as total aìienation, and the tearing-down of all
I imited, one-sided aims as sacrifice of the human
end-in-itself to an entirely externaì end.r6?

llarx asserts a sel f -evident rrhuman end- in- í tself ¡l

and i nd i sputab I e truth. Human i nherancy wi I ì

as the a

flourishpriori

if not

t ive by

proven

tion of

den i ed. The human rrend- i n- i.tse I f ,rr made very attrac-

l'larcuse' s ph i losophy of emanc ipatory I ib ido, r 6 I has

perniciously vuìnerable to I'the underlying organiza-

experience.rrteg History has underl ined this point

rrArt and behavior spontaneously transcend thei r social
determination and emancipate themselves from the given

again and again in the fai ìure of radical poì itical rebel-

r67 l4arx, Grundrlsse pp. 482-lge
ln The German ldeoloqy Harx writes, I'The mode of I ife

and activity of an animal or human individual are those
in which its¡ressence" feels itself satisfied... The
mi 1 I ions of proletarians and communists wi I I prove this
in time, when they bring theirrexistence' into harmony
with their ressence' in a practical way, by means of
revoIution [Tucker, (ed.) p. I32]."

I68

169

un r verse o
Dimension

f discourse.r' Herbert l'larcuse, The Aesthetic
(Boston:Beacon Press, 1977) p. 6

rrAll specif ically l'larxian rlaws,rrr l,leber wrote, "areideal types. The eminent, indeed unique, heuristic sig-
nificance of these ideal types when they are used for
the assessment of reality is known to everyone who has
ever empl oyed l'larx i an concepts and hypotheses . S im i I ar-
ìy, their perniciousness, as soon as they are thought of
as empirical ly val id or real (i.e. truly metaphysical)
l^S¡^^+:.,^ ¡^-^^- I :- r:r-^..:-^ r --.-- rrst tsvLrvs tut Lsèr t5 I tKcwtstr Kiluwll. flax wg9gr, lne

l'1e t hodo I ooy of the Social Sciences. trans. and ed. by
Edward A. Shi ls and Henry A. Finch (Glencoe, I I I inois:
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I ion to win the subsequent social peace.r?0

Bertel I 0ì lman's Al ienationlTr and Carol C. Gouldrs

l'larxf s Social Ontoloqyr?2 are lucid interpretations of clas-

sical llarxism which run afoul of the paradox of human inher-

ancy. Their vigorous appeal to individual ism and social

change cannot efface the destructive chicken-egg controversy

which exists within classicaì f'larxist discourse. Which

comes first, society or the individual? Appealing to the

relations of production attempts to answer the question by

blaming the nest. eonsider 0llman:

Hutual recogni tion, the act of seei ng onesel f i n
others, extends each individual's awareness to
cover the whoìe human race.l?3

now Gould:
I'tarx v iews these i nd iv idua I s as i ndependent ly rea I

and thus not as coming into being as a result of
their relations... Thus these individuals have
fundamental ontological status. r?4

The Free Press, 1949) p. 103

170 The inhumanity of the Soviet revolution and its degener-
ation into Stalinism, the ineffectiveness of the l.Jeimar
Social Democrats, and the dissipation of the Radical
Conscience of the 1960s are al I examples which require
qual ifîcation il Jtu, but which remain, nontheless,
profound historical dissappointments. Humanity, the ul-
timate rrend-ín-itself'r can justify any penultimate
means "

t?r Bertell 0ìlman,
Press, l97l)

Al ienation (London: Cambr idge Univers i ty

Carol C" Gould, l'1êr¡5 Social
sachusetts: HIT Press, .|978)

L12

r?3 0ìlman, p. 82

r?a Gould, p. 38

0nto loqy (Cambr i dge, l'1as-
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A descriptively simple paradox poses an enormous puzzle to

social history. How does one reconci le Gouldrs and 0l lmanrs

individual ist optimism with Harx's many statements to the

effect that:

The individual has an existence only as a producer
of exchange vaìue, hence the whole negation of his
natural existence is aìready impl ied... This pre-
supposition is historical and posits the individu-
al as alreay determined by society.r?5

Given the best will in the world, upon what ground is this

hypothetically sane and socially conscious individual sup-

posed to emerge? I f Gould and 0l lman could say, Woodstock

would look I ike a Trappist monastery.

The problem is greater than Gould, 0llman or even l'larx.

It arises from the paradoxes of applying Enlightenment d¡s-

course to an industrial setting. The essence of the paradox

I ies in the classical concept of human inherancy. Classical

discourses in art, rel igion, critical theory, etc., vrrap a

twofold, binary operation into one sign. They skip a step.

As Foucault has explained, classical names must also be an

order of nature and "a continuity of being.rtrze lndustrial i-

1?5 l'larx, Grundr i sse. p. 2\8

116 Foucault has proposed that:
rrThe essential problem of Classical thought lay in the

relations between name and order: how to discover a no-
menclature that would be a taxonomy, or again, how to
establ ish a system of signs that would be transparent to
the continuity of being. What modern thought is to
throw fundamental ly into question is the relation of
meaning with the form of truth and the form of being.r'
llarxrs work shows the battlescars of this struggle wit-h
the c I ass i ca I system of knowl edge. Foucau I t, 0rder of
Th i nqs p. 208
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zation has disrupted the unity of the classical sign. lts

internaì logic no Ionger has relevance for us. l,larxism has

been just as injured by this disruption as every other tra-

ditional discourse and unti I Harxists understand this break-

down (a communication problem artists have been screaming to

us about for over a c,entury) Russell Jacoby will remain cor-

rect: ln the h istory of l'larx ism, rrThe bas ic rapport wi th in-

dustrial I ife paralyzed the critique.r' r77

Therrhuman end-in-itself'r creates the problem for a ma-

terial ist aesthetic. Consciousness of contradiction proves

the coral reef upon whïch this critical vessel flounders as

a theory of culture. How can the divided bourgeoís con-

sc i ousness produce art? VJi thout the a i d of a theory of

transcendence (Pl aton i c forms, Kant i an categor i es, Hegel i an

ldeals, Jungian archetypes, etc.) r cFit¡cal consciousness

cannot account for the qua I i ty and appea I of rrbourgeo i srl

cul tural forms I ike Romantic music and lmpressionistic art.

To combine a love for art with a materialist critique con-

fronts logic with a vicious paradox. To combine aesthetic

sensitivity with radical consciousness has become virtually

impossible.

The twin problems of divided consciousness and the ex-

change relation have found pseudo-resoìution in the closet

transcendentaì isms of the secular culture. A divided mind

r77 Russel I Jacoby, Dialectic of Defeat (Cambridge: Cam-
br idge Universi ty Press, l98l) pp. 27 E 31.
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suffering under an ulterior ethical system ideal izes its bad

faith and blocks social change from the side of its culturaì

relations. I'tarxrs great dissent empirically verif ies this

cul tura I negat i on, but i t cannot protect us from i t. The

new critical consciousness whieh this crisis ealls for must

also be a new form of emotional reciprocity between social

being and its cultural signs. Lasting and meaningful social

change depends upon new cultural relations as wel I as upon

new physical relations of material production. lf cultural

relations remain as they are: fragmented into individual is-

tic units for purposes of exchange, then any emergent social

world wi I I be the same emotionaì world, merely a new sign

system under the same old social signification.



Chapter V

THE CULTURAL DIALECTIC

ln his lntroduction to the Philosophy of Historv Raymond

Aron locates a crucial paradox which culturaì studies must

attempt to resolve. Aron perceives that the historian does

not study ideas and people as separate phenomena. r'On the

contrary, I' Aron wr i tes, ilHe tends towards un i ty because

ideas for him are the expression of human attitudes and so-

cial situations.ttrrs This compliment, which few historians

would reject in prínciple, nevertheless has raised a conten-

tious issue in cultural studies. The nature of the relation

between the expression of human attitudes and social situ-

at i ons rema i ns far f rom c I ear .

The historian's commitment to a unified narrative cannot

avoid Aronrs question of how consciousness enters society

and how society enters consciousness. ln cuìtural studies,

the act of mediation between a body properr?e and a social

context raises the question of a unified narrative in the

starkest and least avoidable format. Yet Aron concedes that,

rrThe human event, as it occurs in consciousness, is inacces-

r?8 Raymond Aron,
trans. George
90

I ntroduct i on to the Phi losophy of
J. lrwin

H i story.
t948) p.

r7e See below, n. 235
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ston: Beacon Press,
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sible.rrlso This paradoxical situation, where consciousness

appears extreme I y i mportant, but cannot be accounted for ,

places cuìtural studies under considerable tension and leads

Aron to conclude that:

The work of art is ambiguous in itself, since it
exi sts only for mi nds and admi ts nei ther rational
expression nor verification separable from I iving
consciousnesses.rBr

Aronrs conclusion permits the Fine Arts to be, in fact, the

protagonist in various historical scenarios, but denies it

an etiology in history. Conceived as an ambiguity in it-

self, the work of art is always counterpoised against the

tempora I , mundane wor I d. The h i story of express i ve forms as

social forms confronts a methodological f'lanicheism from the

beginning of its entrprise. Synthesis is a priori excluded

from the domain of possibilìties.

There are two orthodox approaches to this methodological

dilemma, ñ€ither of which is adequate to the historian's

synthetic task. The most ideal istic approach is represented

by the hermeneuticism of Hans-Georg Gadamer, Suzanne Langer

and her mentor, Ernst Cassi rer, along wi th I . A. Richards,

Erwi n Panofsky, Eugene Goodheart, El i seo Vivas, and E,rnst

Gombrich to name just a few. Hermeneuties advanecs aR intui-

tive argument on behalf of the ethical content of the Fine

Arts. I ts optimistic assert¡ons that art tel ls us "to

I ntroduct i on.r I o Aron.

r8r lb¡d., p. 99

p. 86



change our I ife,rr and

cri tical ego addedr"l82

chestra at Auschwi tz. r I 3

t3t

that culture "is rel igion with the

have no answer to the symphony or-

Yet i t would be a grave mi stake to di smi ss ideal i sm.

Hermeneutical ideal ists, their Pollyanna Platonism notwith-

standing, rank among the great "knowers" of all time. Their

detai led comprehension of their subject has developed in the

same tradition which led J. H. Randal I to write of Hegel

that, "The amount he knows is simply terrifyingr so over-

whelming that we can only ask in amazement, how could he

have been so si l ly?"184 And, Randal l muses, "The more we

ponder it, the more we begin to wonder whether he l^/as so

siìly after all.'rr8s The idealists remind us, in fact' hold

before us I ike a blazon, that something in the art event,

gives access to a deep systemic relation. Something in art

'rtips us of frr to the highest levels of interpersonal val idi-

ty and social signification.rs6 The discipì inary chal lenge

Lionel Trill ing llattheW Arnold (New York: I'leridan Books,
195Ð p. 2/+ì

182

183 George Steiner' .b B ì uebeard' s Castle (New Haven:
Un i vers i ty Press , 197 1

rrWhere cu I ture f lour i shed,
barism was, by definition, a nightmare from
past...þJe now know that this is not so (pp. 76-77)."

r84 John Herman Randall, üe Career of Phi losophy Vol. 2

(New York: Coìumbia University Press, 196Ð p. 276

185 ibid., p. 277

The best i dea I i st hermeneut i cs, I i ke Panofskyr s, are
very difficuìt to separate from phenomenology. Panofsky
writes of "instrinsic meaning," thatrrlt is apprehended
by ascertainïng those underlying principìes which reveal

Yale
bar -

the

t86
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to which Aronrs paradox points is to be able to justify, or

at least give credibi I ity to this intense and sometimes even

overwhelming experience of aesthetic signif icance.

The second orthodox approach to aesthet¡c significance is

ìess ideal istic and does greater justice to the pol itical
facts by arguing that the ethical and humanizing value of

cul ture has been overwhelmed by the i nfrastructural forces

of pol itics and economics. This "desubl imation of culturerr

argument is the position of Arnold Hauser, Georg Lukacs, Ed-

mund Wi I son, Theodore Adorno, Ernst F i scher, Adol fo Vasquez,

Herbert l4arcuse and others. lts weakness is that cultural

values remain an abstract concept introduced into social and

pol itical history from a realm outside positive knowledge.

It does justice to the political facts at the expense of ex-

empting culturaì forms from social history. The desubl ima-

tion argument relies upon an implicit attribution of value

which cannot be justified without ultimately resorting to

the same Hegeì ian or Kantian categories as the ideal ists.

the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a re-
ligious or philosophical persuasion--qualified by one
persona I i ty and condensed i nto one brork. I' Erwi n panof-
sky, l'leaninq in the Visuaì Arts (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 195Ð p. 30 A close reading reveals,
however, thatrrThe ratio [authorrs emphasis] of classi-
cal art is instinctive (p. 267)." The problem here is
that the form is separated from content. The artistic
form (its ratio and raison d'etre) lies outside social
h i story
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The advantage of this more real istic critique I inks art

and social history, drawing its depth and insight from a

fundamental ìy l,larxist or phenomenoìogical orientation. Some

real ists, notably Theodore Adorno and Arnoìd Hauser, have

lain a broad intel lectual base from which to begin to reth-

ink the whole structural relation between culture and socie-

ty. However, the problem remains the same. Both the real-

ist and the ideal ist hermeneutic suffer from an axiomatic

dual ism centering upon the question of form. Art forms ap-

pear as ahistorical emergents, sparks of promise from a bet-

ter world, a pure secular loqos made flesh. Hidden beneath

the surface plausibility of the hermeneutic arguments lies a

deep nominaìistic default, an almost l'ledieval faith in the

metaphysicaì synchronization of the universe. The dual ism

of these interpretive approaches demarcates a world which

essential ly remains incommensurate, schizogenic and depress-

ing. Roy Bhaskar concludes that for them, ¡¡verstehen dis-

places faith as the means of access to an effectively noume-

nal ized social sphere.rrtoz

The synthetic task wi th which Aron chal lenges the histo-

rian, requires a monist view which combines the opt¡mism of

ideal i sm wi th the real i sm of the desubl imationi st. Such an

approach must be hermeneutical in unitary terms. For a mo-

nist hermeneutic to stand, a transcendent domain of being

Roy Bhaskar, The Possib¡ìit of NaturalismI8?

Sussex: Harvester Press, 1979 p. t71
(Br i ghton,
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I ike the one hypostacized by the ideal ists must exist

independently of cognizing experience¡ but this interperson-

ally transcendent world must be an emergent property of the

real, physical and mundane socio-economic space recognized

by the real ists. The monist view, which attempts to avoid

al I closet transcendental isms, has been cal led, "the real ist

theory of science, transcendental real ism, or more pungent-

ly, fall ibi I ist rreaì ism. rrrr88

ln this third approach, the object of historical inquiry

is expanded to include social structures understood as I'gen-

erative mechanisms.rrrse These social structures form the in-

transitive objects of historical inquiry in which the real

al so carr i es the power of symbol ic transcendence. Thi s hi s-

tor i ca I I y emergent rrgenerat ive mechan i smt' does not 'rcauserl

empirical sequences, but it does define the necessary rela-

tionsh¡p between them. Roy Bhaskar, a ìeading exponent of

this posi tion explains:

Substituting an ontology of structures for one of
events, and recognizing that social individuals
are in general both complex and changing, provides

188 Peter T. l'lanicas and Paul F. Secord, ',lmplications for
Psychology of
Psycholoqist

the New Ph i I osophy of Sc i ence, þer i can
38, #\ (April 1983) p. 4ol oth;' !õlE

found to be extremel y hel pful i n the h i stor i anrs syn-
thetic task were: Janet [,/olff, The Social Production of
Art (New York: St. Hartinsr presill9EIJT r,r¡"os HadJ'i-
icolaou, [! History and Class Strugqle (London: Pluto
Press, 197Ð; Ariel Dorfman and Armand Hattelart, How to
Read Donald Duck (New York: lnternational Generaì,
lnst;--ffiunI-B=ãurun, Cul ture as prax is (London: Rout-
I edge and Kegan Pau I , .|97_3)

r89 Bhaska r , Natura I i sm. p. 12
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a way of avoiding at the outset the false opposi-
tions, such as between theory and history or the
universal and the unique, on which the hermeneuti-
cal dual isms turn.reo

Part of the

rrontol og i es

cial forms

h i stor i an' s synthet i c task must be

and back aga i n.

The recurs ive, c i rcul ar, I'boot-straprr (or, i f you pref er)

dialectical reìation between culture and society requires a

rrsecond order monitoring" of an historical complex which is

"unavailable to direct inspectis¡.trrrr |'Je can know this

"compìex¡rthrough its unified historical effect. This kind

of transformation model shifts the concept of historicaì

cause from formal causes to structural relat¡onships and

therefore provides a Iogical basis for a transcendental re-

alism. Bhaskar notes that l'larx's analysis in !gg!_þ[ pro-

vides the first historical examples of such a procedure:

To understand the essence of some particular so-
cial phenomenon is to understand the social rela-
tion that made that phenomenon possible.re2

Cultural phenomenon can be grasped as a structural relation

of production in the same way as other social phenomenon

even though materiaì cultural production appeals to the emo-

tional rather than the logical I ife of the historical sub-

j ect. Bhaskar expl a i ns:

lbid., p.

lbid., p.

lbid., p.

26

66

6S

of structurerr wh i ch ì i nk cuì turaì

to construct

forms to so-

190

l9r

L92
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The conception I am proposing is that people, in
their conscious activity, for the most part uncon-
sciously reproduce (and occasional ly transform)
the structures governing their substantive activi-
ties of production.re3

The Fine Arts can be comprehended as a mediated part of

these same relations of productions.

A concrete example of Bhaskarrs proposal can be found in

lilichael l'leeker's analysis of Bedouin poetry. f'leekerrs anal-

ysis i llustrates the rrsecond order monitoringrr which unifies

the orthodox cultural dual ism between culture and society.

lleeker concludes that the rajaz meter of the Arabic hemis-

tisch is regulated by the naturaì rhythm of a camelrs gait.

l'leeker believes that this unconscious structural relation

acts out the vital symbiosis between man and camel on the

Arab i an desert. For th i s reason, an understand i ng of Arab i -

an poetry:

ls a means of understanding the pol itical experi-
ence of these peoples, just as an understanding of
their poetry would hardìy be possibìe apart from
some consideration of their pol itical circumstan-
ces.rea

It would be absurd to claim that the camel'rcausedrrone

of the metrical forms of Arabic poetry, but the relations

between man and camel "signified'r that meter from others and

gave it a special appeal for the Bedouin which cannot be un-

lbid., p. 44193

re4 ¡1 ichael E. l'leeker, Literature and Violence in
bia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
127-128

North Ara-
lÐ- pp.
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derstood outside the economic situation in which he I ives.

l,leeker's analysis has probed to the level of unity which

Aron desired and which Bhaskar claims is theoretically pos-

s i b I e. The task of cu I tura ì stud i es becomes one of regard-

i ng Western cul ture forms as part of a s imi I ar moment of

dialectical symbiosis between person and pol i tical economy.

Anthony Easthope has, i n f act, i nterrogated l.Jestern l am-

bic Pentameter from just such a level of second order moni-

toring. He has asked to what extent the lambic exhibits a

structural relation with the pol itical and economic I ife of

Western, Engl ish-speaking peoples. He begins with the sim-

ple question: rrHow are different meters historical ly 'spe-

cífic?rrrtes Although Engl ish surrenders more graceful ìy to

the alternating rhythms of the lambic (e"g., Hiìtonsr I'When

l/consi/der how/ my ligh:'/ is spent.'r) than say, Hungarian

or Chinese, the nature of Engl ish cannot be considered a

sufficient cause for the advent of the lambic meter into the

I anguage.

Easthope writes that the lambic pentameter line was "pro-

moted into dominance by the new courtly culture [of Tudor

England], pentameter is an historical ly constituted institu-

tion. lt is not natural to English poetry but is a specific

cultural phenomenon, a discursive form.rrre6 The stresses of

Anthony Easthope, !e!!y as Discourse (London: l'lethuen,
r983) p. 52

195

r96 tbid., p, 55
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Engl ish intonation (itself widely varied) are balanced in

the lambic with an abstract rhythm pattern in order to pro-

duce a hybrid nature, â discursive form which results in a

species of parlative counterpoint.le? This rrcounterpoint,rr a

structural duet between the nature of Engl ish and the logic

of a superimposed rhythmic scheme, "is also determined ideo-

logical ly," Easthope writes. He adds:

The meter can be seen not as a neutraì form of po-
etic necessity but a specific historical form pro-
ducing certain meanings and acting to exclude oth-
ers. r e I

After the Engl ish ear has been sehooled to this parìative

marriage between intonation and abstract pattern, the lambic

'rnaturalizes itself as myth by disclaiming its ideological

operation.rrree

Summarizing Easthopers argument, we discover the ideoìo-

gicaì origins of the lambic in three historical elements,

each one more complex and more ingeniously concealed than

the preceeding one. The three elements are pol i tical, so-

cial and epistemological. These three historical elements

in the structure of the lambic combine to provide an histor-

ical "subject position" in which the reader (-speaker) may

indulge, but of whieh he may remain bl ithely unaware.

re? lbid., pp. 6\,73 E 61

re8 lb¡d., p. 6\

ree lbid.
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The political element dresses itself in the same ideolo-

gical clothing that John Berger has unstitched so skiììfuìly

in his discussion of David's þ!gL! of l'ladame Recamier.200

The lambic brings English speech into relation with a clas-

sical model. "So,rr Easthope writes, "a particular practice

of the national tongue can dress itself in the clothes of

antiguity and a bourgeois national aspiration may represent

itself in the form of a universal civilization."20r From the

l6th century unti I ¡nto the twentieth, lambic rules as an

hegemonic natural selector of cultural priorities in speech.

The l ambic identi f ies i tsel f wi th "pol i sh and reformed man-

ners as against poetry in another metre which can be charac-

terized as rude, homely, and in the modern sense, vul-

gar."202 The lambic canon 'rasks for a cl ipped, precise and

fastidious elocution,rtzos which sociaì ly favors Latinate

grammar and the manners of the ìeisured, educated and rich.

The political and the social ideology of the lambic elide in

hegemonic symmetry: social pretensions reinforcing poì itical

priorities and the aspirations of bourgeois national pol i-

tics selecting those cultural traits which show it off to

rrClassic texts, whatever their intrinsic worth, suppl ied
the higher strata of the rul ing class with a system of
references for the forms of their own ideal ized behav-
Íor.'r John Berger, Ugy.g of Seei¡g (London: BBC and Pen-
guin Books, 1972) p. l0l

200

20!

2o2 lbid.

Easthope, I)lscourse. p. 6S

203 lbid.
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best advantage.

A society always has to be backed up by a specific adap-

tive response, a socio-emotional package of values and atti -

tudes which corresponds to its political economy. The po-

I itical and social values of a specific culture cannot

persist nor can a form I ike the lambic I ine serve its ethno-

logicaì function without this corresponding rrepistemologí-

calrr base. The knowìedge structure which I ies behind the

lambic confirms the vaìues and attitudes of bourgeois socie-

ty. The internal counterpoint between natural intonation

and abstract schema rei nforces one of the most sal ient

traits of bourgeois individual ism.

The structural tension between naturaì intonation and the

abstract lambic meter emphasizes the psychological attitude

of the bourgeois individual versus society. The enunciation

of the lambic must always rely upon an individual perform-

ance which artful ly synchronizes the turo polar tensions jux-

taposed wi th i n i ts structure. The cul turaì preferance for

lambic confirms and necessitates an emotional allegiance to

the conformist individual ism which bourgeois society de-

mands. Considered as a knowledge structure (which, ulti-
mately, al I culture forms are), lambic acts out a pseudo-

natural ism that is appropriate for the priorities of

bourgeois society. The lambic imposes a management princi-

ple upon the natural I inguistic chain. ln this violent act
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of rrsyntagmatic closure...the abstract pattern contains and

overrides process as enacted in the intonation."2o4 The lam-

bic enacts a corporate hegemony over language which legis-

lates against mimetic disruptions from the rhythms of

rrlivedr' ìife, forbidding under the imposition of an austere

management principle any discontinuity or rupture in the ab-

stract rhythmic scheme.

Easthope's analysis of the lambic accesses the reciprocal

relation between a sociaì ized individual and symbol ic feel-

ing-forms. lt realistically allows for the operation of a

transformational mechanism which integrates the individual

into his social group. Huch I ike a scuptor at work in his

studio, the relation Easthope has described fashions an im-

age out of a given set of historical tools and materials.

0n the other hand, again I ike most artistry, the relation

shows itseìf amenable to conscious direction.

Easthope's and Heekerrs work provide concrete examples

that a socio-aesthetic symbiosis signifies the body/mind

within a specific historical mi ì ieu. This diaìectical in-

sertion of being into the life-world cannot be reduced to

the ì inear evolution of those hypothetical chimerae: value

free tools and ideal forms. The instrumental tool and the

ideal form evolve in conjunction with an historical ly spe-

cific cognitive style and they thematize individuals within

204 tb¡d., p. 72
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the natural atittude of the epoch in which they arise.

To describe in functional detail the structure of this

dialectical interface, requires the regeneration of lan-

guage. The ol d I i near vocabul ary of formal i dea I i sm and en-

I ightenment dissent cannot contain the structuraì ambiva-

lence of the inner duality which animates all cultural

signs.

Nelson Goodman suggests that cultuÉal studies is in trou-

ble and that the difficulty which is plaguing it can be

traced to one large problem. There is a,rdomineering dicho-

tomyrr between the cognitive and the emotive which keeps cul-

tural studies from seeing that I'in aesthetic experience the

emotions function cognitively.ttzo5 Valid knowledge of our

culture or any other, means reducing the domineering dicho-

tomies of expression back to the elemental structure of the

sociological context which is basic to that society. Judg-

ment which onìy adjudicates formal significance by imitating

exemplary past achievements keeps us from seeing the dialec-

tical nature of perception. Aesthetic cognition has much

less to do with pure experience and much more to do with the

tacit knowledge built into the perceptual gestalt.

Ne I son Goodman, Lanquages
l'lerril Co., t968) pp. Z\7-z

205 of
m

Art (lndianapol is: Bobbs-
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There is simply, no higher language than temporal experi-

ence. We do not see how it is possible to think otherwise

and remain an historian. Formal cultural patterns are se-

lected and reinforced by a social matrix which uses them to

teach its own cognitive style and service its own inference

system. The Kantian-style criticism which services the

bourgeois cognitive style constitutes its own object and

reads its own ideological catechism instead of the histori-

caì art or social text which ì ies before i t.

Social crisis can be indicated by the confrontation be-

tween formal representational systems. As the expìanatory

value of the old system decl ines, it encounters (and oppos-

es) its own metamorphosis. The following is an example. ln

November, 1962, Nikita Khruschev and the Soviet, avant garde

sculptor, Ernst Neizvestny had a heated debate. Khruschev

encountered in Neizvestny, a new normative system and a new

def i n i t Î on of the soc i al content of art.

The situation is thus: an exhibition of modern art has

proven to be such a sensation that the Soviet bureaucracy

has closed it down. Khruschev must decide the fate of the

show. As soon as he and his entourage enter the bui lding,

Khrushchev can be heard screaming:

Dog Shit! Filth! Disgrace! I'lho is responsible for
this? Who is the leader?

Neizvestny, uncowed, goes to meet Khruschev and shouts back:

You may be Premier and Chairman but not here in
front of my works. Here I am Premier and we shall
d i scuss as equa I s.
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Khruschev's security guard seizes the enraged sculpture and

a petty bureaucrat in the entourage threatens Neizvestny

with exi le to the uranium mines. Neizvestny ignores his

captors and continues his rebuttal:

You are talking to a man who is perfectly capab¡e
of ki I I ing himself at any moment. Your threats
mean nothing to me.

Khruschev, who admires Niezvestnyrs spunk, indicates for him

to be unhanded. However, the accusations contínue. Khruschev

demands:

Where do you get your bronze?

I steal it!

One of Khruschevrs lackeys accuses Niezvestny of being mixed

up in the black market and rrother rackets" too. The pol iti-

cal cunning behind Niezvestny's anger dictates a change in

tact i cs. He repl i es:

Those are very grave charges made by a government
head and I demand the ful ì est poss i bì e i nvest i ga-
tion. I do not steal in the way that has been im-
pl ied. The mater ial I use is scrap. But in order
to go on working at aì1, I have to come by it ¡l-
legaì ìy.

Khruschev, a veteran of the world's most cut-throat bureauc-

answer pass and poses what, for him,racy, lets Niezvestnyrs

i s the crucial question:

What do you think of the art produced under Sta-
I in?

I think it was rotten and the same kind of artists
are sti I I deceiving you.

The methods Stal i n
i tse I f was not.

used were \^Jrong, but the art
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Hegel ian fal lacy and Niezvestnyrs

retort is superb:

I do not know how, as l'larx ists, we can th ink I ike
that. The methods Stal in used served the cult of
personaì ity and this became the content of the art
he al lowed. Therefore the art htas rotten too.2o 6

Neizvestny's specific allegation was not that art had be-

come a tool of Stal inist propaganda, nor did he claim that

sycophancy and nepotism had promoted mediocre artists over

their betters. These would have been legi"timate political

complaints, and were the ones Khruschev was probably expect-

ing. Neizvestny ignored these secondary issues in favor of

a more important point. He argued that the stal inist inten-

tionaì system had become the content of Soviet art. ln Ne-

izvestny's opinion, the rrsociological paradigmrrtzo'r the

"vivid presentrtzos of Soviet society permeated sociaì ist re-

al ism under Stal in. To Khruschevrs surprise, NeizvestnY ar-

gued a structural relation between the pol i tical and the

aesthetic modes by cìaiming that the aesthetic experience is

an act of social cogni tion.

206 John Berger, f¡l and Revo I ut i on (London: t,Jr iters and
8t-85Readers Pubì ishing Cooperative, 1969) pp.

207 See below, n.3.l0

See above, ñ. 32. The phrase is Aìfred Schutzr, who
also writes, rrThe basic We-relationship is already given
to me by the mere fact that I am born into the world of
directly experienced social real ity. From this basic
relationship is derived the original val idity of al I my

direct experiences of particular fel low men..." Alfred
Schutz, 9.8 Phenomenoloqv and Social Relations (Ctricago:
Un i vers i ty of Ch i cago Press , I 970) p. I 87

208
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A high culture commonplace supposes that art refines the

vulgar, everyday world. Neizvestny understood Soviet art

structural ly, so his argument ran 180 degrees contrary to

knee-jerk conventional refinement. He acted as if the art

of his society were part of its fundamentaì ideology, not

through propagandi sti c premeditation, but affectively and

structural ly. Niezvestny argued that social and pol itical

history permeate symbol systems.

Khruschevrs attitude overlooked the sociaì relativity of

aesthetic experienee. Khruschev saw cuìtural history one-

sidedly, as a table of artistic contents and a history of

techniques. Having thought no deeper than th¡s, he could

imagine that a fundamental dichotomy existed between politi-

cal history and the history of its corresponding culture.

This tautological ly packaged ontogenesis of experience per-

mits the conventional, instrumental ly ideal ist attitude to

avoid the potentiaì ly upsettíng possibi l ity u/hich Neizvestny

forceful ly proposed.

Khruschev, redoubtabl e Harxi st though he was, had faì I en

prey to a bourgeois notion. By separating aesthetic experi-

ence from soeial history, he had assumed that aesthetics

must always criticize poì itics. The effect of this attitude

is the opposite of its intent. The ideal istic faith in

aesthetics ends up making the same mistake as Khruschev and

with the same disastèrous consequences. lt becomes an ac-
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compl ice of the social system it opposes.2oe The classical

atti tude deploys exemplary past achievements on the fal se

assumption that "once a solution, always a solution,'r never

thinking that eventual ly its faith must be misplaced' never

supposing that its exemplary cloak could eventual ly become a

stul ti fyi ng i ron cage. I n thi s way, the bourgeoi s i ndividu-

al fulfi ls the categoricaì imperatives of the oìd Kantian a

pljo¡-!- system. A fragmented consciousness and ulterior eth-

ical system can affirm their transcendental purity outside

sociaì time and space" Thus the bourgeois ego gives itself

logical existence prior to any possible pol itical debate.

The strange contradiction in which it orbits saves its pri-

vate face, ât the expense of its colìective world. Bour-

geois aesthetics postulates its personal experience in per-

manent poìarity against its own social history. The social

attitude which manifests itself in countless ecological, po-

I itical and psychological symptoms, remains rooted in an im-

pregnabìe symbol-system that has been declared off-l imi ts to

historical analysis. Consciousness locks into the strange

lonely loop that forever emulates its own lost origin.

2os lt is not unusual to encounter inteì ìectual radicals who
are emotional reactionaries. Bourgeois llarxists, post-
classical Formal ists, I inear structural ists, agnostic
theists, "ì iberatedrr chauvinists: al I of these self-con-
tradictory characters further the fragmentation and ul-
teriority of the life-world against which they protest.
They are I'cognitively bound¡r in an emotional system
wh i ch short-c i rcu i ts the i r knowl edge.
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The classical attitude turns an historical ly relative

aesthetic system into pure nature. ln many cases, this cog-

nitive style commemorates the new industrial'rstate of na-

turerr f or wh ich llarshal I sah I ins cons iders l,iarx the f i rst
shaman.2ro Frank Lentricchia cal ls its portentious half-
truths a rrforbidding nominal ism.rr2r¡ l,,,hen the social order

and the symbol ic order are considered separately, not to-

gether, the hidden agenda of shared attitudes and intentions

is camouflaged. Hence the conventional attitude flees its
social history as rapidìy as possible. ilHistory,il Levi-

strauss remarked, "may ìead to anything provided you get out

of it.rr2r2 The structure of straussian wit should be read in

earnest

210 See n. 123. rrl'larxts genealogy of conceptual thought is
Hal i nowski I s totemi sm.',

211 Frank Lentricchia, After the New
Un i vers i ty of Ch i cago press, I 980)
ref ers to the I'led i eva I ph i ìosophy
wor lds wh ich run in ',sync'r accord in
tion. He calls this position the t'

analyzes its contradictions.

Cr i t ic ism
p. 222 L

that God wo
g to Divine
I ast Romant

(ch i cago:
entricchia
und up two

d i spensa-
ic ismrr and

2L2 Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savaqe t'lind (London: Weidenfeld
and Nicolson, 1962) p. Z6Z to thJìonfusion of everyone
there are two structural isms: an historical one and an
ontological one. strauss is of the latter. His witticism
is another pun on Europers intel lectual baggage (cf. n.12Ð, Saussure wrote, 'rl,lhat is said of jórin"l ism ap-plies to diachrony: it leads everywhere if one departs
from it (Cours. p. 90)." Strauss' elegance and wit win
out, for most readers, over his intel lectual system, but
straussr remark i s not ben i gn. Lentr i cch i a tags strauss
a,'rsynchronic Platonist (p. j28, op. cit., above).,'
Al I efforts to locate meaning outside history have to be
rej ected.



Figure 5. l
T\,ro portraits of the Maori Chieftain' Tupa Kupa
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A cross-cultural comparison illustrates the social rela-

tivity of aesthetic experience better than theory or anec-

dote. Compare the two portraits of the llaori chieftain,

Tupa Kupa (Figure 5.1). The one on the right is a self-por-

trait, the left one a likeness drawn by a European. The

question of artistic merit is irrelevant in comparison to

the social context formally embodied by each of them.

Classical judgment wouìd attribute the difference in for-

mal structure between the portraits to the Haorirs techni-

caì, cognitive and emotional primitiveness. Such interpre-

tation merely seìf-serves a Western exemplary model. The

comparative merit of each, if they can be compared at all,

would attempt to decide which portrait is most faithful to

the social context under which it was constructed. There is

no absolute formal base for aesthetic judgments. No appro'

priate judgment can be made outside an understanding of the

normative inference system reified in each. lmpaired judg-

ment wh i ch onì y reasons i nstrumenta l l y, focuses on represen-

tative differences to the neglect of simi lar processes. ln

the illustration at hand, each portrait tells us more about

the art i strs soc i ety than about Tupa Kupa.

To the l,laori, Western optical f idel ity to material sur-

faces is coìd, natural istic, isolated, fr iendless and kin-

less. Western realism may afford the dubious utilitarian

advantage of making physical recognition possible between
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strangers in a crowd; but it says nothing about the "realrt

person, Tupa Kupa. From the Haori perspective, the Western

image i I lustrates no social nature at al l. Barren of those

relationships which give human life its signíficance, the

work based solely upon optieal f¡delity seems dead to a

non-l.lesterner.

Edmund Carpenter, the source of th i s spl ended I i ttl e ex-

ample, wFites that he once exchanged portraits with a pa-

puan. Using three-dimensional perspective, he created an

opticaì I ikeness of the Papuan that his fel low tribesmen

could recognize. The Papuan's portrait of Carpenter was not

individual ly identifiable. The Papuan represented Carpenter

as a headless, repti le-l ike figure, whieh is the eonvention-

al Papuan motif for al 1 ancestors. rrThis was the ideal sym-

bol ril Carpenter writes, rrfor weaving someone into the seam-

less web of Papuan kinship, but to incorporate someone into

Western societyr /ou need optical I ikeness. Then you can

c I ass i fy and conguer .rr2 I s

The l,laori picture each other in l'lercator flat-earth pro-

jections of the kinships and concommitant economic affi I ia-

tions of their community. They find Western three-dimen-

sional abstraction barbaric because in their societyrrpeopìe

are important...lt is people, and the experiences and mean-

i ngs assoc i ated wi th them, that they do not want to

2r3 Jul ia Blackburn, The White llen. Foreword
penter (London: 0rbis Publishing, 197Ð p

by Edmund Car-
7
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Iose.lr2r4

Compare Roy Wagnerrs descr ipt ion of the l'laor i quoted

above, wi th Parson and Wh i te's synops i s of the att i tude

which they find reflected in l,Jestern social relations. For

the latter, "instrumental individual ism¡r is the keynote of

the value system. This means first and before aì I rrthe ob-

I igation to society is left very largely within the individ-

ualrs own discretion.rr2rs The artistic illusion of perspec-

tive is an abstract of Western individual ism. Western

culture--instrumental, technical and rrreaì isticrrr--focuses

on the indîvidual as the source and range of social signifi-

cance. This perspective appears specious to the l'lelanesian

because to him it impl ies that the individual defines his

own social context. ln the example in question, the visual

gestalt habituated in the style of each artist is not an ob-

ject for delectation. I t is a ì iving sign-system of social-

ization. A common task undertaken from two different cul-

tural perspectives has created two qui te di fferent exemplary

forms .

Roy Wagner, b, lnvention of
ty of Chicago Press' 197Ð p

(Chicago: Universi-Cu I tureT
214

2r5 Talcott Parsons and Winston l.'lhite, rrThe Link
Character and Society'r Cuìtural and Social
Seymour f'îartin Lipset and Leo Lowenthal (e

York: The Free Press of Glencoe, l96l) p. .l02

ch
Between

aracter.
d.) (New
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Artistíc gestalt may display many representational

styles, but it exhibits the same phenomenoìogical structure.

Art synchronizes sociaì memory and personal experience.

rrArtrrr Lukacs writes, "is the maximum intensif ication qua

content of the social and historical essence of any human

situation, whatever.r'2r6 The artistic image reflects back to

the individual his societyrs way of seeing the worìd. illt

is impossible for me,rrsaid Breton, "to consider a p¡cture

as anything but a window in which my first interest is to

know what it looks out on."3 Interpretation which remains

wi lful ly obl ivious to this phenomenological truth is one-

s i ded and i mpa i red.

The forms may d i ffer , but convent i ona I att i tudes struc-

turally resemble each other across cultures. The uncon-

scious simi ìarity is interesting and sometimes, amusing.

Roy l/agner discovers this simiIarity discussing the cargo

cult phenomenon. ln his opinion, the l'lelanesian ilkago', and

the Western "culture" are mirror images of each other. The

l.lesterner tends to look at the natives' cargo, their techni-

ques and artifacts, and call itrrculture,'r r^rhereas the na-

tive look at Western cul ture and cal I i t cargo. The truth

is often as simple as it is amusing:

2r 6 Berel Lang and Forrest Wi I I iams (ed.)
(New York: David llcKay Pubìishers, 1965)

Andre Breton:(ñãl'loffinao

Harxism and Art
p. l9l

What i sFrankl in Rosemont (ed.),
ism? Selected Writinos
27 tBr;rãr,'s erpm-

Surrea I -
D78)-p.

2L1

Press,
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Cargo and cuì ture metaphor i ze the same
intersocietal relation... Each concept uses the
extens ive b i as of the other as i ts symbol . 2 r 8

As Hegel was the first to discover,2re idealism can only

discover itself in projection. l.lagner's "kago-culturerr axis

i I lustrates th is wel I . l'lelanes ian ilcul turerr demonstrates to

the traditional l.Jesterner what industrial societies painfuìy

lack: meaningf ul work. Western "cargo" al lows the t'lelane-

sian to transcend the narrow physicaì I imits of their inade-

quate system of production.

The Western concept of l'lelanes ian "cul turerr ins inuates a

terribìe loss of community and kinship. The l'leìanesian con-

cept of Western "kagorrinsinuates authentic physicaì need.

Each cu I tura I perspect i ve i dea I i zes the other because each

socÌety suffers an absence whose fulfi ì lment i t can only

recognize in the other. Each viewer ethnological ly identi-

fies his own aì ienated real ity. Just as meaningful inter-

subjectivity inspires an idealistic image of rrculture," so

instrumental prowess inspires an idealistic image of 'rkago.r'

f'lelanesian'rculture¡r is only inspiring when ¡t is viewed

from a perspective outside the experience of naturaì scarci-

ty. Western'rkagorris only inspiring outside the experience

of instrumental dehumanization. rrKago-cultureil reify an

axis in speech and desire across which the essential ì imita-

2 r I Wagner , !gl;!gl3. p. 32

zre See nn. 68-70. Hegel's concept of 'negat i on. "
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tions of two societies confront each other in mute negation.

Scarci ty i s the taci t content of the r¡cul turerr admi red by

l.Jestern sentimental ists. Depersonal ization and bureaucracy

are the tacit content of the 'rkagoil so admired by the inge-

nuous Helanesian. As Barthes observed, the classic text

holds i ts truth i n a k i nd of eternal pregnancy, simul tane-

ously gestated and avoided.220 ldealism encounters its own

truth in unconscious projections. The adversary system of

bourgeois economics becomes the perfect mi I ieu for the great

game of Hegel ian negations. Al I its world ¡s a stage for a

drama of self-discovery which is forever prorogued. To save

that world, those unconscious projections must be withdrawn

f rom it.

Between Ikago-culturerr two different absences confirm the

same experience of repression and loss. Structural ly, the

axes of rrkago-culturerr are indistinguishable. Each lïves

out the same immanent bad faith. Each structures its own

most fearsome secret into a symbol of faith. Each con-

structs exempìary forms of negative aurareness in order to

flee critical analysis. The intentional ity of both thought

systems is the same. Their rrsub-stancesrr are similar. Both

attitudes remain unconscious of the larger historical con-

text which orients them, and the larger social problem to-

ward which their emotions are responding.

220 See above, n. 45
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ln classical systems, formal signs are regarded supersti-

tiously. Enl ightenment logic reveres the sign as if it were

an eternal decoder of a timeless truth--a sort of "enigma

machinerr for Kantian categories. Al I formal ists, whether

l'laori or North American, bow to the same superstitious

structure and fall to worshipping their exemplary forms as

if they had power in themselves.

Raymond Wil iamsr work in l'tarxist semantics is widely

known, but just as pertinent, though less appreciated, is

the odyssey of his inteì lectual development. The signifi-

cance of Williams's work has overshadowed the turnaround in

his thinking between ì958 and 1977. tJiìliams confronted his

obrn ideal i st superst¡ tions i n order to develop from an acti -

vist into an analyst. Wi I I iams' journey is probably an una-

voidable one which everyone has to make.

There is no dispute concerning the change in Williamsl

attitude. He has honestly described his intellectual pil-

grimage as the journey from rrradical popul ism" to a genuine

rrcuìtural material ism.rrzzt Wil I iamsr critical consciousness

began i ts journey at the same poi nt of raw sensi tivi ty as

many other critics since the advent of industrial ism. He

hoped to pose the affective promise of art against the spir-

itual brutal ity of industriaì economics" At first' from his

seìf -styled rrpopuì istrr perspective' cultural studies seemed

Raymond Williams'
Universi ty Press,

l'larx i sm and L i terature (0xf ord:
ffip.zas

22L 0xford
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arduous, but simple. The pol itical economy appeared to have

colonized the timeless truth of art. To the early Wi I I iams,

the ringing Victorian crit¡cisms by Ruskin, Arnold and Car-

lyle al I rang with one aesthetic truism: Free the truth and

the truth wïll make you free. The promise of a society of

pìenty based on the common appreciation of beauty seemed so

real, so logical and inescapable that many remain convinced

that art can buiìd the cathedral of tomorrow.

The pastoral ìyric of the ideal form does not oppose the

sociaì trauma of ¡ndustr¡al economics. wi I I iams had to break

through hi s love affai r wi th the cuì t of exemplary form to

see aesthetics as a systemic event within the normative par-

digm of his society. The change is clearly revealed in his

writings. As a radical popuì ist he wrote:

This indeed is the tragedy of the situation: That
a genuine insightr â genuine vision should be
dragged down by the very situation to which it was
opposed. 2 2 2

Wi th words I ike these, Wi I I iams i ssued a powerful re-edition

of the old rrcolonization of culturerr lament in an attempt to

rehabi I itate the rrhuman end-in-itselfrr of Enl ightenment cri-
t i que.

Wi I I iams discovered that Hegel ian ideal ism was not an ad-

equate cri tical paradigm. The demonstrable ineffectiveness

of high culture to change the feel ing-tone of the bourgeois

222 Raymond Williams, Culture
Chatto and Windus, 1960)

and Soc i ety
p. 77

r 780- I 850 (London:
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adversary system, un¡fy its divided consciousness and purge

it of its mercenary ethic, led Williams to rethink the rela-

tions between culture and society. The hal lmark of this de-

velopment is the shift from faith in "genuine insight'r to a

theory of rrl ived hegemony.rr \.lilliams' radicaì and systemic

vision of culture and society took culture off its Victorian

pedestal and gave it a place in social history. As a fuìly

developed rrcultural materialistrr he wrote:

A lived hegemony is aìways a process...lt is a re-
al ized compìex of experiences, relationships' and
activities...[which] are in practice tied to the
hegemonicç223

The ilìusion of transcendancy is easily tooled into an in-

strument of social normalization. ldealized cultural forms

can become therrreal process" in which social relations are

both consummated and consumed. Wi I I iamsr intel lectual hegi-

ra led him to a broader and more inclusive concept of domi-

nance, one which includes the traditionaì culture as wel ì as

the tradi tionaì relations of production. Cultural thematiza-

tion can undo through the so-cal led '¡superstructure¡r al I

that popul ist charisma thinks that it has accompl ished at

the economic base.

'rLived hegemonyil experiences the social order as a natu-

ral one, because a supersti tiousìy accepted sign system nat-

ural izes ¡t. lli l I iams sti Ì ì agrees that culture has been

coìonized, but his point of view now expresses agreement

223 Raymond Wi ì I i ams, [arxlsm g¡9[ L i terature
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with John Berger:

Art is constituted pre-consciously by its use in
society before lBerger's emphasis] we turn our at-
tention to it as a thing in itself.224

Seemingly obl ivious to this relation, historians have per-

mitted aesthetics to pose as an external god, a hidden rea-

son of which they have but to record the conclusions.

Thomas Kuhn writes that,

Today research in parts of phi losophy, psychology,
I inguistics, and even art history, al I converge to
suggest that the traditional paradigm is somehow
askew.225

Only because we are so stubbornly screwed into our discipl i-

nary special izations do we fai I to grasp the anomalous con-

di tions across large segments of the whole cul ture. Frag-

mented judgment wi th i ts mercenary mot ivat i on I acks the

necessary critical paradigm with which to perceive that the

Fine Arts culture has been just as willing a participant in

the structure of hegemony as the cotton gin or the assembly

I i ne. liler leau-Ponty adv i ses:

John Berger, Ways of Seeinq (London: Penquin Books,
1972) p. 154 Like Bahktin, l,li I I ¡ams was driven back to
language in the hope that ideology can be made evident
through its perturbations and distortions. Whether Wi l-
I iams has, unl ike Bahktin, avoided the need for a I'na-
ture- basedrr phi losophy is sti I ì not clear (See beìow,
nn. 2\3-2\5 e n. 260) .

224

22s Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
lnternational Encyclopedia of Unified Science, Vol. I I
#Z (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962) p. 121
Kuhn continues: rrThat fai lure to fit is aìso made in-
arââcinaìw âhhãFAht lrr¡ tha hictari¡aì a+r¡¡.lrr af a^i^n^^,,,J'I rLvst Vt rvrçttsg
to which most of our attention is necessarily directed
here. r'
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The same I ife, our own, is played out both within
us and outs i de us. 2 2 6

It is, Sartrê wrltes, "this very bond which gives us access

to the culture itself as total ization and temporal iza-

t ion. rr 2 2 ?

lf cultural studies can provide structural access to the

history which is both aesthetically within and economically

without us, it must be discovered in the existential al iena-

tion at the heart of exemplary cultural form. For this rea-

son, it is imperative to overcome the prudery of idealism

and bring critique into the phenomenal reality of life under

the industriaì system of production. Such a critical inci-

sion of the life-world calls forrra political somatics,'r an

inquest into the production of an histor¡cal body-mind.228

2 2 6 llaur i ce Her I eau-Ponty ' dven tu r es of the Dialectic
trans. Joseph Bien (Evanston, I I I inois: Northwestern
University Press, 197Ð p. 22 Surely it goes without
saying that the cotton gin and the assembìy line have
been part of an unprecedented escaìation in the quality
of human life--as has classical I'lestern art. The point
is that between its ideal izers and the indifferent' the
conventional aesthetic attitude is more entrenched and
therefore more del eter i ous than any of the r¡organ i za-
tional synthesis" whitewashes of big business. A revi-
sionist aesthetic is not even considered a legitimate
h i stor i cal debate!

22? Jean-Paul Sartre, Critique
A I an Sher i dan-Sm i th, Jonath
1976) p. 54

of Dialectical Reason trans.
(Ion¿o" t NLB,an Ree (ed.)

228 lerry Eagleton, !|q]-!er Beniamin (London: NLB Publishers,
l98l) p. l50
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The criticaì perspective of this discussion has, with one

reservation,22e come fulì circìe back to l'larx. ln social

history, exempìary cultural forms may reproduce the frag-

mention and domination characteristic of the industrial po-

I itical economy as a whole. lf perception is physiological

process grafted i nto a cul tural I y evolved schemat i c, the

conclusion to be inferred from the cultural history of an

industrial ized pol itical economy can hardìy seem mysterious.

The ideaì cultural forms of industrial society may, in many

cases, be teaching the ulterior ethic and divided conscious-

ness of bourgeois society as a whole.

For cul tural history, concrete, discussion and analysis
L^-:-- ..L^-^ U---- L------eEglrrs wrlerc,'tdrÃ ueganr wltn fne ar[empI T,o ÞaSe lntersuþ-

jectivity in material existence. Cal I this grounding of

knowledge an historical anthropology, a dialectical ethnolo-

gy, a materialist phenomenoìogy, or a lilarxist aesthetic: the

purpose remains the same. Critical interpretation has to

see beyond the exemplary form and into the process relation

which determines formal signif icance.

ldeal izing an historical ly relative aesthetic form

presses the social relation which the artwork mirrors,

produces and then teaches. A spl it occurs through which

See nn. 167-169. The rrhuman end-in-itself'r of classical
Enl ightenment cri tique. Thus Lacan remarks, rrWe can say

SUP-

the

Sader s Ph i I osophy of the Boudo i r
Cri-uiq-ue oi Fracticaì Reason (pp.

gives its truth to the
765-766) ." jacques

Lacan, Ecr i ts (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1970) Citation

229

translated by 14. Daniel Bisch.
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cuìtural form becomes part of the social anomaly which needs

to be resolved. A permanent archive of exemplary ideal

forms serves as an emotional boot camp in which to regiment

social consciousness. Culture, under the effects of this

debilitation, simply becomes another measure of mass normal-

i zat i on.

'rThe victories of art,¡rltlarx observed, "seem bought by

the loss of character.rr230 The instrumental relations of an

ideal ized culture strueturaì ly embody the total I ife activi-

ty of its people. As the industrial political economy bogs

down i n anomal y, so does the cul ture of i ts ear I y era of

promise. To persist in applauding an ideal which primari ly

affi rms the past, binds mind and emotion to an unbearable

contradiction. The Victor ian cul ture of ideal forms con-

f i rmed the En I i ghtenment prom i se of a ne\^/, more rat iona I and

dependable rrstate of nature,'r but in the twentieth century'

it no Ionger carries I'concrete puzzle-solutionsrr23r for

Western society" lts social content has been "resignified.rl

Art work, as an ideal, becomes synonomous withrrart laborrrl

a labor compatible with the industrial pol itical economy in

every way, a labor which above al I demands the definitive

mass repl ication of the ideal form and the regimentation of

feel ing.

llikhail Lifshitz, The Philosophv of Art of Karl l'larx
trans. Ralph B. Winn (New York: Pluto Press, 197Ð p. 44

230

[Russian edi tion, 19337

23r See below, n. 310
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western cul ture r i sks becomi ng one wi th i ts economi c I i fe

activity. lt risks the condition in which culture cannot

distinguish itself from the marketplace. l4arx heìd the

opinion that thìs cultural ethos was unworthy of the name,

civi I ization:

The animal is immediately one with its ìif e activ-
ity. lt does not distinguish itseìf from it. lt
is its life activity.zrz

The Ìndustriaì political economy polishes all social rela-

tions into a rational gl itter in which to witness a mirror

of the world of material production" paradoxical ly, the

more sophisticated his object, the more reified the human

subject into his own materials. The aesthetics of the ¡deal

form compl ete the or i g i na I paradox of barbar i zat i on wi th

which l'larx began.233 tlourishing in the divided conscious-

nesses of an exchange-based culture, the cult of the ideal

drives its victims deeper into lonel iness and isoìation.

Aesthetic experience circles futi lely, snared in the emo-

tionaì redundancy which only a structural approach to the

cu I tura ì context can unb i nd.

At the beginning of the century, Weber and Saussure began

to criticize the fragmented and ulterior condition of the

social sciences. The strategy which they appìied is now

called I'structuralism,rt23¿ a critical style characterized by

232 K.arl f,larx, Economic and Philosophic
(f'loscow: Progress publ i ahe;s.. lgttt-

I'ta nus

233 See above, n. 'l20

D. 77
cr i pts of I 844
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the profoundest concern for the cuìtural and emotional con-

dition of Western society. By reconstructing the intrins¡c

social meaning encoded into cultural forms¡ ctitical struc-

tural i sts hope to effect poì i ti cal change at the deepest

rrsub-stancerr of exper i ence. 0nl y then, they bel i eve' can

the social justice for which I'larx thundered and dreamed come

to pass.

234 rrStructural ism is not a new method;
and troubled consciousness of modern
Foucault, The 0rder of Thinqs. p. 208

it is the awakened
thought.'r f'lichel



Chapter Vl

STRUCTURAL ISI4

Jul ia Kristeva describes a cultural sign as the ì inking

term betwen two physical factors. The first factor is a

I'body proper" which receives the neurological sensation of

the sign and translates it into a sensuous effect. The sec-

ond factor is an rrexternal pressurer" the social, intel lec-

tual and pol i tical influences from the artist's ì ife-
world.23s The cultural sign mediates between the external

pressures of a social context and the neuroìogical context

of the body-proper. Structural ism seeks to understand the

process of mediation.

The deìicate systemic relationship between a body and its
I ife-world cannot be investigated exclusively from either

the inner world of the "body proper" or the external world

of social and material pressures. The fal lacy of ideal ism

i s the pretens i on that the sensua I i ty of the s i gn emerges

f rom within a private self -contained world. l'iaterial ism

runs toh,ard the other extreme, over-emphasizing the Ìrexter-

Jul ia Kristeva, Desire in Languaqe. Leon S. Roudiez
(ed.) trans. Thomas Gora, Al ice Jardine, Leon S. Roud-
iez (New York: Columbia University Press, l98O) I'The
trinìÂ FôÂíctar ic ma¡Ia rrn af Ã,,,^ ---1. l^- ^^ ^,.+-I J trrsqv qp vt q lJt 9èÞgt E lilqt A I ttg q¡t vu L-
side, another I inked to the body proper and a sign (p.
218) . "

275
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nal pressurerr and thereby almost reducing art to a symptom

or an act of allegory. Both the idealist and the material-

ist analysis fai ì as interpretive perspectives because they

minimize the effectiveness of the symbol ic I ink between sen-

sual ity and society. The origin of art is its dialectical

compat¡bility between the body and a social context. No

method which ignores or gives priority to one factor over

the other can adequately discuss the meaning of a work of

ait.

Conventionaì aesthetics has been dominated by a method

which the system theorist, Ludwig von Bertalanffy calls
r'ì inear.rr The I inear model assumes that the behavior of a

whole genre, col lectivity or social unit takes the same form

as the behavior of its most prominent parts.236 ln a I inear

analysis, profits signify a healthy economy, great men de-

termine social and pol itical history and creative genius ex-

pìains artistic creation. The I inear approach cannot com-

prehend large systems consisting of parts in interaction.23T

The ideal of the I inear world-view, Bertalanffy urrote, is

Ludwig von Bertalanffy, General System Theory (New York:
George Brazi I lero 1968) pp. l8-19

Bertalanffy¡s most concise discussion of system theory
is conta ined in an ear I ier book, þþgþ, þ and l'linds
(New York: George Brazi I ler, 1967) pp. 57-67 ln þþgþ,
he explains, rrSystemic analyses are especial ly concerned
with eoncepts and models arising from biological and be-
havioral sciences; and they are essentially înterdisci-
pl i nary. . . ." Then he str i kes a keynote for cul tural
studies, rrPhenomena different in content often show iso-
morphism in their formal structure (p. 63),"

236

237 Bertalanffy, General Svstem. p. l9
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that:

Alì phenomena are ultimately aggregates of fortui-
tous actions of elementary physical units. Theo-
retical ly, this conception did not lead to laws of
the higher levels of reality, the biological, psy-
chological and sociological. Practical Iy, its
consequences have been fatal for our civiliza-
tion.238

Bertalanffy caì ls complex systems with many interacting

components, rrhigher ìevels of real ity.rr I'lultiple, low-level

interactions cause effects to accumulate at I'higher leveìsrl

of the system which require rrsystemic," as opposed to 'rI in-

ear" explanation. The key term in a systemic analysis is

t i me. As Gregory Bateson wr i tes:

Every given system embodies reìations to time,
that i s, i s character i zed by time constants deter-
mined by the given whole. These constants are not
determined by the equations of relationships be-
tween successive parts Ii.e. a I inear relation],
but are emergent properties of the system.
[emphas i s "ããffi

L i kewi se, cul tural s i gns are rremergent properti esl of two

systems in physical interaction: a body proper and a social

context. Respecting this inner duality ín the act of cre-

ation leads to as major a shift in aesthetics as in science.

It leads, using Thomas Kuhn's definition, to a "paradigm

sh i ft[ i n the structure of knowl edge " 
2 a o

Bertalanffy, General Svstem pp. 87-88

Gregory Bateson, Ulld and Nature, A Necessary Unity (New
York: Bantam Books, 197Ð p. ll9

238

239

Thomas Kuhn¡s The S tructure of Scientif ic Revolutions
and its importance to this discussion is discussed in
Chapter Seven.

240
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A systemic theory overcomes the I imitations of I inear me-

chanics by giving the heretofore half metaphysicaì state-

ment, "The whole is more than a sum of its partsrrra clear

operational meaning. l'lechanical , domino-l ike reìations,

have given away in the twentieth century to systemic'

field-l ike relations. Cultural studies ought to bring this

change i n the trsub-stancerr of modern thought to bear upon

the Fine Arts.

"Ul timately,rt Bertalanffy wrote, "the problem of human

history ìooms as the widest possible appl ication of the sys-

tems idea.rr24l lf the history of the Fine Arts is to be more

than heterocl ite knowledge of dates and techniques, then the

system, Fine Arts, must be monitored in interaction with the

social mi I ieu from which it emerged. ln this systemic rela-

tion, the question of formal essence becomes secondary to

the question of formal significance. The form is'rsigni-

fiedil in an historical field generated by the society from

which it emerged.

One of the earliest and still the most successful appli-

cation of a systemic theory to cuìtural studies occurred in

Russian in the 1920s. l'likhail Bahktin and the Russian rrFor-

mal istsrr242 deveìoped a methodology for reading the relation

241 Bertalanffy'@I Svstem. P. 3l

This term stands in contrast to Anglo-American formal ism
where artworks are treated as h i stor i cal objects i n

themselves and art forms (Painting, l'lusic, Sculpture,
Drama, etc.) pose questions about the development of

242
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between I iterary form and social history. Drawing upon

saussurers I inguistics, Bahktin proposed that conventional

expressive forms, ',speech-genresrr as he cal led them, were

related to the I'objective conditions of social interactionrl

in which they aros¿.243 Bahktin argued thatrtliterarinessrl

does not rejuvenate word forms so much as it confronts the

social ly conventional feel ing-tone associated with them.

The literary use of a word, phrase or setting, if recogniza-

ble enough to be suitable for communicati,on, must also gen-"

erate a dialectical tension between the creative context as

literature and the social context of utilitarian use. Tony

Bennett wr i tes that Bahkt i n:

Views the use of the word as part of a primari ly
class-based struggle for the terms in whích real i-
ty is to be signified. Language, far from being a
neutral horizon of fixed and given meanings, be-
comes an arena of class struggle as words are mo-
bilized and fought for by different class-based
philosophies.244

Thus, the focus of formal analysis after Bahktin includes

the unconscious value system and the system of representa-

tions connected to that value system. Language art needs to

be interpreted against this composite background of ideolo-

gical ly determined associations.

technique rather
tics.

than quest i ons about soc i ety and pol i -

243 Tony Bennett,
Co., 197Ð p.

lbid., p. 80

Formalism and flarxism (London: I'lethuen andr-
244
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Bahktin and the Russian formal ists had discovered a sys-

temic reìation between I i terary form and social hi story.

The i r knowl edge of the work of lilarx I ed them to postu I ate

this relation, butr âs we have seen' I'larx was not able to

develop a concept of aesthetics commensurate with his great

economic critique. The methodological improvement which

permi tted the Formal ists to proceed wi th the social anaìysis

of aesthet¡c form came from the I inguistic theory of Ferdi-

nand de Saussure.

Cu I tura I stud i es owes a pr i mary debt to Saussure. Tony

Bennett writes that, r¡lt would be difficult to overestimate

the influence of Saussure on twentieth century thought.rr24s

Saussurers I inguistic theory has become one of the basic el-

ements in structural analysis and criticism. I'Nothing,r'0c-

tavio Paz observes, "is more justified: language is not only

a social phenomenon, but at the same time is the foundation

of every society and manrs most perfect social expres-

sion.rr246 Language has provided the model for the way symbol

systems are elaborated and transmitted, just as language art

provided the first modeì for a systemic approach to cultural

forms. 2 a 7

Bennett, EplCIeljåm. p" 69245

246 0ctavio Paz, Cl aude- Levi -S'LIegså,
and Haxine Bernstein (New York:
Press,1970) p. l4

trans. J , S
Cornel I

Bernstein
University

llary Douglas, Natural 9pþþ., Explorations in Cosmo I oqy
(14¡ddlesex, Engìand: Penquin, 1970) 'tRitual is generaìly
h i gh I y coded. I ts un i ts are organ i zed to standard types

241
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The first decade of the twentieth century witnessed the

birth of modern Linguistics, Physics and the Socioìogy of

Knowledge. An improved aesthetic theory has also been part

of this revoìution, but it I ies in fragments across the two

discipl ines: Linguistics and Sociology of Knowledge. The

best modern interpreters of culture--Roland Barthes, John

Berger, Fredric Jameson, Raymond l,lilliams and Theodore Ador-

no-- make use of this rich interdiscipl inary herítage. To

appreciate the.full quality of their work, we need to become

acquainted with the complex intel lectual arsenal which they

creatively wield. We begin with Saussurers I inguistics.

Saussure real i zed that soc i al h i story correl ates the sur-

face of aoneerâncês- ê\/en in cncer-h- l-lic linnrricfi¡ inrrac-

tigations--a triumph of good teaching over publ ication for

its own sake--248 announced a revolution in the basic phi-

losophy of, not only I inguistics, but cultural anaìysis: a

revolution in keeping with the phi losophical and scientific
revolt against Enl ightenment mechanics also in progress at

in advance of use. Lexical ly, its meanings are local
and particular. Syntactical ly, it is avai lable to al I

members of the community. The syntax is rigid, it of-
fers a small range of alternative forms. lndeed so lim-
ited does the syntactic range tend to be that many an-
thropoìogists find that a simple binary analysis is
sufficient to elucidate the meanings of myth or ritual
symbols. Basi I Bernstein has suggested that his defini-
tions should be appì icable to other symbol ic forms--he
has suggested music (p. 54).,'

Saussure's course in linguistics r^,'as publ!sheC f rcrn stu-
dentsr notes by Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye after
Saussurers death in 1913.

248
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the same time. The knower no longer can suppose that he is

objectively detached from what can be known. The analytical

tidal wave which submerged nineteenth century mechanics dis-

covered that knower and known are dialectical accompl ices in

the rel at i ve rec i proc i ty between consc i ousness and a spec i f-

ic historical context. The shock of this revolut¡onary in-

sight still reverberates in Western thought.

Saussure invented a voeabulary which permi tted the dia-

lectical discussion of language forms. He reaì ized that the

social meaning of language remained obscure as ìong as its

forms were ideal ized as values in themselves and held apart

or aloof from social history. ln working out this percep-

tion, Saussure correctly perceived that as long as language,

the very hearth and home of social intercourse, remained a

mystery, the social nature of the symbol ic could never be

successful ìy investigated

The compl icity betbreen social hístory and the evolution

of language appeared as seamless as the ideal ized vision of

rrpurerrart. ln response to the idealization of Ianguage

forms, Saussure cal led for a science that studies the I ife

of signs \^,ithin society:

A Sçience llat studíes the. I ife of siqns within
eoçi-e.lv i9 conceivable lsaussure's emphasis], it
would be a part of social psychology and conse-
quently of general psychology: I shall call it
Semiology (f rom Greek @!g, rrsign.tt)24e

24e Ferdi nand de Saussure,
Charles Bally and Albert

Course in General Linquistics
Sechehaye (ed.) trans. l,lade
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from the

kinds of analysis which had preceded it:

The viewpoint which studies the sign-mechanism in
the individual is the easiest method, but it does
not lead beyond individual execution, and does not
reach the sign, which is soc¡a1.250

Where time is a factor, significant objects exist simul-

taneously in two different orders of experience. Saussure

bel ieved that al I phenomena which are affected by the pas-

sage of time contain this I'inner duaì ity" of value. The ad-

equate explanation of a symbol unifies these two orders into

one systemic discourse. "Here as in pol i tical economy,"

Saussure wrote, "we are confronted with the notion of value¡

both sciences [pol itical economy and I inguistics] are con-

cerned wi th a system for equat i nq th i nqs of d i fferent or-

ders.rr [Saussurets emphasis]rur ¡u named these two value

orders the diachronic and the synchronic, concluding that:

Certainly al I sciences would profit by indicating
more precisely the coordinates along which their
subject matter is al igned. Everywhere distinctions
should be made, according to the fol lowing i I lus-
trat i on between

The axis of simultaneities, (the synchron-
ic), which stands for the relations of
coexisting things and from which the inter-
vention of time is excluded; and

2. The axis of successions (tne aiachronic) on
wh i ch on I y one th i ng can be I ocated at a
time but upon which are ìocated al I the

Baskin (New York: Phi tosophicat Library, 1959) p. l6

25a ibici., p. i7

2sr lbid., p. 103
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th i ngs on the f i rst ax i s together wi th
their changes.252

The point of intersection between the diachronic and syn-

chron i c axes of exper i ence def i ned what Saussure ca I I ed the

"signified'r object. Without the concept of how an entity is

"signifiedrrin a synchronic field of simultaneous, êxisten-

tial experience, Saussure beì ieved that rrwe constantìy risk

grasping only a part of the ent¡ty and thinking that we are

embracing it in its totality"ttzsr

ln themselves, diachronic [historical] events are always

I'accidental and particular.r' They '¡take on the appearance

of absolute events only because they are real ized within a

system. The rigid arrangement of the system," Saussure con-

cluded, 'rcreates the i I lusion that the diachronic fact obeys

the same rules as the synchronic fact.ttzs+ ln l'larcusers more

recent vocabulary, the rigid arrangement of the system re-

duces experience to an i I lusory rrone-dimensional ity.""uu

This illusion extends not just to politics, but to aesthetic.'

perception as wel l. Structural ists cal I the rigid arrange-

lbid., pp. 79-80252

253 lbid., p. 103 Saussure is arguing for a new class of
logic. 'rThe old grammar," he said, "saw only the syn-
chronic fact; I inguistics has revealed a new class of
phenomena; but that is not enough; one must sense the
opposition between the two classes of facts to draw out
a l l i ts consequences (p. 83) . "

254 lbid", p. 93

2s5 Herbert l'larcuse,
Press,1964)

One-Dimensional l'tan (Boston: Beacon
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ment of the diachronic event a I'general grammar.ttzss Formal

anaìysis of myth, art, ìabr, pathology--all symbolic forms--

use, to some degree, Saussurers concept of a general gram-

mar. The synchronic system gives the diachronic event its
immediate sense of significance.

Saussurers synchronic axís of simultaneity maps the deep

ontological furniture of the semiotic universe. A heated

debate within sem.iotic analysis has arisen over the origin

and nature of this axis. 0rthodox anaìysts I ike Chomsky,

Levi-strauss and Ernst Gombrich bel ieve that the tontics" or

essence of being is innate, natural in the mind and prior to

society. Criticaì structuralists like Williams, Foucault

and Jameson refer back to Harx and argue that the deep syn-

chronic structure of social symbol ism derives from the exi-

gencies of class struggle in bourgeois and pre-bourgeois so-

ciety. The orthodox, bourgeois strutural ist and the

Harxist' critical strucural ist define the semiologicaì bat-

tìefield of contemporary formal criticism.

Following Emile Benveniste, Frank Lentricchia points out

that the method and intentionality of the bourgeois formal-

istsrrhave directed their inquiries into the status of dis-

course toward goals that seem at odds with the aims of the

father of structural ism.rt25? From its inception, Saussure's

256 lbid.
¡tTo

mar.rl

p. l0l
synchrony belongs everythÍng cal led general gram-
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system expressed the determination that no semiological phe-

nomenon exists apart from its manifestations as ar¡social

fact.rr258

Critical structural ism regards I inear analysis as one of

the most repuìsive characteristics of bourgeois society. Be-

cause critical structural ism has broken with I inear positiv-

ism, part of its quarrel over the naure of the synchronic

becomes an attack upon the logic and style of bourgeois ex-

planations. A I inear model gives the bourgeois structural-

ist faith that objectivity aceumulates I ike si lt on a river

delta. He has confidence that therrholes" in his positivist

universe wi I I be fi I led by the progressive sedimentation of

universal reason. The bourgeois structural ist affords him-

seìf this luxury because his cognitive style is appropriate

for bourgeois society.

The critical structural ist, having made the pol itical de-

cision to reject the signifying system of bourgeois society'

feels ethical ly compel led to include, condense and evoke the

total ity of which his analysis is, in part, a critique" His

diaìectical language, which looks into the diachronic and

Frank Lentriechia, !|þL the NeW Criticism Chicago: Uni-
ver s i ty of Ch i cago Press , I 980) p. 123 Our read i ng of
Saussure agress wit.h Benveniste and Lentricchia. Saus-
sure ìocated in language, the most everyday social ob-
ject in al I experience, the general fact that, "Signs
are a social product deposited in the brain of each in-
dividual.r' Saussure, Course. p. 23

251

258 lbid., p. 77
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synchronic together, makes his writing dense and sometimes

even oracular. The abstract and expressionistic styìe of

most critical structural ists I ike Foucault, Lacan, Eagleton,

Derrida, Baudri I lard, Jameson and the Iater l,Ji I I iams is dif-

ficult to understand. Since critical structural ism defines

politics in the broadest and most inclusive terms, even in-

cluding the act of perception, the critical structural ist

acts out his determination that expression wi I I not exclude,

marginal ize or procrastinate about the dialectical determi-

nation of experience.

This is the epistemology behind the difficulty of struc-

tural language, but there is another, more historical rea-

son, as weì ì. Saussure left his anaìysis wi thout a concept

of historical determination. ln Saussurers opinion, the

diachronic and synchronic were not co-ordered by any histor-

ical relation. Signification was left as a matter of pure

chance and Saussure's famous Cours closes in historical in-

determinacy.25e

Because Saussure was unwilling or unable to address the

socioìogy and politics of the axial relation he had defined,

structural analysis was confined for a ìong time to linguis-

t i cs and i ts rel ated art form, I i terature. Saussure's

structural language looks toward the future, but in his tol-

erance for possible "missignif icatiorì," mistaken signif ica-

lbid., p.
from sheer

231 rrPermanencerrr Saussure writes, rrresults
I uck .rl

259
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tion, or what, in Harxist terminology, is called rrf alse con-

sciousness,¡r Saussure left his Cours an ideological ly vuln-

erable text and his structural vocabulary limited to lin-

guistics.

The Russian Formal ists overcame this I imitation by marry-

ing flarxist philosophy to Saussurers system of anaìysis.

Their synthesis began to explain how a I'paradigm" or "a po-

sitive unconsious of knowlêdge,rtzeo correlates a symbol and

its field of significance. The historical I ife of a symboì

takes on its contemporary meaning (is signified) by the

field of knowledge which characterizes a specific historicaì

era. The Russian synthesis provides a model for a new system

of aesthetic values, but it shared the limitations of all

I inear, Enl ightenment systems. lts critique depended upon

the existence of a I'state of naturerr against which to meas-

ure di stortion, change and i nnovation. The human rrneedrr for

verbaì communication gave language arts a standard that was

not avaï lable in the musical and visual arts. Thus struc-

tural criticism to this day has been its own prisoner of

language and a restless cel lmate wi th the I i near paradoxes

of Enl ightenement dissent.

Foucault demonstrates that the classicaì attitude assumes

that the relations of signs to their content (tne¡r social

significance) are guaranteed by a natural order of things in

260 14ichel Foucaul t, The Order of Thinos (London: Tavistock,
1970) p. xi
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themselves.26r l'larxrs great dissent is based upon this natu-

ral guarantee. The classical attitude behaves as if its
symboìs are perfectly transparent to the system of signifi-
cance which they represent. There is always a one to one

correspondance between nature and form and the violation of

that correspondance violates the natural order of things.

critical consciousness in the twentieth century faces the

social signification of natural form. The natural forms of

an industrial society have been ,'re-signified't by a "syn-

chronicrrfieìd of sociaì relations generated in history, not

nature. saussure sab, that the relations between symbol and

significance had become crucial, but he avoided drawing his

analysis into a theory of hegemony or a ciiscussion of social

signification in general. such problems were beyond the

pale of his ì inguistics.

Even with thìs cautious beginning, Saussure's work marks

the breakdown of the classical system of knowledge. ln the

place of a mechanical one to one correlation between nature

and society (an epistemologicaì landscape in Renaissance

perspective) , saussure substi tuted structural knowledge:

knowledge of the gap between appearances (the sign) and sig-

nif icance (what the sign really signif ies underneath appear-

ances). Saussurers I inguistic language participated in a

revol ut i onary wavefront wh i ch extended from phys i cs to v i su-

26r f4ichel Foucault, The 0rder of Things (London: Tavistock,
r97o) pp. 66-68 ¿T[o- -
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al art.

Hus ic is of ten used to i I lustra'te the structura I reìat ion

between a fiela (tne synchronic) and a sign (tne aiachron-

ic) . helody and harmony portray the two dialectical dimen-

sions of the relation. The unfolding of the melody repre-

sents a diachronic event and the harmony corresponds to the

"significationil of the event, that is, the way arrsynchron-

icil field structures an event and gives it significance.262

The musical score on which all the parts are written pro-

vides a master key to the structural relation. How wel I one

knows the score corresponds to the expanding categories of

judgment discussed in Chapter One. A congenitally deaf per-

son is incapable of judgment. A competent I istener can rec-

ognize the instruments, the major themes and the major cl i-

mactic episodes. The average performer enjoys effective

instrumental knowledge of his part and understands how to

slot his part in with the rest. When we move from instru-

mental ly sufficient up to discriminating iudgment, a larger

and more inclusive understanding of the musical structure is

required. Discriminating judgment sees how individual

themes and harmon i es are woven i nto I arger patterns wi th i n

the work. lt notices harmonic transpositions, variations on

themes, counterpoint, orchestration and recapitulations.

Discriminating judgment appreciates the relation of simi lar

262 Edmund Ronald Leach, ELIS
York: Cambridge University Press,

and Communication
6) pp. 48-50197

(New
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tona I contexts.

The analogy usual ly stops here, but the metaphor can be

extended one step further into a third dimension which is

often overlooked. Behind the simple structural analogy be-

tween melody and harmony, ìooms a large constant common to

both structural dimensions of the score.

When one looks at a conductorrs score, he discovers that

many i nstruments pl ay i n d i fferent keys. One cannot know

the score without understanding this disconcerting ambiguity

within appearances. A clarinet, Engì ish Horn, French Horn

and violin may be sounding notes in unison, even though they

are reading different notes from their individual parts.

centuries ago musicians discovered that it was advisable

to standardize as nearly as possible the fingerings within

i nstrument fami I i es. S i nce one pl ayer may have to pl ay

three different trumpets or two different kinds of clarinet

in the same piece, the practical solution was to 'rtransposerl

the instrument rather than ask the player to learn different

sequences of fingerings. This relation of production dic-

tates a visual discrepancy across both the melodic and har-

monic axes of representation. The notation of each instru-

ment relates structural ly to its place in the productive

process, not to an abstract order dictated by the use of a

conductor's score. The score embodies an historical rela-

t ion of pi-oduct ion. The d iscrepanc ies in notat ion der ive
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from a need which arises in the practical problem of per-

formance. Performance praxis "co-orders" both the melodic

and the harmonic axes of appearance. A productive relation

has entered into the score and been embedded in ¡t'

ln this important classical sense, l'larxrrknew the score.'l

However, his classical knowledge is insufficient because no

pure form, no definitive text awaits decoding underneath the

contradictory appearances of the relations of production.

Beneath the discrepancies dictated by performance praxis

there lies only a sign to which an appropriately accultured

'rbody proper" sensual ly responds" The senses recognize and

respond to an abstract historical form that can only be con-

sidered rrideaìrr to the extent to which it is ideally suited

for a specific historical context. The sensual I inkage wïth

the social sign eludes aì I classical critique, incìuding the

great l'larx ist d i ssent.

Harx cou ld not have wr i tten, rrThe f orm i ng of the f ive

senses is a labor of the entire history of the world,rrzes

unless he were aware of the power of therrsynchronicrrsocial

f ield. However, l'larxrs anger at early capitalism led him

away from the dialectical relation between history and the

'rbody proper" into the most infìuential pol itical polemic

ever penned. An advanced industrial society faces a problem

Robert C. Tucker, (ed.) The I'larx'Enqels ReaderrrThe Ec-
onom i c and Ph i losoph i c l'lanuscr i pts of 1844" (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1972) p. 75

263
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Itlarx hinted at but did not confront: lt faces its o\^rn

positive reciprocity with the siqn. Outside of extreme

scarcity, society becomes its own'rstate of nature.rrThis

advanced chal ìenge is, Dewey wrote, rrThat of recovering the

continuity of aesthetic experienee [meaning aì I emotional

experience] with normal processes of ì iving,rrz6a and ¡t

surpasses the logic of Enlightenment critique. lt is phenom-

enon-loqicaì: a human physical and historical in-dwel I ing

within the power of the sign. I'Phenomenon-logicalil knowl-

edge discovers rrthe central lack in which the subject expe-

riences himself as desire.¡r26s

264

265

John Dewey, Art as
Sons, 193,h) p. 2\9

Exper i ence (New York: G. P. Putnam E

Jacques Lacan, The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-
Analysis. Jacgues-Alain l,liller (ed.) trans. Alan Sher-
idan (New York: Penguin Books, 197Ð p. 265

The body does not function normal ly without an inten-
tional system. Contemporary evidence indicates that the
intentional orÌentation of consciousness is received
from a social f ield. l,lerleau-Pontyrs Schneider had a
sex, but no sexual i ty. Sneider, a sheì l-shock victim of
Wor I d l.Jar I , had lost the capac i ty to remember mean i ng
and intent. Though physical ly and mental ly capable of
every normal human function, he couìd not string behav-
iors together and hence was social ly helpless. Given a
I ist of commands wh ich rrprogrammed'r h im, f or instance,
to run an errand, Sneider would not recognize his own
mother on the street. rrThe world,rrl'lerleau-Ponty wrote,
"no longer has any physiognomy for Sneider (p. 132)."
l'laurice Herleau-Ponty, Phenomenoloov as Perception
trans. Colin Smith (London: Routledge E Kegan Paul,
1962)

The historian, David E. Stannard, presented optical
i I lusions to congenitaì ly bl ind adults who had been sur-
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The structural analogy wi th music i nvi tes a recapi tula-

tion of the classical bl indspot in the Enl ightenment system

of knowì edge. l'larx, f or examp ì e, rrknows the score,rr but ne i -

ther of his Hegel ian absoìutisms (the abstract rrhumanist'¡ of

l84r+ or the concrete rrscientisttr of Capital) 266 permit him

to see the myriad ways in which a whole society dances to

the same tune " l'larx comprehends suppress i on, but not i n-

scription; coercion, but not acculturation; pretext' but not

context; bribery, but not co-optation; force but not power;

stasis, but not status; hunger, but not longing; need, but

never desire. Existential real ity--deceptively smooth over

the surface--betrays gìacial fissures, chasms and crevasses

which bruise, plummet and entrap those who attempt to pre-

serve a classical attitude in a high industrial world.

Clarifying the new signification structures that emotional ìy

and pre-consciously connect symbols with their sociaì sig-

nificance has become an urgent field of knowledge since the

industrial revolut¡on

gical ly given their sight. The newly sighted did not
perceive the i I lusions. They had not learned to be
fooled. Stannard also cites the work of Roy DrAndrade
in Northern Nigeria. African children scored poorly on
non-verbal l.Q. tests onìy because they had not been
cultural ly oriented to see three-dimensional i I lusions
in two dimensional representations upon a page' A sign
only has life as the mediating term between a body prop-
er and a social signification system" David Ë" Stan-
nard. Shrínkino Historv: 0n Freud and the Fai lure of
Psvchoh i storv (New York: Oxford Un i vers i ty Press, I 980)
pp. 128-131

266 See Chapter Three, Althusser and Anderson, n. 132i and
0llman and Gould, Chapter Three, hh. 173 E 17\.
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Bertalanffy observes that the paradigmatic or'repistemic

relation" within eras of knowledge occasion rra parallelism

of general cognitive principles.ttzsl The communication para-

doxes in l'larxrs work support Bertalanffyrs observation. The

word for the study of form, morphology,z6s shows a cognitive

parallel with nineteenth century science. Cognitive paral-

lels I ike the independent discovery of the Calculus by New-

ton and Leibnitz, or the derivation of a theory of evolution

by both Darwi n and Wal I ace are famous exampl es. I n mus i c,

the modern atonal setting of folk melodies by lves in the

United States and Bartok in Hungary and the paraìlel devel-

opment of serial composition (12 tone row) by Josef Hauer

and Arnold schoenberg also i I lustrate paral lel relations

with¡n historical eras.

267

264

lbid., p. 3l

The Oxford Enql i sh Dictionary calls the stud y of form,rrmorphology.r¡ The history of this word acts out an
emerg i ng systems consc i ousness across the n i neteenth
century. The serious anaìysis of formal structure began
with early nineteenth century biology's concern with the
classification of organisms" Between this preferred
meaning (c. 1830) and the end of the nineteenth century,
the study of form moves from a static classification
system of I ike structures toward an evaluative system of
comparat ive funct i ons. Th i s sh i ft proves to be dec i -
s ive. The emphas i s upon dynami c i nstead of stat i c forms
heraìded the twentieth century. By the l89Os the mean-
ing of arrmorphological investigationrtmeant rran axis,
or axi s of form for a system.rr A morphological axi s ex-
presses the concept which the Russian Formal ists carried
into literary analysis. I'tarxrs work, spanning almost the
same period, was part of a whole epistemological shift
away from static catgories toward an axis of function.
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The origin of structural anaìysis i ì lustrates a simi lar

"paral lel ism of general cognitive principles.'r During the

period Saussure was investigating the formal structures of

I anguage, l'lax Weber was mot ivated by a s im i I ar i nterest i n

sociaì history. Weber did not use Saussure's vocabulary nor

did Saussure use l.Jeber's socioìogy of knowledge' but they

each felt the need to rediscover culture on the social

ground which signified ¡t.26e A new world of industrial

techniques and the relations arising from them had inter-

posed i tse I f between Western mank i nd and nature. Saussure

and Weber responded to this new world by creating a new

space for criticaì discourse.2?o

ln a letter to Antoine l'leilìet, January 4,1894 Saussure
complained that, rrThe utter ineptness of current termi-
nology, the need for reform, and to show what kind of an
object language is in general-- these things over and
over again spoi I whatever pleasure I can take in histor-
ical studies, even though I have no greater wish than
not to have to bother myself with these general ì inguis-
tic considerations."

Fredric Jameson, E Prison-House of Language (Prince-
ton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1972) p. l3

269

2?o Terence Hawkes' splendid study, S truc t ral ism and Semi -
otics (Berkeley, Caì ifornia: University of Cal ifornia
Press, 1977) traces the origin of structural ism back to
Vicols The New Science (172Ð. Hawkesrenthusiasm for
the chase has stopped short of a relation through Adam,
but not by much. Vicors prineipìe of verum factum:
rrThat wh i ch man recogn i zes as true (verum) and that
wh i ch he, h i msel f , has made (factum) are one and the
same (p. l3)," begins positivism' Foucault has located
the turning point toward a structural theory of knowl-
edge approximately 75 years ìater when, "One day, Cuvier
toppled the glass jars of the ltluseum, smashed them open
and dissected all the forms of animal visiblity t.hat the
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We observed i n Chapter Three how l'larx unconsc ious I y ex-

ploited therrinner duality of the sign'r in constructing his

polemical indictments of bourgeois society. l,iarx exhibited

a pre-conscious sensitivity to this phenomenon, but he did

not systematical ly analyze i t at the macro Ievel. Weber

did. weberrs attention to pol itics is not as conventional

as I'tarxrs, because Weber consciousìy introduces epistemic

relations into the study of history. For Weber, culture,

not pol itics, becomes the primary area of sociaì adaptation

and surv i va I . Weber proposes that cu I ture, the myster i ous

sociaì,/somatic intersection, undergirds the visibìe ideolo-

gical superstructure of any human system of material produc-

tion. The regnant pol itical system is cultural ìy inscribed

upon emotion at the same time as its buzzwords and fraternal

shibboleths are etched upon language. This broader emphasis

in weberrs work adds an important corol lary to dialectical

analysis. I t breaks wi th Enl ightenment determini sm and pre-

vents dialectical analysis from becoming another sub-system

of classical mechanics.

The relation between social context and form is neither

an ideal nor a material determination. The relation in

quest¡on is the intersection of two historical systems. A

Classical age had preserved in them. This iconoclastic
gesture, which Lamarck could never bring himself to
make...is a mutation in the natural dimension of Western
cu I ture.r¡ l'ì i che I Foucau I t, I¡g 0rder of Th i nqs (London:
Tarri ctn¡l, ìO?fì\ n ì 27 c^,.^-,,-^ --r ¡-qve^ r t J t vt p. t )l . JqgÐÐUt s, dttu LL, c¡ll CVËll
greater extent, Weber, extended Cuvier,s iconoclastic
gesture into language and culture.
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diachronic events a person, form, or institution, intersects

an historical (synchronic) field which gives the event its

interpersonal significance. The relation between event and

field was negative for Harx. The capital ist system denies,

voids and suppresses the potent¡al for species conscious-

ness. VJeber begins the systematic2?r discussion of the dia-

lectical reciprocity between a social field and its cultural

signs.2?2

Weber carried culturaì studies past the contradictory

grammar of appearances and into the dialectical drama of the

culturaì context. Weber's urork cìoses the classical gap in

the rrinner dual ity of the sign,rr because he extended social

analysis into the whole socio-symbol ic order. Cuìture be-

comes the essential I ink in the process of adaptation and

coì ìective survival.

Structural analysis characterizes al I of Weber's v{ork and

one of the

neg I ected .

c I earest exampl es has

l,Jeber ' s The Rat iona I

been one of the mostalso

and Social Foundations of

27r Nietzsche begins the discussion. The formidable effect
of self- consciousness appl ied to one's own social in-
scription drove Nietzsche, a phi lologist by training, to
psychotic delusions in which he bel ieved he was being
torn apart. They were only physical delusions, thei r
truth lay in the primordial rracting outrr across his body
of a cuìtural norm which h/as coming apart at the seams.

27 z Freudrs system was the I ast gasp of Enl i ghtenment me-
chanics. His valves, sìuices and rrcut-of f srr for I ibido
are linear, not systemic. ln 1913, Jung broke with
Freud because the latter's system had no aesthetic di-
mension. Freud h/as an even bigger emotional blockhead
than l,larx.
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þþ, wr i tten i n the vocabu I ary of an ext i nct Victor i an mu-

sicology, argues that Western music embodies the same struc-

tural dynamic as the society in which it evolved. Weber be-

I ieved that the structure of Western music is isomorphic to

the structure of the Western pol i t i ea I eeonomy.' Founda-

, f inished in l9ll and publ ished in 1921, one year af -

ter Weberrs death, has sti ì I not received the critical at-

tention which it merits.

ln Foundations Weber extends into music his ideal-typical

eategories of individual istic charisma and the col lective

rationaIism of bureaucracy. The "charismatic principlerr in

music is rrthe irrational ity of melody.... Chordal rationaì i-
--¡:-- t:..-- ^-1., :- ^--ri r----!¿clLrl,il | rvEÞ uilty til uuftLtiluLrus LenSlofl wlLn Lne mel()c¡lclsm

which it can never completely devour.rr2?3 With this theme

Weber announces the first discussion in Western inteì lectuaì

history organized (tentatively, or course) around the posi-

tive reciprocity between a society and its Cultural signs.

ln a dense discussion, often quite labored and opaque, þJeber

forges a th¡n connecting argument which opens up a new per-

spect i ve on Cu I ture. Foundat i ons , more than any other s i n-

gle work, begins the formal discipl ine: Cul tural Studies.

l'lax Weber , flg Rat i ona I and Soc ia I Foundat ions of ilus i c.
irar-rs. and eci. by Don iîartindale, Johannes Riedei, Ger-
trude Neuwi rth (Urbana: Southern I I I i noi s Univers i ty
Press, 1958) p. l0

27 3
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rrGenerally," l.leber writes, "the fourth is the f undamental

melodious whiìe the interval of the fifth is often the basis

of instrumental tuning .tt2t 4 l'lelody is a vocal creation, and

harmony is an instrumental one. The structural tension be-

tbreen these two f orces had a un ique outcome i n the l,r,est:

poìyphony.275 Nowhere else did harmonic-polyphonic music de-

velop to anything remotely approaching the degree of com-

plexity and suppleness that it reached in the West. What,

l,leber asks, cou ì d be the reasons? 2 7 6

The development of a systematic notation no doubt accel-

erated the process, but the origins of notation ìie in the

same fundamentaì process which Weber Iocates at the founda-

tions of Western social history. rrNote symbols were quite

indispensable for instrumentaì accompaniment.ttz'tz Weber re-

gards the evolution of instruments as the distinctive organ-

izationaì principle behind the evolution of Western polypho-

ñy, but h i s fundamenta I concern runs deeper than th i s .

27 4 lbid ", p. 52

"u $æyg]g Dictionarv of I'lusic and I'lusicians def ines "poly-
phonyrr as 'rThe s imu I taneous sound i ng of two or more
notes of d i fferent pi tch.rl

276 ¡{ax Weber, fE f'lethodqlegl of the Social Sciences"
trans " and ed. by Edward A. Sh i I s and Henry A. F i nch
(Gìeneoe, I I I inois: The Free Press, 'l949) rrln the histo-
ry of music.". its centraì probìem is: why did the de*
velopment of harmonie music from the universal ìy popu-
larly developed folk polyphony take place only in Europe
and in a partieular epoch, whereas everywhere else the
rational ization of musìc took another and most often
qu i te oppos i te d i rect i on (p. 30) . "

271 lbid., p.84
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Weber regards the effect of instrumental rational ization

upon ther¡nature'r of musical perception and taste. Tonal

rationaì ization proceeded from an instrumental base, but

this rational ization aìso revolutionized aesthetic percep-

tion and the relations of Western musical production.

ln every other world musical trad¡tion, musical instru-

ments are either modeled after the human voice or natural

sounds and are i ntended to i m i tate voca I or an i ma I

sounds.2?8 Only the West made the opposite decision to model

the voice after its instruments. This coì lectively uncon-

scious decision illustrates a characteristic of the Westrs

finner-worìdly rasceticism.ttt2T e 0nìy the West chose to live

in emulation and self-transcendence; not only economically,

but in competition w¡ th the relations of production which

it, itself, had establ ished. The goal of this attitude--this

asceticism--was never balance or tranqui ì îty. lt was, rath-

er, the mastery of the external wor ìd. Western cul ture,

27I Curt Sachs, 9.9_L ltlusical Heritaqe (Englewood Clif fs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hal l, 195Ð p.4 Sachs refers to the or-
igins of music in word imitation Ilogogenic] or passion
i nduced [pathogen i c] cr i es. Weber proposes that the
West is technogenic¡ ot perception patterned after its
tools. r'ln the VJest,rrWeber writes, "the purpose of
giving musical form to rpassion,r lay not in the impulse
to artistic expression but rather in the technical means
of express ion. r' l,lax Weber, The l,lethodol oqy of the So-
cial Sciences. trans. and ed. by Edward A. Shils and
Henry A. Finch (Glencoe, lllinois: The Free Press, 1949)
pp.30-31

z7 e l.lax Weber, b Sociolooy of Rel igion. trans. Ephraim
Fischoff, with an lntroduction by Talcott Parsons (Bos-
ton: Beacon Press) p. ,l83
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from the beginning, was in this regard, uDì ike any other in

the world, not only in appearance' but in the social code

which was structured into it. rrWestern culture,rr Sahl ins

observes, "evolves on an eternal and formal rationality of

maximization."2so Weber located one of the ear I iest and most

pervasive signs of this ascetic system in Western instrumen-

tal music.

Weber argued that the physical base of perception and

production had both evolved in relation to this signifying

system. The vocal capacity of singers in the Western tradi-

tion had increased in range through the human association

with instrumental techniques. This happened in no other

cul ture. VJeber notes that yodel i ng' wi th i ts large range'

probably originated under the influence of Alpine horn5.28r

ItThe range of melody,r' he wrote, '¡is small in all genuinely

primitive systems...but under the influence of instruments

the amb i tus of tones ut i I i zed was extended beyond the oc-

tave. rr 2 I 2 l¡leber reaches the conc I us ion that the i nstrumenta I

orientation of Western culture led to a radicai restructur-

ing of aestheticrrnature.rr Even the intonation of singers,

he observes, shows whether they were trained at the piano or

the violin, for the latter have a much better feel for the

l'larshall Sahìins, 9g]j!ure ancl Practical Reas-cn (chicago:
Un i vers i ty of Ch i cago Press , 1976) p. I 9

?.80

2 I r Weber,

2a2 lb¡d.

Foundat i ons p. 58
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p i tch center of the tone. 2 s 3

weberrs structural analysis brought culture to the front

and center as the most important element of socio-pol i tical
adaptation. ln weber's analysis, the poì itical dimension of

social behavior expanded to include culture. He saw that

social and pol itical adaptation include the forms of sensory

adaptation which are rrclassicalrr for the individual, that

is, the forms which he takes for granted as natural and cor-

responding to human nature.

The subl iminal response to total environment has over-

whelming importance. whether the environment is a wilder-

ness' an industrial economy, a sporting contest of a concert

hall' the moment of preformance demands a conditioned re-

sponse. lnnumerable responses must be performed with con-

centration, but not conscious calculation. His culture of-

fers the most sociable of species this necessary opportunity

for interpersonal classical conditioning.

weber discovered many examples of a systemic structural

relation between history, cu I ture and persona I emot i on. He

as one dramat i c exampl e. 'rTheoffered Gothic architeeture

Goth i c, rr he wrote:

Created a technical rationalism...that made possi-
ble hitherto unsuspected artistic achievements and
then dragged sculpture into a new feel ing for the
body, inspired by the new treatment of spaces and

243 lbid., p. 123
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surfaces in architecture.tt2s4

Weberrs work in cuìtural studies, I ike Saussure's in I in-

guistics, displaces the classical ideal and relocates cuì-

tural form from a pre-given in human nature to a sociaì ob-

ject for historical inquiry.

Few cultural assumptions escaped Weber's rigor. rrlt

should be remembered,rr he admonished, "that the bel ief in

the value of scientific truth is the product of certain cul-

tures and is not a product of man's original nature.rr285 Ac-

companied by sufficient rigor of analysis, Weber's position

did not lead to bl ind, anomÌc relativism. Carried into con-

crete analytical specif ics, l^/eber began to bridge the dialo-

gic tension between soeial h¡story and the effect of the

cultural sign. Cultural studies was broadened to include

the relation between I'naturerrand the sociaì context.

This structural perspective does not reject the economic.

Quite the contrary, Weber asserts that¡reven the ends of re-

I igious and magical actions are predominantly econom¡c.rr286

Weberrs structural perspective asserts the epistemological

interaction of the economic and cultural forms of social ad-

2s4 Weber, @þ991. pp. 94,80-81

285 lbid., p. 110

2 I 6 Weber, Socioloqy. p. ì Talcott Parsons calls V/eberrs
The Sociologv of Reliqion, rrThe most crucial contribu-
tion of our century to the comparative and evolutionary
understand i ng of the rel at i ons between rel i g i on and so-
ciety and of society and culture generally." This judg-
ment is, in my view, correct.
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aptat¡on. Physical survival and evolution rest upon a human

nature social ly selected through its organization and devel-

opment within both a system of material production and a

corresponding system of signs. The dialectical relation

with¡n this cultural paradigm, defines the existential con-

dition of the individuaì in history.

The ìimitations of language affected Weber also. His

most articulate and widely circulated comments sound as if

they exhalt asceticism. Remarks which should be read as the

beginning of a systemic approach to culturaì studies, have

led many, ¡ncluding Talcott Parsons, to poìarize Weberrs

work in methodoìogical opposition to ltlarx. This reading of

lJeber commits the classic mistake of Iinear analysis by re-

ducing Weber¡s methodological contribution to hís personal

pol itics. From a cultural ist perspective, Weber continues

the project l,larx founded because he carries dialectical

analysis into aesthetics and culture. Culture becomes as

documentable an area of social history as economics.

A social sign system gives col lective adjustment a neces-

sary and indispensable emotional base. Thus Weber bel ieved

that the covenant concept in Judeo-Christian religion

evolved as the cultural signification system which held to-

gether a basic economic rift in Hebrew society. David had

establ ished a city kingdom in the midst of the Judaic

stock-breeders who provided his pol iticaì power base. lleber

wr i tes:
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The covenant concept was important for I srael
because the ancient sociaì structure of lsrael in
part rested essential ly on a contractual ly regu-
lated, permanent relationship of landed warrior
tribes as legally protected metics....Bedouins and
semi-nomads had rrproducedrr an order whose estab-
I ishment could be considered as something I ike the
'¡ideological exponentil of its economic conditions.
This form of historical material istic construction
is inadequate....The point is rather' that once
such an order was establ ished, the ì ife conditions
of these strata gave i t by far the greater oppor-
tunity to survive in the selective struggle for
existence....Once the rel igious fraternization had
proven its efficiency as a pol itical and economic
instrument of power and was recognized as such, it
contr i buted, of course tremendous I y to the d i ffu-
s i on of the pattern. 2 I ?

Economi c rea I i ty occas i oned the covenant system' but the

cul ture-system wh i ch was el aborated from i t surpassed the

original conditions upon which it had been based. The cove-

nant culture provided the social, pol itical and emotionaì

basis for successfulìy dwelling within the economic reality

which had occasioned it. The culture sf the covenant was a

creative adaptation to the economic reality of ancient lsra-

el. The covenant sytem was an instrument of physical

vival which consolidated certain survival gains and

2 8 7 ¡1ax Weber, @!-en!
and Don l'lar t i nda I e
1952) p. 79

SUT -

made

trans. and ed. Hans Gerth
lllinois: The Free Press,

others possible, even as it closed off certain other avenues

of socio-economic evolution. I n si tuations such as these,

funct i on-I'l,lyths , 
rr l.leber wr i tes, 'rh/ere of i nteres t on I y when

ing as paradigms.trz0e Thê covenant relation provided the He-

brew paradigm for socio-economie adaptation and survival.

Judfu'
(G I encoe,

248 lb¡d., pp. 228-9
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This relationship could only be effective if it were both an

emotional and physicaì system of adjustment. Thus the cove-

nant had a systemic effect upon Hebrew culture and society.

The Rabbinical ìaw was filtered through it as well as the

folk mores and the high culture of Hebrew festivals and eth-

nic celebrations.

The formal sign carries an ,'inner duaì ity.rr lt rational-

izes a situation, gives ¡t ìogical contemporary reìevance;

but ¡t also I ives in the development of the senses. The

sign has an historical I ife: feel ings, attitudes and loyal-

ties evolve through it. The historical I ife of the sign

const i tutes the rrpre-format i on systemrr Kant ant i c i pated and

AeaaAaA 289 T1r^ ¡^^+i^,':^^ ^^^:^l l:¡- -! ¡L- - | --qr vsssv. r¡¡e çvttLtttutrtg JvLtclt I I tË ut Lilg stglt lcavgs an

h¡storic deposit of manners, mores and values that teach the

internal ization of the sociaì code.

289 lmmanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason. trans. D. t'l .
lleiklejohn (London: George Bell, 1878) p. l02 Kant
the Anselm of bourgeois soc¡ety. His famous critique
actual ly the ontological proof for the necessary and in-
dispensable existence of the bourgeois mind. Kant
h/rote, "lt is quite possible that someone may propose a
species of preformation-system of pure reason --a middle
way between the two, i.e., that the categories [of pure
reason] are neither innate and first a priori principles
of cognition, nor derived from experience, but are mere-
ly subjective aptitudes for thought implanted in us con-
temporaneously wi th our existence...The fact that the
categories would in this case entirely lose that charac-
ter of necessity which is essential ly involved in the
very conception of them, is a conclusive objection to it
Ii.e. a rrpre-formation system'r]. Kant was reasoning out-
side social history. Economic adjustment always gives a
^^^i^+., l^ ll--:-^:-l^- ^. -^--:r!^-ll - ¡¡-t -, rÐvçrEL/ I pl tilutptEs ut uugiltLtuil i1 -cnarac[gr or ng-
cessity.'r f,larx showed this. I,leber carried the rrcharac-
ter of necessity'¡ into culture.

D.
is
is
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The historical life of the sign leaves no phylogenetic

deposit upon the collective mind of the species in so far as

we can tell at this time, but its agency is so effective

that its power is not directly amenable to reasoR or legal-

istic argumentation. The historical I ife of the sign moves

into the senses on the other side of reason, h'ithout in most

cases disturbing it. The historic culture composes the oth-

er half of socio-economic adaptation and the process of ana-

lytical reason finds it fascinating, but difficult to ex-

plain or even, in some cases, to take seriously. Yet this

partner to reason, the historic sign system (tne Culture),

does half the work of socializatÌon, shares half the load of

adjustment and focuses half the significance of adaptation.

It is not necessary to bel ieve or rationaì ly understand the

civics and economics of oners I ife-world in order to partic-

ipate successful ìy in the socio-economic order. The histor-

ical truth embodied in the Culture permits a kind of "pre-

formed'r consc i ousness to carry on. Phys i cal I i fe proceeded

for mi I lenia wi thout any knowledge of physiology, and lan-

guage developed without any knowledge of I inguistics, or

even academic grammar. Some of us use television sets'

telephones and automobi les wi th hardly a clue about elec-

tronics or mechanics. lt is equally possible to grow up and

mature in a culture with no conscious knowledge of how it

works or why Culturaì forms are important.
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Undoubtedly the most famous passage in all of Weberrs

work is also an example of the inner dualism of the cultural

sign. in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capital ism,

Weber observes:

The care for externaì goods should only ì ie on the
shoulders of the saint I ike a I ight cloak, which
can be thrown aside at any moment. But fate de-
creed that the c I oak shou ì d become an i ron
cage. 2 e o

As in Foundations a u/ay of knowing not only ref lects its
social context, but it also executes a formal sentence upon

the physical bodies that are attempting to adapt to that

context. ln this famous passage, the puritan ilcageil is not

the weight of social responsibi I ity. Nor is it the bureau-

cratic denial of immediate gratification. The ilcage" is far

stronger and in the long run, much worse. The cloak becomes

a I'cagerr by force of the formal meaning the subject intro-
jects from his social order. weber identified the formal

meaning system as a primary area of historical coherence and

designated that system: Culture! 2er

290

29L

llax l.leber, The Protestant Ethic_ and the Spirit of Capi-
tal ism. trans. Talcott Parsons (London: G. ni len ana
Unwin, 1930) p. tBt

Parsons trans I ates the German, S!_e_b_Lh?rtgÞ Gehause, as
"iron cage.rr The German phrase, more accurately trans-
lated, "casing as hard as steeltr denotes the character
armor taken on as a breastplate of righteousness by the
Calvinist.

l'laur i ce f,ler l eau-Ponty, Adventures of the D i a l ect ic .
trans. Joseph Bien (Chicago: Northwestern úñiversity
Press, 197Ð p. 204

l'ler I eau-Ponty wr i tes, 'rThe quest ion i s to know wheth-
-^ a---¡---êi, as sarire says, there are onìy men and things or

whether there is also the interworld, which we cal I his-
tory, symbolism, truth-to-be-made. lf one sticks to the
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It goes without saying, that the pol itics and academic

amenities of a society organized around I inear, mechanistic

reasoning work mi ì itantly against moments of dialectical

synthesis. Contemporary culture has narcissistical ly su-

pressed ìts own origins in a normative paradigm of technique

and power. lnteì lectual ity and aesthetics now suffer the

most dangerous emotional imbalance because they cannot com-

prehend or experience their birth under the sign of instru-

menta I rat i ona I i ty and dom i nance

Formal, I inear ideaì ism rests on a spurious notion of the

individual who remains in, but supposedly can also somehow

separate himself from, his social ground of being. By at-

tributing to individuality anrrontic¡t (essential) status, a

covertly idealistic notion assumes that pol^rer seizes, re-

presses or distorts something which is subjectively already

there. Foucauìt advises that the individuaì in his histori-

cal context:

ls not a pre-given entity which is seized on by
the exercise of power. The individual is the
product of a relation of power exercised over bod-
ies.il2e2

[classic
credible
V'leber id
(p. 204)

a l] d i chotomy, . . . then r^/e are condemned to an i n-
tension (p" 200) ...W¡th the name 'rculture,rr l4ax

entified the primary coherence of al I histories
il

l'lichel Foucault, Ar!hag!_llgy of Knowledqe. trans. a. l'1.

Sheridan-Smith (London: Tavistock Publ ications, 1972) p.
203

292
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Critical structural analysis can expose the increasing num-

ber of instances in which the Culture conservatively disse-

minates the effects of pol itical dominance and extend aid to

other, more positive instances of ì ife-affirmation and spec-

ies adaptat¡on.

The social reconstruction of reaì ity cannot be accom-

pl i shed by a method wh i ch beg i ns wi th the assumpt i on that

poh,er only plays the most technical ly advanced con-game.

This assumpt¡on reduces history to the interpersonal context

of a used-car lot. The social order of things is saturated

with socio-political adaptation long before any naked en-

counter with the conventional forms of pol itical power. A

sociai stream of consciousness has already composed an eth-

nographic foundation for personal experience. The cul tural

insertion of a rrhuman nature¡r into society creates a smaì I

scale world historical event which can only be comprehended

in its dialectical moments of col ì ision and col ìusion with a

whoìe historical paradigm of knowledge.

Aesthetics casts the physical body into the fieìd of so-

cial signification. The historical trace of the path of the

senses across this field is a sign, gesture and dramatic

event. Cultural experience breaks being across a significa-

tion as palpable as if the I ife-world were a Iathe of God.

The classical ego conforms the shards of its nature to the

social power which historicalìy commands and socially signi-

f ies it.
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Without the phenomenology of the spirit, humanity as we

know it vvould not be possibìe and no closet transcendental-

ism ìurks beneath such an appeal. The danger to a coherent

system of thought arises when the phenomenology of the cul-

tural sign is ideal ized outside social history" Then cul-

ture is staged under an intentional system which no longer

serves the process of social evolution and community surviv-

al which it was its purpose to promote. Under this danger-

ous condition, aesthetic experience achieves nothing more

than the transcendent expression of a worn-out normal ity.

The economic take-off of the West also meant that the

culturaì signrs visible continuity with nature \^ras shat-

tered. l.lhen the mean ing of the s ign and its appearance were

separated, this spl itting meant that classical form had be-

come its obrn iron cage. lt became a voice which uttered

that which was no longer understood in an attempt to tran-

scend that which could no longer be expressed. The contem-

porary creative artistrs dissatisfaction with perspectival

art and triadic harmony groh,s out of the nature of the so-

cial relation which the classical sign can no longer compre-

hend.

The culture of the absolute spirit acts out the di lemma

of Weber's ideal ly typicaì Puritan. Classical ' bourgeois

culture has become the '¡affirmative rculturettt2es which

Neqat i ons .2e3 Herbert l'larcuse,
(Bostonr Beacon

tr ans
.94Press, 1968) p

Jeremy J. Shapi ro
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transcendently confirms a normative social reality. The

culture of the iron cage has forsaken the role and responsi-

bi I ity of an authentic cultural behavior. lt no longer at-

tunes the senses and alerts the body-mind to its own being

in the world. rrlron cage" culture, the ideal ized culture of

the absol ute spi r i t, has been subverted i nto i ts oppos i te.

It has become an instrument of habituation and control.

Velasquezr painting, Las Heninas, opens up the I inear

closure of aesthetic experience for the French philosopher

and historian, Hichel Foueault. ln Las lleninas, Foucault

wr i tes, rrWe are observ i ng ourse I ves be i ng observed by the

painter.tt2e+ ln the painting, the subjectrs existence is
anlrr ¡ñfa--t-l^ +L^,,^L r:-^ ^!vtttJ ¡rrrçr swre, Lrrvuvil EvEr / rrilc ur srgnL lnc¡lca[gs [ne oD-

jective real ity of the King and his consort who are sitting
for the portrait. The subjects of the painting ilappear'l

only vaguely in a smal I mi rror image, buried surreal ly in

the far background. The kingly essence, his þresence and

signifying power are I iteral ly represented by his minions--

-his 'subjectiver presence. The king's reality is visible
through the subjective real ity of his world. lt is just so.

ln the Chapter, I'Affirmative Character of Culture,rr
Itiarcuse writes: ¡rlts decisive characteristic is the as-
sertion of a universal ly obl igatory, eternal ly better
and more valuable world that must be uncondi tional ly af-
firmed: a world essentially different from the actual
world of the dai ly struggle for existence, yet real iza-
ble by every individual for himself rrfrom within," with-
^r¡+ a^., +E--^¡^--^t: ^-veL attl Lt dilÞt ut lltdLll)il ul Lne s[a[e oT IacI'.'.

294 l,1i che I Foucau I t, 0rder of Th i nqs , p. 16
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The phenomenology of social experience is discovered in

physical subjectivity. To understand this' we must see the

King without his body. Criticaì structural anaìysis ad-

dresses this crisis of subjective hegemony within the physi-

cal world.

Kurt Wolff specifies the chal lenge facing cultural stud-

i es:

Al I men draw thei r bei ng from thei r time.. " I f
somebody had told me this before, I should have
answered, "lllhy, of course, obviously.rr But thi s

would have been unavai I ing steri le knowledge, I ike
that of the clever patient in psychoanalysis. Now

I i ke the pat i ent who has an i ns i ght, I am commi t-
ted to its truth. Before, it would have been the-
oretical knowìedge; now it is practical knowì-
edge. 2 e 5

The'¡flesh, this interiorly worked-over mass" is enigmat-

ic and unknown until we realize that history has constituted

it "as the concrete emblem of a general manner of being.rrzr0

There is no ahistorical rrl.rr Consciousness is introjected

social proeess, internal ized everyday intentional ity. As

Edward Ha I I conc I udes, rrV'lhat has been thought of as m i nd i s

aetual ly internal ized culture.tt2el

2es Kurt H. Wolff, Sur r ender and Catch (Boston: D" Reidel
Publ i sh i ng Co", 1976) p. 1\5

296 l,laurice llerleau-Ponty, Visible and lnvis-ible.
Lefort (ed.) trans. Alphonso Lingis (Evanston,
Northwestern Universi ty Press, 1968) p. 1\5

C I aude
lllinois:

Edward T. Hal l, Beyond Cul ture (Garden Ci ty, New York:
Anchor Books, 1976) p. 192

297
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Sartrers statement is as true for the cultural historian

as for the phys i c i st:

The only theory of knowledge
today is one which is founded
crophys i cs: the exper i menter
per imental syster¡. tr.

which can be valid
on that truth of mi-
is a part of the ex-

The social structures which in-form the classical "1" make

this so. Social history reticulates the rrfleshil into a

I ife-world. A structural critique of Cuìtural forms at-

tempts to penetrate the depth of that network aff i I i at i on

and to widen the 'rinner duality of the signrrto include

every area of C/cultural adaptation within its scope.

ln this chapter we have looked at the birth of structuraì

criticism in Linguistics and Sociology of Knowledge. The

structural approach to cuìture discovered, contrary to l'larx,

that materiaì necessity does not suppress the meaning of its
societyrs ideal forms. llaterial necessity "signifies" cul-

tural forms and lends them a force resembl ing an immutable

and eternal law.

Weber and Saussure made a decisive advance over the old

Enl ightenment, rrhuman end- in- itself ,'r wh ich had I imited

I'tarxrs analysis to a denunciation of cultural negation.

Even So, Weberrs bri I I iant interdiscipl inary perspective

suffered from an important I imi tat i on. I'Weber 's doctr i ne of

vaIue-reIevance (or knowìedge-constitutive interests)," Roy

2e8 Jean-Pauì Sartre,
Barnes (New York:

Search for g l4ethod.
Vintage Books, 1968)

trans. Hazel E

p. 32
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Bhaskar writes, rtsuffers from the defect that it leaves the

source of values (or interests) unexplained.rrzgg Talcott

Parsons, perhaps Weber I s staunchest Eng I i sh I anguage suppor-

err admits that Weber's explanations of historical tran-

s i t ion between f orms and per iods is rather rrad hoc. rr 3 o 0

These ì imi tations reveal themselves i n the famous phrase

from WeberIs description of the Puritan iron-cage, "!gqg de-

creed that the cloak should become an iron cage." The Puri-

tanrs'rfate" was forged in a smithy Fredric Jameson has apt-

ly called, 'rthe political unconscious.rr30r Weber's personal

conservatism and love for classicaì culture made it too

painful for him to dive any deeper into the problem of l'Jest-

ern culture.3o2 Contemporary structural criticism has had to

carry l*larxrs sharp eye f or the negat ion into Weber ian struc-

2 e e Roy Bhaskar, Ilg ssibilit of Natural i sm (Br i ghton,
Sussex: Harvester Press ' 1979 p.7 ì

Talcott Parsons, f!9 Soc-ioloqv of Rel iqion' trans"
Ephra im F i schoff, wi th an I ntroduct i on by Ta I cott Par-
sons (Boston: Beacon Press) p. lxvii

300
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F redr i c Jameson, f.h-g Pol i t i ca I

York: Cornel I Un ivers i tY Press
Unconscious (l thaca, New

, tgEr)

Arthur I'litzman, The lp¡ cagq (tlew York: Alf red A.
Knopf, l97O) Weberrs i ntel lectual honesty racked hi s

own I i fe I i ke an I bsen tragedy. He suffered mel anchol i c
depressions which led to intermittent institutionaliza-
tion from 1898 to 1902 (just before the publ ication of
The Protestant Ethis), suffered bouts of impotence and
struggled fitful ìy with his aristocratic attitude toward
lif e. I'titzman writes, rrWeber was a Calvinist who f eared
any lapse from steady labor bore the risk of er sch I affen
(relaxation), that loathesome condition of the damned in
general and his father in particular (p. 50)." Weber
endured the tragedy of Western culture as a pox upon his
souì. l'litzman concludes that, rrThe psychological under-
pinning of the Victorian ethic of transcendence would
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turaì inquiry in order to see what weber was loathe to ad-

m¡ t--the dialectical relations between pol i tical systems and

aesthetic experience.

have to cease or all Europe would become a madhouse (p.
304).rr Weberrs "personal ity probìems" were the result of
intel lect and courage looking i tself resolutely in the
eye.



Chapter Vl I

THE CULTURAL PARAD IGI.l

Structural ism specified two chal lenges for social histo'

ry. The first chal lenge was to broaden Heber's sociology of

knowledge in order to include other aspects of social expe-

rience like aesthetics, the workpìace' sexuality, the fami-

ly, and recreation and leisure. ln Eike Gebhardt and Andrew

Arato' s words, th i s cha I I enge meant, "to move beyond þJeber

in the spirit of lçlarx.rr3o3 lt meant adding l'[arxrs impeccabìe

eye for negat i on to Weber ' s structura I soc i ol ogy. Re i ch '

Fromm and Perls continued the psychological dimension of

structural analysis. Braverman' Nobìe, and l'laccoby have

studied the workplace. Yeo, Thompson and Ewen have done ex-

cel lent work in the areas of recreation and leisure.

These outstanding examples ought to have stimulated rec-

ognition of a second problem which is equally as important

to discipl inary research. This is the chal lenge which was

inspired most directly by the work and example of Ferdinand

Weber's "key concepts rrr Andrew Arato wr i tes, rrprovi de
the cul tural and pol i tical context of the ' i ron cage'
that l'larx Iargely neg lected " " . I t was to be the un-
solved task of Lukacs and all of critical l'larxism to use
Weber against flarxist orthodoxy and yet to move beyond
Weber in the spirit of I'larx.'r Andrew Arato and Eike Ge-
bhardt (ed.) Thq tssential Frankfurt School Reader (New

York Urizen Books, .l978) p. ì91
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de Saussure. Saussurers first love

original contribution to research was

clarif ication of general methodologicaì

nitive paral lel ismrr between Weber and

the inescapabìe tandem relation between

the d i scuss i on of methodol ogy.

208

was teach i ng and h i s

the expl anat i on and

prob I ems . The rrcog-

Saussure demonstrates

primary research and

weber and saussure did both empirical and methodological

research' but weberrs forte was the production of numerous

historical i I lustrations of structural relationships.

Saussurers forte was the explanation and clarification of

structural methodology. The second structural chaì ìenge

passed on to us by the founders of structuralism is to broa-

den the methodoìogieal ciiscussion begun by saussure ín order

to include other aspects of social experience in addition to

language. To amend Gebhardt and Arato's formula quoted ear-

ì ier, this chal lenge means 'rto move beyond weber in the

spirit of l'larx," with the clarity and pìain prose precision

of Saussure.

Regrettably, the methodological investigations which ful-
fiìl this second chalìenge have not been as widely read, ap-

preciated or appl ied as the empirical research which has

broadened structural ismrs outreach. This situation is an-

other profound paradox, because without a common language

wi th wh i ch to share d i scover i es, debate conc ì us i ons and con-

versational ly develop ideas, ctitical inquiry stagnates or

degenerates into quibbles.
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This chapter highl ights two of the most important post-

Weberian structural ists, whose contribution to methodology

has made structural analysis so clear, so intrinsic to

scholarship and most importantly' so conversational ly acces-

sible, that the fragmentation of consciousness characteris-

tic of Enì ightenment culture, becomes untenable. These two

important twentieth century contributors to structural meth-

odology are Thomas Kuhn and Gregory Bateson.

Kuhn's and Batesonsrs work has been i ntensel y apprec i ated

by a smalì coterie of scholars, has been more widely debated

by an eclectic cross-section of historians and sociologists

of knowledge, but has never been synthesized as part of an

historical development in the history of ideas. lt is to

that synthesis which we now turn.

ln this century, the urgency of the relation between con-

sciousness and society has generated concrete techniques for

diaìectical representation and anaìysis. A "cognitive par-

al lel ismrr of dialectical discourses has developed in symboì-

ic logic, ct itical sociology, phenomenology and communica-

t i on psycho I ogy . However , the textua I dens i ty of these

speciaìty areas sometimes proves taxing. The special ity

discourses of critical theory have not always developed in

full consciousness of the need to teach and persuade" ln

other instances' especial ly psychology, a ful I grasp of the

critical text may require practical experiences which are
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not readi ly avai lable. For at least these two reasons, the

paradigm model is preferable to these other, more special-

ized and existential ly incìusive discourses, such as Sartre-

an phenomenology, Lacanian psychology or the l'larxist sociol-

ogy of Raymond Wi ì I i ams.

ln cultural studies the not inconsiderable disagreement

over this matter derives in large part from a misrepresenta-

tion of what is real ly unknowable about the aesthetic expe-

rience. Though personal taste may defy explanation, the

symbol ic forms of an era are historicaì documents which man-

ifest a high degree of structural simi ìarity. The American

sociologist, Robert Nisbet, observes, ,tThere are, quite evi-

dentiy, 'paradigms¡ in Kuhn,s sense, in the history of lit-
erature and all the arts.rrso4

Thomas Kuhn's The Strqcture of Sc i ent i f i c Revolutions

outl ¡nes a basic phenomenology of the socio-somatic inter-
section characteristic of perceptual eras in general and

aesthetic events in particular. Kuhn's concept of histori-
cal paradigms surpasses the false dual isms of classical,

I i near expl anat i on. 3 o 5

3oa Robert Nisbet, Socioloqy as an Art Form (New York: Ox-
ford Press, 1976) p. 3t

Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions,
lnternationat e nãñl"ped',a of Gif i"a S"iencilvol. lt
#Z (Chicago: University of Chicago press, 1962) 'rClosehistorical investigation of a given specialty at a given
time discloses a set of recurrent and quasi-standard i l-
lustrations of various theories in their conceptual, ob-
servational and instrumental appl ications. These are

305



D i scuss i ng the rel at i on

changes of world-view' Kuhn

of perceptua I revol ut ¡ on

notes the rrswitch in visual

2lr

to

ges-

thetaltrr3o6 which transforms the uninitiated student into

knowi ng sc i ent i st:

Looking at a contour map' the student sees lines
on paper, the cartographer a picture of a terrain.
Look i ng at a bubb I e-chamber photograph, the stu-
dent sees confused and broken I ines, the physicist
a record of fami I iar subnuclear events.3oT

The scientistrs vision has been accultured to a new way of

seeing. Neither the nature of his environment nor the in-

struments of science have, by themselves, fixed this new

perceptual gestalt. lt "is determined jointly,rr Kuhn

writes, "by the environment and the particular normal-scien-

tific tradition that the student has been trained to pur-

sue."3os A dialectical process between nature and technique

has produced a new perceptual relation.

One of the most important appl ications of Kuhn's work in-

dicates how bad problem solving habits creep into discipl i-

nary judgment. Kuhn argues that the dialectical process of

a "switch in visual gestalt'r has been flattened out from

historical consciousness by textbook misrepresentation.

Linear historicism has dematerial ized the perceptual revolu-

the community's paradigms, reveaìed in its textbooks,
I ectures, and I aboratory exerc i ses (p. 43) . .'

306 lbid., p. lll
307 lbid"

308 lbid., p. ll2
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tion which lies behind scientific discovery. Linear

explanation attributes a false inevitabi I ity to science,

hiding the nature of its achievements under a teleological

f aì lacy which makes invisible the revolutionary rrswitchesrt

in perception that make scientific discoveries possible.

This teleolgical fal ìacy makes the reaì revolutionary quaì i-
ty of science invisible, because it denies the structural

reaì ity of era-breaking, paradigmatic revolutions in the

hi story of scientif ic consciousness.

Linear misrepresentation not only mystifies real process-

€S, but it actually threatens scientific progress. r'lf po-

sitivistic restrictions are taken I iteral 1y,,, Kuhn writes,

"the mechanism that tells the scientific community what

problems may lead to fundamental change must cease to func-

tion.rr3oe The humanist heart of Kuhn's important book expos-

es a dangerous contradiction at the center of conventional

j udgment .

Kuhn has located a dialectical process which appì ies, not

only in science, but in a number of seemingly unrelated

f i el ds. Wi th i n seven years after Sci ent i f i c Revol utions

Kuhn had real ized some of the other impl ications of his

work:

ln much of the book the term rrparad igm'r is used in
two different senses. 0n the one hand, it stands
for the ent i re constel I at i on of bel i efs, Vâ I ues,
techniques, and so on shared by the members of a

309 lbid., p. l0l
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given community. 0n the other, it denotes one sort
of element in that constel lation, the concrete
puzzle-solutions which, êfiployed as models or ex-
amples, can replace expl icit rules as a basis for
the solution of the remaining puzzles of normaì
science.3ro

The larger impl ication of Kuhnrs historical discovery is

that perception acts out a circular relation between the two

kinds of paradigms he described. The general constellation

of I'beIiefsr VêrIues, techniques, and so onr" are therrso-

ciological paradigm." The modeìs or exampìes of rrconcrete

puzzl e-sol ut i onsrr are the parad i gm of '¡exempl ary past

achievements.rr The relation between the two kinds of para-

digms are significant. The sociologicaì paradigm organizes

meaning and significance whi le the exemplary paradigm sup-

ples the concrete object through which meaning is passed.

3ro lbid., rrPostscript to the .l970 Edition," p. 175 The
word, paradigm, can generally be applied in one of three
d i fferent ways:

The rrexemp I ary parad i gm, " mean i ng a concrete
techn i que or exper i menta I model .

2

3

The theoretical concept, paradigm' as
tico-deductive modelrr which advances
hension of dialectical process"

a I'hypothe-
the compre-

The historical paradigm:
era of perception.

a temporal I y determi ned

The text uses the phrase, "coRcept of the paradigm" or
rrstrueture of the paradigm'r when referr¡ng to the theo-
reticaì concept, paradigm, as a deductive model wi th
which to deduce historical general izations about the re-
lation between perception and society. rrParadigmrr or
'rour parad i gm" refers to the h i stor i ca I parad i gm: an era
of perception ordered under a certain relation of pro-
duction and perpetuated by the intentional system appro-
pr i ate for those rel at i ons. The rremempl ary parad i gmil i s
also called a rrconcrete puzzle-solution" or an rrexempla-
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Kuhn shows that when the basis of judgment shifts away

from a systemic evaluation of the effectiveness of the larg-

êrr ilsociological paradigm'r and reì ies only upon the model

of exempl ary past ach i evements, extremel y del eter i ous ef-

fects may result. Such analysis constitutes a practical re-

versal and blockage of the method by which science makes

progress. Kuhn wr i tes:

When that occurs, the community wi I I inevitably
return to someth i ng much I i ke i ts pre-parad i gm

state, a condition in which al I mémbers practice
science but in which their gross product scarcely
resembles science at aì l.3rr

Kuhn explains the larger'rsociological paradigmrr using as

an example the difference between Einsteinian and Newtonian

nhr¡ci¡c Tha o¡ian¡a ¡lana f ram tla¡.r+an +¡ E i^-+^i^ ^--¡.'^t 1.,yttr¿tv¿. I vttt ttuwLvtt Lv Ltt¡ÞLÉttt gt gqvqt t¡

accumulated anomal ies which could not be explained under the

old Newtonian system. The key symptom of impaired judgment

was that known anomal ies in Newtonrs universe were not con-

sidered significant. They were dismissed as special cases.

Anomaly could not be discriminated unti I science broke out

of the mechanical general paradigm and questioned its norma-

tive idea of the nature of matter.3l2 Kuhn was concerned

ry model .'¡

3II lbid., p. l0l Every i ntel lectual specia l i ty undergoes
per i ods of regress i on to i ts "pre-parad i gmat i c state,rl
during which the problem-solving abi I ity of the special-
ity is dormant and the work dupl icates rrexemplary past
achievements.rr Such is unequivocal ly the case for clas-
sical music and probably for several other humanities
',li-^iÃt iÁÃê I il,^ E^^l i^l. I i+^--+,,E^ -,'ãÃ+?+^*?..^ c^^:-srrvrl¿r rrter I tNç LttgI tètr Lt Lst qLqt 9, guqltLl LqLlvg JUut -

oìogy and I ntel lectual Hi story.
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that contemporary judgment may be impaired in science, and

h/e are concerned that the same may aìso be true in the study

of cu I ture 
"

ln the Kuhnian model, meaning is a social and instrumen-

tal gestalt. A perceptual revolution does not emerge from

only a new mathematics or a set of different laws. Simulta-

neously with the new language with which to describe real ity

Kuhn bel ieves that, rrWe have had to al ter the fundamental

structural elements of which the universe is composed.rr3r3

The h i story of sc i ence i nd i cates that new parad i gms rarel y

derive from the extrapolation of old methods. New achieve-

ments ar i se from an al tered vi ew of fundamental structural

elements. The exemplary paradigm (concrete puzzle-solu-

tions) is only one pole of synthesis. Fol lowing it imita-

tively only leads to the closure of the symbol ic system.

Ptolemaic epicycles and permutations i I lustrate the I imita-

tions of I inear judgment on a cosmic scale. The symbolc

system strangles itself in exceptions and special cases.

3r2 lb¡d. Some scientists still attempt to classify New-
ton¡s Laws as'ra special case of the laws of relativis-
tic mechanics." The only way this logical sleight of
hand works i s by I imi ti ng the appl i eation of knowl edge
to the domain of what is already known. "A similar ar-
gument will suffiee for any theory that has ever been
successful ly appl ied to any range of phenomena at al I

(p. roo).,'

3rs lbid., p. 102
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Cultural studies has a similar problem with ilconcrete

puzzle-solutionsrr and I'exemplary past achievements.tr lmita-

tion and linear historicism generate the same breakdown in

coping abi I ity. Wielding the exemplary model in isolation

suppresses the perceptual dialectic which informs the cre-

ative lswitch in visual gestalt." ln cultural studies, as

in the history of science, Fêlying exclusiveìy upon the ex-

emplary paradigm impairs judgment. The evolution of the cul-

ture form and the effectiveness of its probìem-solving abi l-
ity are foreclosed. The exemplary past achievement becomes

a kind of positivistic rrtotem,, to critical consciousness.

The perceptual dialectic Kuhn calls the ,rswitch in visual

gestaltrr is a scientific revolution when it changes the per-

ception of nature, a formal revolution when it changes the

patterns and styles of art and a pol ¡tical revolution when

it occurs in social history. The dialectical process in-

forming the perception of real ity is simi lar. The process

of myst i f i cat i on and forec I osure of consc i ousness can be

similar, also.

The exemplary model can be

ity of perfection-- Stal inism

imi tation for judgment. By

cally, it can only discover

question of systemic relation

gestalt between a body proper

and den i ed.

used to substitute the barbar-

of the soul. lt substitutes

represent i ng progress themat i -

what is already there. All

is foreclosed. The perceptual

the social context is severed
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The problem Kuhn illustrated in the history of science is

shared by many other academic discourses. The I inear cìo-

sure of systemic relation is acted out in many different

ways and at many different levels. The exempìary paradigms

of performance praxis in the Fine Arts, of genre writing in

the Humanities, and of style in the ìiterary arts are in-

voked as if they were a transcendentaì basis for judgment.

The exemplary model is only an old shoe, a comfort to be

measured onìy by its suitability. ln anomaly-filled situ-

ations where it is not appl icable; or in historical circum-

stances where it no longer fits, it shouìd be temporari ìy

suspended or even, thrown away. Sentimental ity for the form

cloaks a cleverly disguised wi I ì to power. lts motto be-

comes Anton von Webernrs, rrTo live is to defend a form.rr¡r¿

Theodore Adorno ca I I ed Webern's att i tude the I anguage of

hope. ln a bitter way Adorno was correct. Defending an ex-

emplary form is indeed to hope: to hope that historical

problems stay the same, to hope that affectivi ty' sentiment

and common kindness are immanent and reflexive' to hope that

old rrpuzzle-solutions'r wi I I always f it new chal Ienges. Hope

for the exemplary form is sometimes half-hope or less.

P i aget conf i rms one of Kuhnr s bas i c tenets about para-

d igms. rtVa I id knowìedge, rr P ¡aget wr i tes, 'r is never in a

Hans lloldenhauer and Rosa I een flo Idenhauer 'bern (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 197Ð p.
Anton von We-

5BE-
3r4
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state and always forms a process.rrgts Knowledge of the para-

digm means knowledge of a process in operation, not a form

in appl ication. The difference is not hair-spl itting, but a

vi tal one to practical consciousness.

The paradigm model of dialectical adaptation and social

change bui lds closeìy upon the conventional vocabulary of

formal ideal ism and Enl ightenment dissent. Because of its
close relation to the tradit¡onal vocabulary, the structure

of the paradigm bridges the cognitive gap between I inear and

dialectical reason. Through the paradigm model of structur-

al relation and change, traditional I inear language can be

opened up to incìude a phenomenoìogy of culture.

Thomas Kuhn was led to investigate the structure of sci-

entific paradigms because he feared too many contradictions

u/ere accumulating in the structure and practice of scientif-
ic research. Though the history of his special ity gave Kuhn

every confidence that the accumulation of contradiction

would eventual ly raise consciousness, he hoped that a struc-

tural explanation of the phenomenology of scientific judg-

ment would I ighten the inevitable burden of accumulated er-

ror. His hope is a reasonable one.

Jean Pi aget, Psychology and Epi stemoloqy. trans. Arnold
Rosin (New York: Penquin Books, l97l) pp. 7-B

3t5
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ln the dialectical model Kuhn described, the evolution of

knowìedge is very different from the orthodox' I inear one.

For Kuhn, meaning defines an existential relation. ln the

I inear model, meaning refers to a pre-given form or a pre-

g iven ideal wh ich is r¡d iscovered" as if it existed al I

along, outside temporal relations. Kuhnrs systemic model is

flexible and relative, the I inear one is formal and fixed.

ln the Kuhnian model, significance does not split into a

subjective and objective polarization. The act of meaning

is a creative synthesis, in which perception acts out an ex-

istential gestalt. l'leaning is'rperformed" upon the external

world. ln the I inear model, meaning is an epiphany' a reve-

lation.

The central concept of the paradigm has been subjected to

many i nterpretat ions. Accord i ng to l'largaret lilasterman ' Kuhn

uses the word in over 20 different ways.3r6 The Soviet stat-

istician and phi Iosopher of scÌence, V. V. Nal imov summa-

rizes the discussion of the paradigm by VJatkins, Toulmin,

Pearce Wi I I iams, Popper and P. K. Feyerabend and concludes

that:

A paradigm is, in my understanding, a stabilizing
selection, i.e., a protective mechanism shieìding
at a certain stage of its development some trend
from pol lution or from spreading into lateral in-
ferti ìe areas" At another stage, it may hamper

f'largaret l'lasterman, rrThe Nature of
cism and the Growth of Knowledge'

the Parad i g
Proceed i nqs

mrrrCriti-
of the I n-

ternationaì Coì loquium in the Phi losophv of Science, l.
Lakatos and A. llusgrave (ed.) (cambr i dge: cambr i dge
University Press, 1970)

3r6
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the emergence of new trends.3r?

Nal imov is emphasizing Kuhnrs "sociologicaltr definition of

the paradigm rather than its secondary definition as an ex-

emplary ttpuzzl e-solving'¡ model. ln Nal imov and Kuhnrs

broadest def i n i t i on of the term, the parad i gm provi des an

ultimate criterion of acceptable I imits for knowledge. lt
is the ultimate variable whích determines the range of em-

pirical variables, the relation which defines al I sub-rela-

t i ons, etc.

Kuhnrs and Nal imov's level of logical abstraction re-

quires a passage from the rigid Archimedean ideal ism of ab-

solute objectivity to a tolerance for historical and, for

that matter, perceptual, relativity. We now know that all
knowledge has built into it what Naìimov calls t'the notion

of significance ìevel.rr318 Any iltruth'r tacitly contains a

proviso which, if it were verbalized in the language of sta-

tistics, would read:

For the significance level we have chosen, the
divergence between our model and observational re-
sults is not statisticalìy signif¡cant.rre

The paradigm is the word for this conventional significance

level, a level which in most caseso wê do not ehose but by

which we have been unconsciously culturalìy inscribed.

3r7 V. V. Nal imov, Faces of
ty C i ty Sc i ence Center,

3i8 ibid., p. 7

3re lbid.

(Ptri la¿elphia: Universi -
ì0

Sc i ence
leEilr
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Nalimov believes that the "implicit but universally un-

derstood conventions forming the paradigm," means that even

"the language of mathematical statistics is not context

free.rr32o lt would appear that to both Kuhn and Naì imov the

paradigm opens a discussion of how a social context pene-

trates communication and research. The potentiaì value of

such a discussion to any number of traditional humanities

discipì ines would seem self -evident. I'The paradigm be-

comesr" Nal imov wr i tes, "the foundation on which we base

judgments on the nature of our knowledge.ttgzr Thê nature of

knowledge, the question of epistemology, leads from the par-

adigm back to an anaìysis of experience. Through this con-

cept, then, Iogic is perm¡tted access to the signification

system of an epoch.

Kuhnrs work opened this heretofore neglected area of his-

toriography. However, Stephen Touìmin adds an important

qual ification to the structural concept of paradigmatic rev-

olution which Kuhn has developed. Toulmin points out that

the term trrevolutionil indicates unusuaì ly rrprofound and pre-

cipitate" transfers of authority or conceptual change.3z2

Toulmin objects that' practically speaking:

32o lbid", p. l3

32r lbid., p. I

322 Stephen Toulmin,
Jersey: Pr i nceton

Human Understand i nq (Pr i nceton,
Un i vers i ty Press , 1972) p. 126

New
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At an expl anatory I evel , the d i fferences
normal and revolutionary change turn out
I ittle real theoretical signíficance.323

between
to have

The historical structure of paradigmatic change íncorpo-

rates within itself a hidden, but fundamental dual ity. When

the paradigm shifts, not onìy does the¡rfunctional interac-

tion'r between person and worìd change, but the'rorganiza-

tional structurerr of the I ife-world changes also.32a Regard-

ing this crucial question of actual historical change,

Toulmin reminds us that paradigm changes do not enter histo-

ry in Kuhnrs ideal-typical form. New perspectives are grad:

ua I I y shaped by the chang i ng i nteract i on between theory and

practice. Paradigm shi fts do not suddenly appear ful ly ar-

med like Athena f rom Teus' brain. They slor.¡ly sediment

within the disciplinary competition to explain and manage

the I ife-world.325

Paradigms compete for the right to social authority based

upon their expìanatory power and accuracy. Real istical ly,

Toulmin arguesr we have to recognize that this competition

usual ly proceeds at glacial speed. Toulmin concludes that

signÌficant changes in the era of perception are not experi-

enced as revolutions in the way the individual sees and com-

prehends his world. The changes within the 'intel lectual

323 lbid., p. lì8

324 lhi¡l -- n- )^a'-'- - , -' --¿
32s lbid., pp. l9l, 300-307
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ecologyil between mind and method evolves so gradually that

personal identity is rarely confronted by complete paradigm

sh i fts and total changes i n wor ld-vi ew.

Toulmin argues that Kuhnrs history of paradigmatic change

describes an ideal history, not a social one. The individu-

al experience of paradigmatic change usually does not take

the form of a sudden conversion or overnight intel lectual

revolution. Sudden dramatic and revolutionary changes are

the exception, not the rule. ln nearly all cases' Toulmin

writes, rrThe rational continuity of the subject has been

preserved throughout those changes.326 ln practical experi-

ence, perceptual revolution progresses in such a uray that'

"one can no longer disentangle the dialectiç.tt32'r

Toulmin's conclusions indicate that the concept of the

paradigm remains merely descriptive and theoretical unless

it contributes to a positive methodological change which has

lbid., p. 154326

327 lbid., p. 307 See in support of Toulmin, Arthur Koest-
ler, Tlre Sleepwalkers, A Historv of Hanrs Chanqinq Vi-
sion of the llnjJ-el-ge. (London: Penguin Books, 1959) Co-

þernicus added epicycles to Ptolemyrs system (p. 195).
'rThe fact that the earth moves is almost an incidental
matter in the system of Copernicus"".There is a well-
known say i ng that l'larx I turned Hege I ups i de down. I Co-
pernicus did the same to Ptolemy; in both cases, the re-
versed author i ty rema i ned the bane of the d i sc i pl e (p.
2l|c*215)"" Kepìer, "by three incorrect steps and their
even more incorrect defence, stumbled on the correct
law. lt is perhaps the most amazing sleepwalking per-
formance in the history of science (p. 33Ð.rr The first
modern cosmologists did not real ize the significance of
their achievement.
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developed gradual ìy and organicaì ly out of previous methods

and earl ier axioms. cultural studies and the history of the

Fine Arts would be particularly benefited by a methodology

based upon the paradigmatic aproach, but in order for the

concept of the paradigm to be something more than ideal ly

descriptive, the structure of paradigmatic process has to

add to the methodology of historical analysis. The opportu-

nity Kuhn presents structural analysis is to understand the

paradigm in a way that disentangles the dialectic between

the body proper and its social context.

We bel ieve that discipl inary appl ications of formal

structural analysis can benefit from re-reading Kuhn a la
Touimin in order to extract a methodological 

"orrun." ,rot
Kuhnrs ideal-typical description of paradigmatic revolution.

Although Kuhn's description of paradigmatic change is cor-

rect, the diaìectical structure of such changes can only be

explained as a unified relation between consciousness and a

social situat¡on. lf the concept of the paradigm is to be a

unifying one for a structural approach to cultural studies,

the concept must comprehend dialectical processes in their

social totality and it must reveal the phenomenological re-

Iation between individual consciousness and the historical
parad i gm i n wh i ch that consc i ousness has been themat i zed and

embedded.
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ln the paradigmatic cycle which Kuhn documents, a pheno-

menological unity between individual consciousness and the

historical epoch emerges at the beginning and the end of the

I ife cycle of the paradigm. ln between these two historical

moments of cultural synchronization, the dialectic of per-

ception becomes disordered. This ferti le' but emotional ly

disruptive, interregnum takes the form of a period of both

emotional and inteì lectual turmoi I surrounding the estab-

I ishment of a new normative theory.328 After the disintegra-

tion of the old perceptual gestalt which had been based upon

the internal ization of the old paradigm, the new normative

paradigm, having been internal ized to become a field of per-

ception, reconstructs a new v{ay of seeing which becomes the

seed bed for the accumulation of anomaly that inevitably

starts the cycle aì I over again. Thus there exists a "gen-

eral grammar" in the Kuhnian model which breaks down into

four practical stagess

l. The discovery of anomaly (against the agreed-upon

background of the old normative paradigm)

2, Disorientation (a symptom of the breakdown of the old

perceptual gestalt)

32a Kuhn, Scientific Revol ut i ons, Under the duress of the
breakdown of the Neh,tonian universe, E i nstei n wrote, " l t
was as if the ground had been pulled out from under one,
with no firm foundation to be seen anywhere, upon which
one could have bui It (p. 83) ""
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Argumentat i on over and attempted art i cul at i on of a

new paradigm

The internalization of a new paradigm (a 'rswitch in

visual gestaltr')

These four stages pair off into two categories of experi-

ence within the I ife cycle of a paradigm of percept¡on. ln

stages one and four, perception has been ordered by an es-

tabl ished level of signification with its corresponding per-

ceptua I gesta I t . Stage one percept i on encounters gaps i n

the old perceptual gestal t and stage four perception re-

solves them under the aegis of a new perceptual system. ln

both of these cases perception occurs against the background

created by the existence of a paradigm.

The gaps which stage one perception discovers appear ac-

cidently, as serendipitous spin-off from the normative ap-

pl ication of the old paradigm of perception. These anoma-

I ous gaps take two forms r rìê i ther of wh i ch can be

distinguished at first from a perturbation in the research

environment. At stage one, both exceptions to the rule and

phenomena which defy classification cause the investígator

to assume that he is the problem and that he must refine his

research techn i ques. I n the presence of anoma I y, the re-

searcher cannot be sure whether his task is to redefine the

nature of the problem (break out of the old paradigm of per-

ception) or refine his approach within the limits of the old

3

4
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This battle is usual ly fought out pre-consciously

investigator concerns himself with techniques and

ln effect, the application of a method aìways begins with

an ad hoc decision of which the investigator remains una-

ware. The investigator must always decide whether the di-

rection of his work will affirm (stage four) or disaffirm

(stage one) the normat ive parad i gm under wh ich other v',ork i n

his special ity is being carried out. Since this decision is

a tacit one, determined pre-consciously, or perhaps even im-

posed bureaucratical ly upon the researcher, it is usual Iy a

conservative one to affirm the old paradigm. The researcher

is led to hope that the task of knowledge in his speciality

remains at the stage four level, the conservative stage in

the life cycle of the paradigm of perception. Thís buiìt-in

bias on behalf of conservation and internal ization makes

traditionaì and intergenerational communication possible

within special ities, but it aìso (at certain strategic

points) thwarts growth, development and change. This struc-

tural bias on behalf of the old paradigm can become a struc-

tural problem in the nature of knowledge. At the end of the

twentieth century many Humanities disciplines face this

structural problem in the organization of their research and

teaching. 0vercoming this problem presents a severe chal-

lenge because the inevitable anomal ies encountered along the

way send epi stemologicaì shudders al I through the conven-
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tional knowledge system. The disorientation and debate of

stages two and three in the I ife cycle of the paradigm can

be very perplexing. Their existence is proof enough for the

real ity of Hegel's rrunhappy consciousness.rr¡zg

The middle, 'runhappyil catgories of the paradigmatic I ife

cycìe comprise the transitional phases of the paradigm and

are symptomatic of the old world picture dissolving and be-

ing replaced. This phase is often a difficult emotional ex-

perience, made all the more so because the individual does

not understand the revoì ut i on to wh i ch he i s contr i but i ng.

ln this category, research and investigation describe a div-

ergence from the premises of the old paradigm in quest of a

larnar an¡{ m^FA in¡ìrroirra lraaiê f^F -¡i-^?^I:^^-., ?,.1--^-¡rvr vrÐvtPt rttqt J JuugiltçilL.

At this point another pecul iar weakness of ì inear language

is confirmed. Although new paradigms are generated out of

disorientation and debate, logical and intel lectual repre-

sentation of paradigmatic development usual ly begins at ei-

ther stage one or three. ln this regard, another, even more

significant aspect of the ì ife cycle of the paradigm can be

i I I ustrated.

A spatial representation markedly alters the relation of

the stages in the cycle (See below, FiS. 6.1). A qualita-

tive relation now appears between elements one and three,

and elements two and four. spatial Iy, disorientation exists

32e See nn. 66-67



on the same plane as internal ization. Stages

exhibit the same axiaì simi ìarity.

Figure 6.1: The Life Cycle of the Paradigm of
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one and three

Percept i on

l. Anomaly

4. lnternal ization 2. Disorientatíon

3. Redefinition

This new relation is not a trick of visual re-arrangement.

Although I inearly, the odd and even stages in the cycle be-

long to different logical moments, they are qual itatively

the same class of experience. The odd numbers in the cycle

are intellectual experiences and the even numbers are emo-

tional ones. The circle illustrates a basic tension within

the I ife-eycìe of the paradigm. A qual itative discontinuity

occurs between the logic of the linear order lined up in se-

quence and the value of each step within that sequence. This

tension defines a basic structural relation which is violat-

ed again and again in conventional I inear approches to cul-

tural studies.

A I inear, descriptive narrative glosses over the dialec-

tical relation batween the two different types of experience"

rrExplanationrrfinds itself limited to either the intellectu-

al forms or the emotional processes of the I ife cycle of the
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paradigm without being abìe to adequately define an histori-
cal relation between them. A logical narrative emerges

which conceals from itself its own locus of value. As Nali-

mov emphasizes in his discussion of the I iterature of the

philosophy science, 'rlt refìects only what is indubitably

acknowledged by the existing paradigm."rso The innate,

structural conservatism of this approach has been most se-

vereìy criticized by Lacan:

I t i s not on I y the subj ect, but the subj ects to
whom we return here; in other words our ostriches,
grasped ¡n their intersubjectivi ty, who I ine up,
and who, more docile than sheep, model their very
being on the moment of the signifying chain which
traverses them.33r

Unawareness, a negative moment in knowledge has a palpable,

transformative action upon its world. classical logic has

no space for this action through absence. lgnorance of the

paradigm permits an editing of the phenomenal world which

always ends up rrdiscoveringrrits own preconceptions in the

linear passage of its own predetermined ideals.

Examp l es from i ndustry and sc i ence are numerous. When

Frank Whittle presented his design of a jet engine, he was

met with a massive indifference from the industriaì bureauc-

racy. They were interested in new problems like better pis-

tons and variable pitch propellers. As a result, ilNone of

lbid., p. ll8330

jacques Lacan, i'Seminar on the Purìoined Letterril Aesth-
etics Todav. l'lorris Phiìipson and paul J. Gudel (ed.)
(New York: New American Library, l98O) p. 399
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the f ive ear I i est turbo-jet developments of Germany'

Britain, and the United States was initiated within an es-

tabl ished aircraft f¡rm.'r332 Nal imov cal ìs this absurdity,

"prejudice armed wi th logic,r' and recaì ls one of the most

famous examples of the power of the paradigm over perception

in the history of science and technology. Almost five years

passed before i t was genera ì ì y accepted that the Wr i ght

brothers had flown at Kitty Hawk:

After al ì , who were the Wr i ght brothers to make
such a claim when the most learned professors had
¡'provedrr that powered f 1 i ght was imposs ib I e. 3 3 3

The rare candor of Nobel prize winner, Albert Szent-Gyorgyi,

under I i nes the I arger poi nt:

A discovery must be, by definition, at variance
with existing knowìedge. During my I ifetime, I

have made two. Both were rejected offhand by the
popes of the field.334

The structure of knowl edge systems protects i tsel f from

hare-brained crackpots, but at the same time it risks insu-

lating itself from growth and changs.33s

332 Wil I iam H. Whyte, The Orqanization l'lan (New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1956) p. 216

333 Nal imov, Science p. 230

Edward T. Hall, Beyond Çlllgre (New York: Anchor Press,
1976) p. 125

334

Robert E, 0rnstein, The Psvcholoqv of Consciousness (San
Francisco¡ W. H. Freeman, 1972) 'r0ur assumptive world
is conservative....We pay the price of a certain con-
servatism and resistance to new input in order to gain a
measure of stabi I i ty in our personal consciousnesses (p.
3) ."

335
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The conservatism of the paradigm is necessary, but the

qual itative relation between the two disjunct pairs within

its life cycle suggests a principle by means of which to

overcome this conservatism and transfer the concept of the

paradigm into cultural studies. The iRternal pairing of

qualitative moments in the life cycle of the paradigm pro-

vides an interdiscipì inary point of reference through which

to apply the paradigm concept to cultural studies. The dis-
junct pairs within the paradigm point out a way to overcome

the methodological problem of extending the paradigm concept

from science into the study of culture.

The procedure by means of which science demonstrates its
ll+-,,+1.-ll i^ ^^+ ^..-: l-Lr- ¡^ ^..rÀ..--rLr wLrrÐ rÐ rrvL ctvc¡t té¡Jtr LLJ uut Luf i/t 5Luql95. ln sçlgncg,

a researcher can rrrandomize'r uncontrol lable factors which

might prejudice the outcome of his research. Through his re-

search procedures, he can verify a perceived anomaly in his

knowledge system and col leagues, informed of the system pa-

rameters of the procedure, can corroborate the same anomaly.

The probìem of historical anomaly is much, much more in-

trenched. Scientifical ly, the historian cannot control,

randomize, or in any other way ¡'bracketrr variabìes as large

as the sociaì and pol itical ones with which he works. W¡th-

out raising a control group from the cradle, the nearest he

can come to a scientific study of cultural variables would

be to isolate a non-l/estern culture as a relativeìy control-
I^l ^-----:-^- ?L!^rsu Luilrpc¡t tseil. til¡s approacn ls nof, sclen[lTlc, þuf, lL
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does as much justice to scientific procedure as can be done

in the ttfuzzy setil of human pol itical, social and cultural

interrelations. ln order to see how the structure of the

paradigm appì ies to cuìtural studies, we need to be fami I iar

with such an example.

Gregory Bateson's Naven was written out of the need for

j ust such a control I ed compar i son. Bateson, one of the

tbrentieth century's most productive and systemical ly intel-

I igent humanists, spent a year on the Sepik River in New

Guinea doing a unique brand of anthropological field work

among the latmuì, an archaic people whose sociaì disposition

resembles the industrial West, but whose cuìtural system

functions very differently. With Naven, Bateson began accu-

mulating data which permits a systemic, working definition

of the dialectic of cultural paradigms. Fifty years ago on

the Sepik River, Gregory Bateson began to map an epistemolo-

gical horizon where phenomenology and history intersect and

the pedantic distinctions between anthropoìogy, pol itical

history and symbol ic logic disappear"

The pol itical simi larities between the latmul and the in-

dustriaì West made them an ideal control group for a compar-

ison of cultural paradigms. The latmul are a society of

I i ars and murderers who I ive i n permanent res i dences i n

large viìlges with elaborate ceremonial centers. They are

male dominated with an extensive juridicial apparatus based



on vi I lage jurisdiction and nepotism.

social traits are debating and fighting.

23t+

Thei r most cher i shed

One of the most important rites of passage among the lat-

mul males is to commit a homicide. Bateson even reported

one case where a man wore this ceremonial mark of distinc-

tion for kill¡ng his own wife. l,lany murderous vendettas be-

gin in the debates in which the latmul take great civic

pride. An latmul male may violate any tribal taboo if he is

a powerful enought debater and fighter. Faced with such a

dynamic society of I'go-getters,rr Bateson¡s initial concern

was to discover how they kept from destroying themselves.

This initial question, of courser put the t/estern observer

immediately upon home ground. rr6

Batesonrs logical problem was to bridge the enormous par-

adox between the emotional tone of latmul society and its

relative demographic stability. He proceeded on the assump-

tion that a society must be structured by a rtcoherent, log-

ical scheme which may be constructed by the scientist fit-

ting together the various premises of the culture.rrg3?

The prînciple cultural activity of the latmul is a civie

ceremony ca I I ed Naven wh i ch i s performed to honor the

ach ievements of the matur i ng ch i I dren. V.lhenever a re la-

336 Gregory Bateson,
1936) pp. 126-7 E 9r

Naven (Cambr idge: Cambr idge Press,

33? lbid., pp. 109 f,25
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tivers child performs a standard social act for the first

time in its I ife, the occasion may be celebrated by the

childrs designated adult Naven leader. The child being ce-

lebrated and the adult ceìebrant are always of the same sex.

The kínship connection between the two celebrants is a

distant one through the fami ly of the wives. The elder male

who leads a Naven celebration for a boy dresses up in the

fi lthiest female garments. lf the celebrating pair are fe-

male, the leader dresses in the smartest of male attire.

The highly idiosyncratic ceremony features institutional ized

transvestitism. The propensity to favor the idiosyncratic

and individualistic, Bateson called rrschismogenesisrr and he

used the word to describe the whole of latmul culture. The

question which fascinated Bateson was why does a schismogen-

ic society I ike the latmuì not present a significant level

of schizoid behavior.?338

Bateson¡s study i nd i cates that the most extreme sch i smo-

genetic tendencies were countervai led against to an amazing

degree by the Ngvg¡ kinship ceremonies. Bateson sketches

the dialectical balance of the latmul cultural paradigm by

first noting the permeat¡on of schismogenic attitudes into

the highest levels of social intersubjectivity and then doc-

umenting point by point how the Naven cultural ceremony is

an i nvers i on of th i s permeat i on.

338 lbid", pp. .l90-192
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ln the male dominated society where property is pased pa,

tri I ¡neal ly, congratulations are passed matri I ineal ly, even

for a homicide. Hen do not compliment each other and father-

son reìations are quite cool. ln the Naven, a significant

cousin dressed as a member of the opposite sex is the desig-

nated rrcompì imenter.rr þJhereas in normal sociaì relations,

men dominate and women are submissive, in the Naven the so-

cial roles are reversed.33e Bateson concluded that:

It is possible that this insistence on the comple-
mentary pattern in the Naven relationship is a
case of the control of a symmetrical schismogene-
sis by admixture of complementary patterns of be-
havior.3ao

latmul culture behavior performs the inestimably vaìuable

function of I imiting the degree of individual differentia-
tion which is social ly appropriate for the survival of the

col lective. Socio-economical ly the latmuls are ferocious in-

dividuaì ists, but their radical self-differentiation is I im-

i ted by a cu I tura I context of comp I ementar i ty: cu I tura I

differentiation takes the form of inverted socio-economic

behav i or .

Batesonrs ethnological study of the latmul arrives at a

very different quaì itative relationship between culture and

society than I inear logic has taught us to expect. For the

latmul, culture balances the pol itical economy. l4aking pan-

cakes, hol lowing a canoe, catching a fish, murdering a

33e lhid ñ

340 lbid., p

I I'o

270
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stranger, and so on are seized upon by the culturaì network

af f iliation, The Naven, an indigenous t¡feast of fools,rta+r

celebrates an absolute carnivaì in honor of being latmul.

ln a concrete way, the forms of latmul culture are a pro-

cess of social memory raised to the paradigmatic context of

specie survival. For this reason the rampant latmul indi-

vidual ism does not evolve absolutelyr on an eternal and for-
mal rational ity of maximization. lndividual ism is I imited

by a process of parody carried out in an equally profound

system of cultural relationships. The Naven ceremonies are

a celebration of specie kinship where normative conscious-

enss prideful ly acknowledges none. Naven summons an latmul

+^ - F^l-+:..^ ^-^^:^- :^..^---^Lv q I çtqLrve JI/ELtEÞ (-u¡tst;tuu5ilc55 dnq lor a r)rlgr I,lmg I'ng

general consciousness of rivalry and self-promotion is in-

verted in ceremonial ar^rareness of communal reality. The Na-

ven ceremonies act as culture behavior should.342

3¡[I Harvey Cox, Ibg Feast of Fools (t¡ew york: Harper and
Row, 1969) I'During the medieval era there flourished in
parts of Europe a holiday known as the Feast of Fooìs.
0n that colorful occasion, usually celebrated about Jan-
uary first, even ordinari ly pious priests and serious
townsfolk donned bawdy masks, sang outrageous ditties,
and genera I I y kept the whol e wor I d awake wi th revel ry
and satire...The Feast of Fools was never popular with
the h i gher-ups. . .But despi te the efforts of f idgety ec-
c I es i ast i cs and an outr i ght condemnat i on by the Counc i I

of Basel i n l43l , the Feast of Fool s survived unti I the
sixteenth century (p. l)." I have been told that the
British mi I itary preserves the custom of inverting al I

roles one day a year during the Christmas hol iday sea-
son.

c-- -t-^Jcc dt5u, I'ldr:inat¡ Jant tns, òIone
go: Aldine Publishing Company, 197
Spirit of the Gift" pp. 149-184

Economics (Chica-
Chapter Four, 'rThe

4.gg
2)

342

The f,laor i cu I ture acts
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The culture of the latmul ilìustrates the dialectical

structure of the paradigm. Over 40 years after his original

work on the Sepik River, Bateson described the paradigmatic

structure of his earlier analysis:

I had proceeded, without conscious planning, up an
alternating ladder from description to the vocabu-
lary of typology. But this typing of persons led
back into a study of the processes by which the
persons got that way. These processes where then
cl ass i f i ed i nto types of process types i n thei r
turn, and were named by me. The next step was from
the typ i ng of process to study the i nteract i ons
between the classified processes. This zigzag
ladder between typology on one side and the study
of process on the other is mapped thus: thus:3{3

F OR¡4

Typology of sexes
(Author i tar i an-submi ss ive)

Types of themes of
(Ceremonial role

ages and sexes)

,na"ru"ffitween themes

, na"ru.ascu 

I ture ba I ances compet i t i on)

i nvers i on of

ú
I nteractions determi ni ng
typology (Celebration of
i ndivi dual ach ievement)I

ú Descr i pt i on of act i ons
(Rival ry and Competi tion)

as a check upon their political economy. A l'laori who
expropriates the surplus value of a field, a utensi l, an
animal, etc. has been taught that this act of seìf-ag-
grandizement w¡ I I make him sick or him to
die. The quaint superstition has a profound basis in
practical social truth.

343 Gregory Bateson, l'lind and Nature (New York: Bantam
Books, 197Ð pp. 21\-215

/
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Above are the logical levels of Bateson's analysis of the

latmul cultural paradigm with my parenthetical explanations

of the stages added. The arrows mark the direction of Bate-

son's argument from simple description to the Iargest and

most inclusive paradigm of perception. Bateson continued:

The zigzag sequence of steps from form to process
and back to form provide a very powerful paradigm
for the mapping of many phenomena... We encounter
a zigzag ladder of dialectic between form and pro-
cess. [emphas i s added] I shal ì further suggest
that the very nature of percept i on fol I ows th i s
paradigm.tnn

The 'rz i gzag I adder of d ia I ect i c between form and processrl

extend i ng the concept of aprovides a practical bas i s for

stud i es.parad i gm i nto cu I tura I

The practical operation of the I ife cycle of the latmul

cultural paradigm worked something I ike this: lf the high-

est level of legitimate total ity avai lable to cultural I ife

remains anomaly free, then the morphology of latmul culture

can fol low the same age oìd pattern. When the rrinteraction

between themesrr which Bateson observed at the highest syn-

thetic leveì of the culture ceases to balance the competi-

tive (schismogenic) dynamic within latmul society, then the

forms of latmul cultural I ife wi I I change, just as the his-

tor ica'l f orms of Western culture have changed under a s imi-

lar need to resolve anomaly and restore emotional balanee.

344 lbid., p.215
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We propose that Kuhn's model of parad i gmat i c change i I -

ì ustrates the same structura I zigzag I adder as Batesonts

study of the cul tural paradi gm of the I atmul . I n the I i fe

cyc I e of Kuhnrs i dea I -typi cal parad i gm we can observe the

ttzigzag ladder'r of a similar ascending dialectical relation:

FORI4 PROCESS

lnternal ization

Redefinition

Disorientation

D i scovery of Anoma I y

When emotional experiences no longer make sense within

the large context of social adaptation and species survival,

the whole cultural paradigm must change. The discontinuous

zigzag between form and process remains, but the agenda for

each typology must al ter. Western Cul ture has passed

through several such morphological revolutions.

The seemingly ideal istic point which ought now to appear

reasonably real istic, is that artists are a societyts most

stubborn practicioners of species consciousness. Artistic
styles change in accord with the life cycle of the histori-
cal paradigm of perception. The logical difficulty is that

artists and connoisseurs--as evidenced by thei r encompassing

concern with matet'ials and techniques--work as sleepwalk-
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ers345 in the paradigm. By grasping only this technical/

formal half of the signification process, historical analy-

sis has remained mired in the Enlightenment fallacy of a

trhuman end-in-itseìf'r which assumes, on the basis of formal

appearances, that art is self-discovery and not social dis-

course "

Cu I ture, mean i ng F i ne Ar ts Cu I ture, has to be understood

as a dialectical relation which can never be I inear and me-

chanical. Cultural consciousness flows dialectically be-

tween the logical ìy incommensurate typoìogies of form and

process. The picturesque terms, '¡aestheticil and rrintel lec-

tual'r refer to these generic types in the diaìectic of para-

digmatic process. The omission, in praxis or analysis' of

one generic typology risks the subversion of the social val-

ue of the other. To understand the cultural paradigm as a

dialectic in social history' one must follow its zigzags be-

tween the discrete and the continuous, the form and the pro-

cess, the sign and what it signifies. ln this, most inclu-

sive eoncept of the paradigm, cultural forms and poì itical

processes cannot be separated from one another.346

34s see above n. 327

3á6 V. V" Naì imov observes, "l put forward the hypothesis
that our intel lectual activity takes place at two lev-
els, namely, at a discrete-logical level of language,
about which we know a ìot, and at a coRtinuous (extra-
logicaì) level which we could imagine as a continuous
stieam of consciousness. Faces of Science, p. ì82 Wi l-
I iam Jamesr metaphor is the most famous: Consciousness,
he wrote, "is nothing jointed, ¡t flows. Arriverror a
rstream' are the metaphors by which it is naturally de-
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ln ì inear anaìysis, sociaì signs and coexistant social

processes have separate essential values. Therefore, means

can be separated from ends, contexts can be separated from

objects, act can be separated from i ntent, pol i ti cs can be

separated from economics, personal ity can be separated from

profession, leisure from I ife, art from pol i tics--an endless

fragmentation of existence. And to what end? To avoid re-

spons¡bi I ity for the I ife-world. To insure that individual

I ife and its interaction wîth the world helplessly mirrors

the fragmentation of the whole.

When artistic styles change, emotional al legiances lag

behind. lt is valid that they do so, for the emotionaì re-

snonsec af hic. nr¡hl i¡ rra tha ¡r+!F+l ì i+., ^-:-^:^r^s¡ LrJt d t eqt ¡ L/ pt ttlg¡ytç.

However, the natural conservatism of perception can be po-

liticaìly exploited to freeze cultural allegiances into re-

actionary ttpuzzle-solutions'r which have no val idi ty for con-

temporary I ife. Emotional manipulation of this sort carries

cultural guestions directly into pol itics.3a?

scribed. ln talking of it thereafter, Iet us call it
the stream of
tive life.rl

thought , of consc i ousness,
Wi I I iams James, Principles

or of subjec-
of P svch oloqy

Consc i ous nes s p.Vol. I

38.
. , p. 239. Cited in 0rnsreín,
Our point is that this stream is

347

quintessential ìy
historicaì and social.

Robert E. 0rnstein observes that I'What we actually expe-
rience, acccording to Bruner and others, are the cateqo-
ries [0rnsteinrs emphasis] wfrich are evoked Uy a partrc-
ular stimulus, not the occurrence in the external
wnrl¡{ ll Qa}rar+ E ôrno+aia t^^^^^:^,,^^^-^vr treLsr t¡, gvttÐV I vUÞt¡gÞJ - aôP. )¿
These categor i es are i nd i sputabl y "contextua I il rather
than a priori.
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ln his last article, publ ished in Pravda two weeks before

his final i I lness, Lenin left us an excel lent anaìysis of

the paradigmatic relation under consideration. Because his

article is a critical, negative example, it is al I the more

useful and instructive. Lenin declared:

The workers cannot build a new state apparatus.
They have not yet deveìoped the culture required
for this; and ¡t is culture that is required.348

For the old Bolsheviks, Trotsky declared, "there were no ab-

stract truths.rr Lenin discussed culture because a concrete

problem in the administration of the Soviet State couìd not

be addressed any other way. The reason for his complaint

was that:

Theoretical audacity in general constructions went
hand in hand with amazing timidíty as regards cer-
tain very minor reforms in office routine...The
imagination fai led when it came to working out a

tenth-rate reform.3ae

Leninrs practical political experience had collided with one

of the most neglected areas of critical theory and histori-

cal anaìysìs. The cultural context can neutralize through

atti tudes, social habi ts and stereotypical emotional rela-

tions any general social or theoretical advance. The cul-

ture rrre-members" the I ife-world. A pol itical consciousness

which has not changed its cultural attitude is caught in a

self-destructive paradox which jeopardizes the effectiveness

of every progressive idea. Lenin had seen the practical ef-

V. I . Lenin, þ]ec.!g{ Works (l'loscow: Progress Publ ish-
ers, ì97.l) p.701

348

349 lbid., p. 708
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fects of this paradox and he called the problem a cultural

one.

Linear judgment separates cultural forms from their cor-

responding social and economic processes. This separation

has mystifying conseguences in our emotional and intel lectu-

al I ife because it leads to the assumption that aesthetic

content can somehow be magically "liberated'r from its social

context. I^Jhere this separation is tolerated, âñ iliron cageil

culture exercices a hegemonic power over its victims.

The social historian, Geraìdine Cl ifford criticizes what

in her view has been a determined effort on the part of

American psychology, sociology and pol iticaì science to be

not only'ra-histor¡caì i.e., ignorant of what Americans have

been, but a-cultural, basically unconcerned with what a so-

ciety represents in the way of a construct of social rela-

tions, preoccupations, and expectations.rt¡:o Thê I inear con-

cept of Capital Q, Fine Arts Culture is a-historical, just

as the linear concept of history is a-cultural. The accep-

tance of this antique dual ism has been a critical pol itical
error in progressive politics, a serious pedagogical error

in publ ic education and an amazing methodological oversight

in historiography.

Geraldi ne Cl i fford, 'rA Cul ture-Bound Concept of Creativ-
ity: A Social Historiants Critique, Centering on a Re-
¡an+ /\*^- i ^^- ô^^---^L ñ-*^-t llçel l L ñlllçl l 9Ol l ngÐgclf Ull atCPlJl L, -

Reseàrch. Horton Bl oomberg (ed.)
Lreã t tvt[y Theory anci

New Haven, Connecti-

350

cutt: Yale University Press, 197Ð p. 332
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The content of art is a social content. The content of

any erars art is, in its classical forms, that era's social

content. The sentimentaì allegiance to a cultural form car-

ries with it an emotional allegiance to the paradigm of per-

ception out of which that cultural form emerged. This para-

digmatic relation is phenomenological ly self-evident in the

art history of changing styles and forms, but in pedagogy'

scholarship and pol itics the reìation is ignored and violat-

ed. We propose that the. dialectic between consciousness and

society is an evolution between form and process in Culture

and the poì itical economy. This relation îs paradigmatic

i.e., ¡t is linearly discontinuous, but dialectically insep-

rabl e. We beì i eve that th i s systemi c theory addresses a

central problem in social history, cultural studies and eth-

ics.

ln I inear analysis, the forms of Cultural experience have

been separated from the social processes of adaptation and

survival. This schizoid approach to knowìedge reproduces a

self-division of body and mind which cannot be conducive ei-

ther to political progress or personal tranquility. A new

perspective is required in order to mend this schism. As

Weber observed;

Epistemological and methodological ref lections can
become important only when the idea emerges that a

new "viewpoint'r also requires a revision of the
l og i ca I forms i n wh i ch the rrenterpr i se" has here-
tofore operated...This situation is unambiguously



the case at present as regards history.3sr

The integrity of progressive pol itics as wel I as

behav i or demands the re i ntegrat i on of Cap i ta I g,

Cuì turaì forms wi th the real i ty of Western soc i al

Only then can experience be at one with its ideals.

2\6

per sona I

Wes ter n

process.

ln this chapter we have attempted to clarify and expand

the early structural îst project begun by Weber and Saussure.

The resulting interdiscipl inary argument has led us to the

conclusion that cultural forms constitute the collective

memory of social adaptation. The cultural eontext embodies

for a group, its practical, adaptive wisdom disti I led into a

very prec i se and condensed symbo l i c grammar . Cu l ture, espe-

¡i¡llrr Èha Eina ,l¡+¡ 1¡'I+,.-^ :^11-^- ¡L^ ^^-¡:-..:!.. -!, Lrrv I ¡rre ^¡ Le vsrLsls, iltslilvt tcltt¿gè LttE uullLlllulLy ul

historical community across generations. The concept of the

paradigm permits discipl inary access to th¡s structural his-

torical relation. ln the totaì ity of the paradigm, the sign

unvei ls its social nature. cultural ciphers blossom into

historical texts and the schism of Western spl it C C/cultur-

al experience finds at Ieast a measure of resolution.

M-w l.t^h.^- TL^ M^+L^l^l ^-.. ^t ¡L- .^ - ! - r 
^|rú^ iïËLreí , ¡ iie ¡'ie Lnoc¡o ¡ ogy oT -Lne 5oc i a I j2ji!l1!jæ9,

trans. and ed-dward A. st''¡ls anu lrenrv n. r¡nch..@l
coe, lllinois: The Free Press, 1949) p ll6

351
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CONCLUS I ON

A major shift in emotional and cultural relations is now

over a century old. The structural investigation of this

change promises a new perspective on art and leisure as well

as a new feel i ng-tone for pol i t i cs and soc i ety. The outcome

of this change may not be perceived as a revolution, but it

wi I I certainly resul t in an adaptive re-stabi I ization of our

most basic emotional and pol itical structures. Whether

traumatic and violent or not, this transition to a new para-

digm is an anxious passage.

One of the major purposes of this thesis has been to il-

lustrate how the work of certain central figures in twenti-

eth century cultural studies has heìped to stabi I ize the di-

sor i entat i on, to soothe the debate and to fac i I i tate

internal ization of a neh, cuìtural gestalt.'The transition to

a post-bourgeois cultural environment has been accelerated

by a number of landmark thinkers whose work means that no

one endures the disorientation, debate and discomfort of the

contemporary parad i gm change w i thout gu i dance or a I one 
"

Saussure, Weber, Husserl, Sartre, l'lerleau-Ponty, Adorno, Ar-

endt, Wi I I iams, Baudr i I lard, Kuhn and Bateson rank among the

landmark culturologists of this century. No student of cul-

-2\7-
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turaì or intel lectual history who rebels against both clas-

sical ideal ism and conventional l'larxism need feel methodolo-

gicaì ìy isolated or intel lectual ly bankrupt in I ight of

their contribution to the sociaì history of culture.

ln addition to these, at least three other culturologists

deserve spec i a I ment i on. These three contemporary structura I

aestheticians have each treated one major aspect of the for-

bidding no-man's land between ideal ism and a materiaì ist

analysis of the Arts. Frederic Jameson, John Berger and Ro-

land Barthes are worthy of special mention. This thesis has

succeeded ¡f its transìation of the structural ist project

i nto someth i ng approach i ng pl a i n prose makes Jamesonrs, Ber-

aarlo an¡l Dr¡+¡.^-l ..,^-1, *^-^ -:LI^ -^t ---r:^-Lr^ ¡--
ve¡ d gr¡q sst LrtsÞ wvt À iltvt s quvsÐÞtvtE etlu oppt tudlJtE tLrt

historians in general and intellectuaì history in part¡cu-

lar.

0f these, Fredrick Jameson is perhaps the most signifi-

cant. His contribution to methodology has focused the I it-

erary text I ike a m.agnifying lens upon the social structures

of pol itics and economics. Jamesonrs I ife work has been to

reveal how:

Unbeknownst to us, the objects around us lead
lives of their own in our unconscious fantasies
where, Vibrant with mana or taboo, they stand as
the words or hieroglyphs of the universaì rebus of
desire.3s2

And after this critical revelation to show that:

352 Fredric Jameson, l'larxism
sey: Princeton Universi ty

and Form (Princeton, New Jer-
Press, 1971) p. 99
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We should f¡nd ourselves in the presence of a kind
of ¡rintr i ns icrr l.larxist cr i t ic i sm, a k ind of l'larx-
ist phi lology or systematic investigation of the
inner social forms of art in general.353

Jamesonrs studies of Balzac, Gissing, Conrad' Wyndham

Lewis and Sartre are intrinsic, bed-rock i lustrations of the

method of twentieth century structural criticism and the ex-

pl icit appl ication of a post-bourgeois world-view. Jame-

sonrs work constructs exemplary models of a unified dis-

course which serve as rrconcrete puzzle-solving solutionsrl

for a new era of culturaì experience.

John Berger ranks close behind Jameson. His study of Pi-

casso35a rel inks art criticism with pol iticaì biography de-

finitively enough to practically open up a new field of

scholarship. Berger's @L Lookinq,3ss a series of critical

essays, reads the art text wi th a structura I i ns i ght on I y

possible after having internal ized a new post-bourgeois cul-

tural paradigm. Berger's work is our Ariadners thread

through the labyrinth of classical ideal ism.

Roland Barthes is worthy of particular mention in concìu-

sion because he is the epistemologist of the post-bourgeois

cuìtural imagination. His is the twentieth century voice

(l ike Nietzsehers in the nineteenth) which speaks from an

lbid., p. 396353

354 John
York:

Berger, T_be Success and Fa i I ure of
Pantheon,.|965)

Pi casso (New

355 John Berger, @! Look i nq (New York: Pantheon, ì 980)
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epochal ìy different aesthetic perspective. The epi stemolo-

gical nerve center of Barthest reunified aesthetic is the

d i scovery that:

The body is the site of the transgression effected
by the narrat¡ve.3s6

The human senses are galvanized by their cultural inscrip-

tion into an historical body pol itic which ís also a physi-

cal political body. rrlt is at the level of the body,rl

Barthes writes, "that the two inconci I iabí I ia of the an-

tithesis (outside and inside, cold and heat, death and I ife)

are brought together, are made to touch, to mingle in the

most amazing figures in a composite substance.rrgsr Barthes

sensually expìoded the myth of the ideaì form in a construc-

tirre act nf inrlrnal icti¡ Qa¿{icm f ha ì íl,a af r.rhi¡h hae na+
rtg9 ttvL

been felt since Nietzsche. Barthes recycles ideal form past

historîcal discussion, back into the visceral experience of

its historical determination. Reading Barthes one bears

again the burden of historical gestation and parturit¡on.

'rl'lyth i s language-robberty,rrs s a he dec lared. t'lyth is an

historical reality system transformed into a nature. ln de-

claiming dialectics in ì inear prosody, Barthesr text is

Braille to the eye. His language stands off the page--tvro-

3sd Roland Barthes !!, An Essay. (New York: Hill and Wang,
t97 t+) p. 28

3 S7 tb id.

Roland Barthes, f'lythologies trans. Annette Lavers (St.
Albans, Hertfordshire: Paladin, 191Ð p. 13.|

358
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dimensional to the mind and tacti le to the body of the

reader. His prose exerts the gestus force of a Chinese 0p-

era, drawing observation into sensory experience--a verbal

umbi I ication between consciousness and the body upon which

consc i ousness depends.

It now appears probable that culture forms incarnate ex-

istential experiences. They dramatize in external ized, PFe-

conscious negations, the di lemmas which I ie just beyond the

scope of conventional problem solving techniques. For this

reason, Berger, Jameson and Barthes claim that the cultural

system is propuìsive. When functioning as a culture system'

i t should lead rational discourse on, but when the relation

between social process and culture is interrupted' a vital

link in the human life system has been destroyed. The con-

ceptual center, the womb from whîch discourse evolves, has

been ripped from the earth.

l,larx, Weber and Saussure originally conceived dialectical

analysis within this kind of unified perspective, but they

were forced to leave substant¡al problem areas for further

research. The discussion of these substantial problem areas

points toward a new paradigm of cultural reason. lf we broa-

den our disciplinary perspectives with Berger' Jameson and

Barthes in the d irect ions wh ich f'larx, Weber and Saussure

urged, wê may get beyond the narrow dualisms of our positi-

vist past and embark upon no less than the remagicization of
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our uJorld. ln a reunif ied cultural paradigm we wil I per-

ceive the artists of the world as more than mechanics in the

art of gratification or mute intel lectuals who must pantom-

ime their ideals. þJe wilì appreciate artistic activity as

social sìeepwalking at the edge of the paradigm and begin to

unravel the social meaning of its maddest visions and most

enchant i ng dreams .
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